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Important Information for Buyers

All lots are offered subject to Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s Condition’s of Business and to reserves. The Conditions of Business for
Buyers are published at the end of the catalogue. 

Estimates are published as a guide only and are subject to review. The actual hammer price of a lot may well be higher or
lower than the range of figures given and there are no fixed “starting prices”.

A Buyer’s premium of 20% is applicable to all lots in this sale. Excepting lots sold under Temporary Import rules which are
marked with the symbol ‡ (see below), the Buyer’s Premium is subject to VAT at the standard rate (currently 17.5%).  Lots
offered for sale under the auctioneer’s margin scheme and VAT on the Buyer’s Premium is payable by all buyers. 

Lots marked with the symbol ‡ have been imported from outside the European Union (EU) to be sold at auction under
Temporary Import Rules. When released to buyers within the EU, including the UK, the buyer will become the importer and
must pay VAT at the rate of 5% on both the hammer price and the Buyer’s premium. Buyers outside the EU will normally
be eligible to obtain a refund in respect of temporary import VAT, upon satisfactory documentary evidence of exportation.
Further information on this matter is available on request.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. will be pleased to execute bids on behalf of those clients unable to attend the sale in person, subject
to our Conditions of Business. All bids must be submitted in writing in good time and lots will always be purchased as
cheaply as possible (depending on any other bids received, reserves and competition in the saleroom). This service is
offered free of charge.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. can supply quotations for shipping of purchases, including transit insurance and VAT refund
administration fees, and will assist in the application for any export licenses which may be required.  Buyers are reminded
that it is their responsibility to comply with UK export regulations and with any local import requirements.

Buyers of modern firearms: Please see the important notices regarding lots 181-250 before the relevant lots.

Payment 

Payment is due in sterling at the conclusion of the sale and before purchases can be released.  Please note that we require
seven days to clear sterling cheques unless special arrangements have been made in advance of the sale.  We are pleased
to accept major credit cards (regrettably we are unable to accept American Express), for which a surcharge will be made of
3% of the transaction total. There is no charge for payments made by debit card.  Cash payments above £6,000 will not be
accepted without prior arrangement.

Electronic transfers may be sent directly to our Bank:

HSBC Bank Plc
38 High Street
Dartford
Kent
DA1 1DG

IBAN No.: GB78MIDL40190481632140
BIC.: MIDLGB22
Sort Code: 40-19-04
Account No.: 81632140
Account Name.: Thomas Del Mar Ltd

Storage

On receipt of cleared funds, lots can be collected from the Sotheby’s Olympia Saleroom during the auction or immediately
after its completion.  Thereafter, all purchased lots will be stored at Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s premises at Sotheby’s Olympia.
Please note that collection is BY APPOINTMENT on +44 (0) 207 602 4805. All lots should be cleared within two months of
the auction date, after which they will be transferred to a third party for storage. A transfer fee of £10 per lot plus all
incurred transfer and storage costs due to the third party will be payable prior to release.
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The Peter Cottis Collection
I first met Peter Cottis through the Historical Breechloading
Smallarms Association, on whose Council we both served. A
barrister specialising in European Community law, a
bibliophile and a generous man whose enthusiasm for life is
impossible to overlook, and with interests that encompass
not only arms and armour but music, the theatre and French
culture, Peter has been not only willing but uniquely well
qualified to defend the interests of arms collectors and
shooters nationally and internationally. Well-known as a
member of the Muzzle Loaders Association of Great Britain
and the HBSA, Peter has also been an officer of the
quondam National Pistol Association and a member of the
Winans Society, being a strong advocate of the British view
that a proper study and understanding of arms demands
their occasional use, followed by discussion accompanied by
good food and, of course, wine. Peter also helped found
FESAC, the Federation of European Societies of Arms
Collectors, which has done so much and so successfully to
defend the interests of the heritage of arms in the EC, and
served it with distinction for many years as the UK
representative. Peter began to collect Japanese arms and
armour while an undergraduate at Oxford, when he paid £4
for a sword, having been told that it was probably older than
his college (Lincoln, founded in 1427), but Peter’s interest in
arms is not narrow. His collection developed strong themes:
duelling pistols, pocket pistols, officer’s pistols, Irish and
French arms, target rifles and pistols, Flobert arms, rook and
rabbit rifles, double rifles and High Standard pistols. An
active collector, Peter frequently added to his collection for
that best of reasons: the arm had interested and appealed to
him, and he willingly shared his pleasure by lending some of
his finest pieces for museum display. Now that ill-health has
curtailed his ability to work on and build his collection, the
time has come for others to be given the opportunity to
admire, acquire and continue to preserve for the future
remarkable arms from the collection of a remarkable man in
whose debt we all stand.

David Penn 
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1
AN INDIAN TALWAR, 18TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged watered steel blade (small areas
of pitting), steel hilt of characteristic form, and decorated
over its full surface in silver with framed arrangements of
conventional flowers and foliage, in its leather-covered
wooden scabbard, complete with a large iron buckle
decorated with silver flowers, and with provision for an
additional short sword or spike

82cm; 32D in blade

£400-500

2
AN INDIAN TALWAR, LATE 19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged watered steel blade inlaid with a
magic square, a cartouche and a brief inscription in gold on
one side at the forte (losses, small areas of pitting, pierced
for display towards the tip), russet iron hilt of characteristic
form with large disc pommel, decorated over its full surface
with gold flowers and foliage (losses)

87.5cm; 34I in blade

The inscription on the blade reads, in translation:

‘The servant of the King of trusteeship [i.e. 'ali], 'Abbas'
1312 (?) [AD 1894-5]’and 'I put my trust in god'

The inscription on the hilt reads parts of a Persian verse in
praise of the sword.
£600-700

3
AN INDIAN TALWAR, 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged slender watered steel blade
decorated with a brief inscription within a two-part
cartouche on one side (losses), iron hilt of characteristic
form including large disc pommel chiselled with an
expanded flowerhead, and decorated over its full surface
with silver flowers, foliage and brief inscriptions within a
linear border, in a fabric-covered wooden scabbard (worn)

82cm; 32I in blade

£800-1000

1 2 3
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4
AN INDIAN TALWAR, 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged watered steel blade, decorated
with a gold cartouche and a gold inscription along the
back-edge on one side, russet iron hilt retaining some gold
decoration, in a velvet-covered wooden scabbard

78.5cm; 31in blade

The inscription on the blade reads, in translation:

In the cartouche ’Sayyid ...  Taqi, 910 (AD1504-5)’,
on the edge, a couplet in Persian in praise of ’Ali

£500-600

5
AN INDO-PERSIAN SHAMSHIR, 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with single-edged watered steel blade, steel cross-piece
retaining traces of decoration, and a pair of bone grip-
scales (chipped), in a contemporary wooden scabbard
covered with tooled leather (losses)

81cm; 32in blade

£500-600

6
AN INDIAN SHAMSHIR, 19TH CENTURY

with earlier curved single-edged watered steel blade (areas
of pitting), plain iron hilt including a pair of straight quillons,
and fitted with a pair of hardwood grip-scales (one
cracked), in a contemporary iron-mounted wooden
scabbard with an inscription on the locket (worn)

82cm; 32I in blade

The inscription reads:

‘Sword of a sikh chief, in whose family it has been for 250
years. Bought from the punjabi in 1849 by Colonel Stewart,
of the 11th Light Dragoons and given by him to his cousin
John Blackwood. August 10/55’

The 14th Light Dragoons were involved in the Punjab war
and a Major Steuart (sic) is recorded in this regiment, rising
to the rank of Colonel in 1854. The inscription is
presumably somewhat erroneous as the 11th were not
involved in the Punjab war, and were under the command
of James Brudenell, 7th Earl of Cardigan at this date. 

£400-500

4 5 6
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7
A TURKISH SHAMSHIR, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade encrusted with a lengthy
gold inscription within a slender fuller on one side and with
a series of decorative gold rondels set with coloured pastes
on each side at the forte (a number of pastes missing),
steel cross-piece decorated with gold koftgari ornament
(worn), and a pair of large rhinoceros horn grip-scales
rising to form a bulbous pommel in its original leather-
covered wooden scabbard with steel mounts decorated en
suite with the cross-piece (worn)

79.5cm; 31D in blade

The inscriptions are Arabic proverbs

£500-700

8
A PERSIAN SHAMSHIR, 17TH/18TH CENTURY

with curved watered steel blade decorated on one side
with a gold magic square, and two gold calligraphic
cartouches, steel hilt including a pair of long quillons with
bud-shaped terminals and decorated with a calligraphic
cartouche on the langets (one chipped), morse grip-scales
(chipped, back-strap rusted), and plain silver pommel cap
(the steel parts with areas of pitting)

75.8cm; 29N in blade

£350-450

9
A DETACHED BLADE FROM A PERSIAN SHAMSHIR,
17TH/18TH CENTURY

of watered steel, cut with a long shallow fuller on each
face, and punched with a series of dots previously filled
with gold (the tang repaired); and a detached blade from
an Indian shamshir, 18th/early 19th Century, of watered
steel, decorated with a series of chiselled panels at the
base on one side and with gold scrolls and inscriptions on
each face (losses)

the first 82.5cm; 32I in blade

(2)

The inscription reads, in translation: in the pear-shaped cartouche:
'The servant of the King of trusteeship [i.e. 'Ali], Sulayman'.
(the Safavid Shah (1077-1105/ AD1666-94).

In the horizontal cartouche : ’The work of Asadullah Isfahani’

£300-400

10
A PERSIAN SHAMSHIR, 17TH/EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade, decorated in gold with two
differing cartouches each filled with a brief inscription and a
gold magic square on one side at the forte, straight iron
cross-piece pierced in the centre with a geometric design,
silver cap pommel chased with an expanded flowerhead, and
four-piece ivory grip interrupted by horizontal brass fillets

84cm; 33in blade

The inscription on the blade reads, in translation:
’The work of Asadullah Isfahani’. the pear-shaped cartouche
is from the qur'an, surah al-saff (LXI), parts of 13. The
letters in the square make up the talismanic word biduh.

£500-700

7 8 9
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11
A TURKISH KILIG, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with watered steel blade decorated with a calligraphic
panel at the forte and some gold decoration, iron hilt and
one horn grip-scale (the other missing); and three Indo-
Persian shamshirs, 17TH/18TH Century, each with watered
steel blade and iron hilt (worn)

the first: 69cm; 27D in blade

(4)

£600-800

12
A PERSIAN SHAMSHIR, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with earlier watered steel curved blade double-edged
towards the point, watered steel hilt comprising cross-piece
with button-shaped terminals and cap pommel each
decorated with gold scrolls around the border, ivory grip-
scales, and with a portion of a contemporary scabbard with
three mounts decorated in a similar manner to the hilt

86cm; 33Pin blade

£350-450

13
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, DATED 1273AH (CIRCA 1856/57)

with slightly curved single-edged blade, decorated with a
silver star on one side and the date and a stylised
inscription in silver on the other, the lower portion of the
blade enclosed in a short white metal sheath set with a
green paste on each side, white metal back-strap set with
coral in raised mouldings (losses, repaired), and a pair of
marine ivory grip-scales rising to form a large eared
pommel, in its wooden scabbard, entirely encased in white
metal repousée with flowers and geometric ornament, and
the chape formed as a scaley monster (worn)

the first: 62.2cm; 24I in blade

£400-500

14
A CAUCASIAN SWORD, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with fullered blade stamped with two calligraphic marks, ;
an Indo-Persian shamshir, 18th Century, with watered steel
blade; an Indian sword, 18th Century; a Turkish Kilig, 18th
Century; and a scabbard for a shamshir (worn throughout)

the first: 79.5cm; 39D in blade

(5)

£600-800

10 12 13
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15
A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY TROOPER’S SWORD

the blade etched blued and gilt with the crowned Royal
Arms on one side and with the crowned Royal cypher and
a cavalryman on the other (bluing worn), in its scabbard
(the grip wormed, scabbard pitted)

83cm; 32N in blade

£300-400

16
A COMPOSITE 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY
OFFICER’S SWORD

with Indian late 18th/early 19th Century curved single-
edged blade of watered steel, decorated with a gold
calligraphic cartouche and an inscription along the back-
edge on one side, regulation gilt-brass hilt, and wooden
grip bound with plaited silver wire (loose)
80.6cm; 31N in 

The inscription on the blade reads, in translation:
’The work of Asadullah Isfahani’. The long cartouche is
from the Qur'an, Surah Al-Saff (LXI), parts of 13. 

£350-450

17
A SMALL-SWORD, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with colichemarde blade retaining traces of engraved
decoration at the forte, and plain blackened hilt (grip wire
missing); another, with French 18th Century blade, and
chiselled steel hilt (incomplete); a modern sword, with 17th
Century backsword blade; another, 19th Century; and a
modern copy of a Court sword

the first: 81cm; 32in blade

(5)

£200-250

15 16 17
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18
A RARE LIGHT DRAGOON OFFICER’S SABRE BY GILL,
LATE 18TH CENTURY

with slightly curved single-edged blade signed on the back-
edge, etched with a trophy-of-arms, a mounted hussar and
the initials ‘WLD’ on one side and a castle within a shield
and the crowned Royal Cypher on the other at the forte,
regulation iron hilt (knuckle-guard missing), including
langets inscribed ‘WLD’ and engraved with a crown on the
respective sides iron beaked pommel inscribed with a
crown, and chequered wooden grip (cracked)

83.8cm; 33in blade

A hand written label suggests that this is for the
Warwickshire Regiment of Fencible Light Dragoons, raised
1794 and disbanded in 1804 under George Greville, 2nd Earl
of Warwick.

£300-400

19
AN UNUSUAL INDIAN OFFICER’S SWORD WITH INDIAN
GILT-BRASS HILT, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged fullered blade etched with
trophies-of-arms, scrolling foliage, a stylised crowned Royal
cypher, and the crowned Royal arms and motto ‘Dieu et
mon Droit’, gilt-brass hilt including a pair of quillons with
flattened bud-shaped quillons, moulded knuckle-guard, and
solid grip rising to a beak-shaped pommel, decorated over
almost its full surface with flowerheads and foliage framed
with leaf ornament, in its original leather-covered wooden
scabbard with large gilt-brass mounts pierced with shaped
panels framed with punched and incised ornament (leather
with losses)

81.5cm; 32B in blade

£800-1000

20
AN OFFICER’S SWORD, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH
CENTURY, POSSIBLY FOR THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

with curved single-edged Eastern blade of watered steel,
etched with a running pattern of scrolling foliage along the
back edge, steel stirrup hilt including a pair of rounded
langets, and original banded horn grip (binding missing)

77.5cm; 30I in blade

£250-350

18 19 20
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21
AN OFFICER’S SWORD, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with earlier curved single-edged Eastern blade of watered
steel formed with a rounded back-edge (tip bent), gilt-brass
hilt formed of a stirrup-shaped knuckle-guard, a pair of
scrolling frontal bars (one cracked) and plain back-strap
rising to a domed pommel, and chequered ivory grip

82.8cm; 32K in blade

£500-700

22
A RARE OFFICER’S LEVÉE SWORD OF THE 15TH
HUSSARS, CIRCA 1820

with curved Eastern blade of watered steel, silver-plated
cross-piece with bud-shaped quillons, silver back-strap, and
ivory grip-scales carved with chequering and scallop
mouldings retained by a pair of iron rivets

80cm; 31I in blade

The carving of the grip-scales is specific to the 15th
Hussars. See J.W. Latham 1966, p.50.

£350-450

23
A MAMELUKE-HILTED OFFICER’S SWORD BY GILL, 6
PRINCES STREET, SOHO, LONDON, CIRCA 1817-18

with curved single-edged blade (light wear), finely punched
gilt-brass cross-piece and a pair of ivory grip-scales (one
chipped, two washers replaced), in its steel scabbard
engraved with the maker’s details (worn)

82.5cm; 32I in blade

Harry Gill & Co are recorded at 6 Princes Street, Leicester
Square circa 1817-1818.

£250-350

21 22 23
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24
A MAMELUKE-HILTED CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD,
SECOND QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with earlier curved single-edged watered Eastern blade
(areas of pitting), white-metal cross-piece cast and chased
with scrolls in relief on a punched ground, two-piece ivory
grip-scales retained by a pair of rivets on silver flowerhead
washers, white metal back-strap, and the pommel pierced
with a white metal collar for a sword knot, in a
contemporary steel scabbard of regulation type (heavily
pitted)

82cm; 32D in blade

A similar cross-piece on a Levée sword of the 16th Lancers
is illustrated in B. Robson 1996, p.96, no.80. 

£300-400

25
A MAMELUKE HILTED OFFICER’S SWORD, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with curved blade double-edged towards the tip, engraved
brass cross-piece with a pair of short moulded quillons,
and a pair of ivory grip-scales retained by pairs of rivets on
rosette washers

76cm; 30in blade

£180-240

26
A GENERAL OFFICER’S MAMELUKE-HILTED SWORD,
FIRST QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with earlier curved single-edged blade of watered steel,
gilt-brass cross-piece cast with an expanded flowerhead
and designs of foliage in low relief, and shaped ivory grip
swelling towards the pommel, the latter pierced for a
sword knot, in a contemporary red leather-covered wooden
scabbard (small losses) with engraved gilt-brass mounts
decorated with sunburst ornament framed by laurel foliage

77cm; 30D in blade

£400-500

24 25 26
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27
A FINE DETACHED BLADE FROM A GERMAN
PRESENTATION SWORD DATED 1885

of pipe-backed form, finely etched over its entire surface in
imitation of watering, the back-edge etched and gilt with a
running pattern of olive foliage, decorated on each face
with designs of foliage and strapwork, a broad panel of
gilding at the forte, bearing the presentation inscription
‘Wilhelm Deutscher Kaiser und König von Preussen’ on one
side and ‘in danfender Erinnerung an die Ganöver in Indien
1885’ in large gold letters on each face and ‘dem Königl
Grossbritannischen Oberst John Upperton’ on one side,
and the tang stamped ‘DAMAST’ and ‘A.WB’ 

85cm; 33I in blade 

Colonel John Upperton CB, was Commandant of the 6th

Bengal Cavalry. He was gazetted 2nd Lieutenant 10th June
1854 and Colonel 10th June 1884.

Upperton commanded a body of Irregular Cavalry during
the Indian Mutiny in and about the Delhi Division and on
the borders of Central India throughout the Oude Campaign
of 1858-59 for which he was awarded the Indian Mutiny
medal with clasp. He served with Fane’s Horse throughout
the campaign of 1860 in China and was present at the
capture of the Taku Forts, action of Changkiawhan, where
he was thanked by the Commander-in-Chief of the French
forces. He was at the capture of Pekin and was awarded the
China War medal with two clasps.

£800-1000

27

28
A VICTORIAN ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SWORD

the blade etched with the owner’s initials ‘C.L.G.’, in its
scabbard, and an Indian mameluke-hilted military sword,
19th Century, with watered blade, silvered cross-piece,
ivory grip-scales and associated scabbard

the first: 82.5cm; 32I in blade

(2)

£250-300

29
A FITTED BRASS BOUND OAK CASE FOR A PAIR OF D.B.
PERCUSSION GUNS BY REILLY, NO. 502 NEW OXFORD
STREET, LONDON, CIRCA 1851-69

comprising a removable upper tray and fitted base, each
lined in blue felt and with a single lidded compartment, the
lid with engraved trade label, and secured at the front by a
pair of swivel hooks (lid cracked, escutcheon detached,
areas of wear, one compartment divide loose)

the barrel compartment approximately 75.5cm; 29N in
long

See W. Keith Neal and D.H.L. Back 1980, p.77.

£500-700
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30
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY BARBER & BOALER,
NEWARK, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1810

with two-stage steel barrel tapering towards the muzzle
(pitted), fitted with associated spring bayonet on top
secured by a catch on the tang, signed border-engraved
bolted lock fitted with roller (cock replaced), figured walnut
full stock (fore-end with one small crack and chip),
chequered grip, and engraved brass mounts including
trigger-guard with pineapple finial and butt-plate decorated
with a rococo trophy (later ramrod)

77cm; 30D in 

Isaac Barber and Joseph Boaler are recorded in Cartergate,
Newark, Nottinghamshire circa 1804-16.

£750-850

31
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY KETLAND,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1785

with three-stage brass barrel belled at the muzzle, fitted
with later spring bayonet beneath, stamped with the
barrelsmith’s initials ‘TK’ and inscribed ‘…Haven’ at the
breech, border-engraved lock (replaced), figured walnut full
stock (repairs), and engraved brass mounts including
trigger-guard and butt-plate en rocaille (repairs, later
ramrod)

78cm; 30N in 

£600-800
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32
A COMPOSITE SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK SPORTING
GUN, CIRCA 1800, THE LOCK BY BATE, THE MOUNTS
WITH LONDON SILVER HALLMARKS FOR 1748, MAKER’S
MARK JA 

with rebrowned sighted barrel formed in three stages,
engraved ‘Gunmaker to His Majesty’, patent breech with
gold line and gold-lined maker’s stamp of James Wilkinson,
London, gold-lined vent, signed engraved stepped lock
with roller and gold-lined rainproof pan, figured walnut half-
stock (bruised, fore-end cracked), chequered grip, earlier
silver mounts including trigger-guard engraved with rococo
ornament on the bow (repaired) and with shell finial, and
butt-cap engraved with game birds and a dog on the tang,
silver fore-end cap, vacant silver escutcheon, and brass-
mounted ebony ramrod

86.8cm; 34B in barrel 

£1200-1800

33
A FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY TWIGG & BASS,
LONDON, CIRCA 1788-90

reconverted from percussion, with rebrowned sighted
barrel formed in two stages, stamped with the gold-lined
barrelsmith’s mark and a gold line at the breech, gold-lined
vent (later), the breech tang engraved with a hound putting
up a game bird, signed stepped bevelled lock with later
gold-lined pan, figured walnut half-stock (minor chips and
repairs), chequered grip, engraved steel mounts including
butt-plate and trigger-guard, the latter decorated with a
hound at the base of a tree on the bow, silver barrel bolt
escutcheons (one chipped), and silver fore-end cap
(ramrod missing, steel parts pitted)

83.5cm; 32P in barrel

John Twigg worked in Piccadilly in partnership with his
nephew John Bass from 1788 until his death in 1790 when
his share of the business was left to his son of the same
name.

£350-400
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34
A FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY G.HERIOT, CIRCA 1780

with two-stage Spanish barrel fitted with silver ‘spider’
fore-sight and inlaid with silver at the median and over the
breech, the breech tang decorated with silver en suite,
signed border-engraved lock (steel replaced), figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel mounts
including trigger-guard with acorn finial, and solid side-
plate decorated with a bouquet and a bird-of-prey, silver
barrel bolt escutcheons, and horn fore-end cap (later
ramrod, the steel parts pitted throughout)

95cm; 37D in barrel 

George Heriot is recorded in Edinburgh circa 1765-85.

£600-800

35
A D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN SIGNED BISHOP,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

with sighted barrels inscribed ‘London’, engraved case-
hardened breeches with platinum plug, signed border-
engraved lock decorated with foliage (one lock missing),
figured walnut full stock, chequered grip (cracked through),
engraved steel mounts (pitted, losses), and brass-tipped
wooden ramrod (the forward ramrod-pipe missing)

82cm; 32D in barrels

William 2 Bishop was the agent for Westley Richards at 170
New Bond Street circa 1826-71. He was creditor of Joseph
Manton and a jovial sportsman, known as ‘The Bishop of
Bond Street’.

£100-150
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36
A D.B. PERCUSSION SHOTGUN BY WILLIAM ROWNTREE,
BARNARD CASTLE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1847-65

with signed rebrowned cut-down barrels stamped ‘WR’
beneath, engraved breeches, slender scroll-engraved
breech tang, border-engraved back-action locks inscribed
‘Rowntree’s Improv’d Locks’, fitted with grip safety-catch
behind the trigger-guard, figured hardwood, half-stock,
chequered fore-end and grip, cut-down butt, engraved
steel trigger-guard, and engraved steel ramrod-pipe
(ramrod missing) 

24.6cm; 9K in barrels

William Rowntree is recorded at Bank, Barnard Castle, Co.
Durham circa 1847-65.

£200-300

37
A D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY SAMUEL &
CHARLES SMITH, NO. 3635, CIRCA 1825

with rebrowned twist sighted barrels, case-hardened
breeches inlaid with two pairs of platinum lines, fitted with
screw-in plugs and a small fence about the nipple reservoir,
engraved tang, signed locks engraved with hounds heads
enclosed within scrolls of foliage and a scrolling serpent,
figured walnut full stock (worn, fore-end chipped),
engraved steel mounts (rubbed), silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, and vacant silver escutcheon (ramrod
missing): in an associated oak case

74cm; 29B in barrels

£300-400
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38
A D.B. IRISH PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY RIGBY,
DUBLIN, NO. 5609 FOR 1823

with etched twist sighted barrels, engraved case-hardened
breeches with gold lines, platinum plugs, engraved tang
decorated with scrolling foliage and flowers, signed
engraved locks decorated with scrolling foliage and border
ornament, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip,
engraved steel mounts, and vacant silver escutcheon
(ramrod missing, worn throughout)

76cm; 30in barrels 

Sold to J. Bateman, ‘…best detonating double gun with
cases complete …’ for £40 19s 0d, see D.H.L. Back 1992,
p.32.

£400-500

39
A D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY W. HERIOT,
CIRCA 1770

converted from flintlock, with two-stage sighted barrels
stamped with maker’s marks at the breech (shortened),
signed engraved locks, and figured walnut half-stock (worn
throughout, restorations)

57cm; 22I in barrels 

£100-150
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40
A PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY SAMUEL SMITH &
CO., PRINCES STREET, LONDON, NO. 3441, CIRCA 1820

rebuilt from flintlock, with signed browned octagonal twist
barrel rifled with nine grooves, fitted with blued fore-sight
and folding leaf back-sight, engraved case-hardened patent
breech with platinum plug, scroll-engraved case-hardened
breech, signed bolted lock inscribed ‘patent 3208’ in front
of the hammer and engraved with scrollwork framed by a
border of flowerheads, double set trigger (the rear trigger
now missing), highly figured walnut half-stock (small chips
and repairs), chequered grip, carved cheek-piece, engraved
steel mounts including butt-plate and trigger-guard, the
latter formed with a square front and decorated with a tiger
mask, silver fore-end cap, silver barrel bolt escutcheons,
silver escutcheon engraved with the owner’s crest
(rubbed), and original brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the
forward portion of the ramrod and the sling swivels
missing) 

61cm; 24in barrel 

Samuel Smith was granted patent No. 5978 for ‘…touch
hole applied to fire-arms for firing the same by percussion;
cap to contain the priming’, on 7th August 1830. 

£1200-1500

41
A D.B. PERCUSSION RIFLE FOR SHALLOW BELTED BALL
BY T. KENNEDY, KILMARNOCK, RIFLE MAKER TO HIS
ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, NO. 267, CIRCA 1845

with browned twist sighted barrels signed in full on the flat,
fitted with blued folding leaf back-sight calibrated to 200
yards, case-hardened breech engraved with a stag bust,
platinum plugs, engraved case-hardened breech tang
decorated with scrollwork and with a reclining stag, signed
scroll-and border-engraved case-hardened locks decorated
with differing stag hunting scenes, figured walnut full stock
(chipped, repairs), chequered fore-end and grip, engraved
blued steel mounts (rear ramrod-pipe and sling swivels
each missing): in a contemporary lined and fitted case with
provision for an upper tray for a pair (the case extensively
chipped and worn)

76.2cm; 30in barrels

Thomas Kennedy is recorded in Kilmarnock, Scotland circa
1834-60. He became Gunmaker to Prince Albert in 1842.

£800-1000
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42
A .451 PERCUSSION MATCH TARGET RIFLE BY GEORGE
GIBBS, 29 CORN STREET BRISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, NO. 49, CIRCA 1865-84

with round barrel rifled with four broad shallow grooves,
fitted with bead fore-sight and a bed for a fully adjustable
additional fore-sight, signed in full towards the breech and
inscribed ‘Metford’s Patent 49’ on the short flat over the
breech, case-hardened patent breech engraved with the
letter M for Metford patent and fitted with platinum plug,
case-hardened breech tang with provision for an adjustable
folding peep-sight, signed blued lock stamped ‘F.S.’ inside,
figured walnut half-stock, chequered fore-end and pistol
grip, the latter fitted with a horn cap, plain steel mounts,
horn fore-end cap, vacant escutcheon, with no provision
for a ramrod, and retaining traces of original finish

90.5cm; 35K in barrel

W.E. Metford was granted his patent on 28th September
1865 for barrel rifling ‘…to vary in pitch, so that the same
turning moment is obtained throughout the length of the
barrel. The pitch may also be varied so as to fulfil any other
requirement….’

£3000-4000

43
A .451 PERCUSSION MATCH TARGET RIFLE BY GEORGE
GIBBS, 29 CORN STREET BRISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, NO.66, CIRCA 1865-84

with round barrel rifled with five broad shallow grooves
(fore-sight block removed), signed in full towards the
breech and inscribed ‘ Metford’s Patent 66’ on the short flat
over the breech, case-hardened patent breech engraved
with the letter M and fitted with platinum plug, case-
hardened breech tang with provision for an adjustable
folding peep-sight, signed blued lock stamped ‘J. Stanton’
inside, figured walnut half-stock, chequered fore-end and
pistol grip, the latter fitted with a horn cap, plain steel
mounts, horn fore-end cap, vacant silver escutcheon, with
no provision for a ramrod, and retaining traces of original
finish

90.5cm; 35K in barrel

See footnote to previous lot.

£3000-4000
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44
A .451 ALEXANDER HENRY PATENT PERCUSSION
TARGET RIFLE, BY ALEXANDER HENRY, EDINBURGH,
CIRCA 1870-74

with browned twist two-stage barrel signed on the flat and
inscribed ‘ Patent No. 588 Gauge 451’, retained by a pair of
blued steel bands, fitted with blued adjustable fore-sight
and folding back-sight calibrated to 1300 yards, scroll
engraved case-hardened breech with engraved platinum
plug, scroll-engraved breech tang, signed scroll-engraved
lock signed ‘T. Brazier’ on the inside, and with blued safety-
catch in front of the hammer (hammer repaired, shank
worn), chequered trigger, highly figured walnut full stock
(minor bruising, the fore-end with one small chip),
impressed with the number ‘1061’ on the underside of the
butt, cut with fine chequering over the fore-end and the
grip, the latter with scroll-engraved case-hardened trap-
cover for percussion caps, scroll-engraved steel mounts
including trigger-guard and patchbox-cover, horn fore-end
cap (chipped), a pair of steel eyes for sling swivels, vacant
silver escutcheon, and retaining traces of original finish
(ramrod missing)

91.5cm; 36in barrel

£3000-3500

45
A PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY SYKES, OXFORD,
CIRCA 1820

converted from flintlock, with signed browned twist
octagonal sighted barrel rifled with seven grooves, fitted
with folding leaf back-sight, case-hardened breech inlaid
with a gold line, engraved case-hardened breech tang
decorated with a bouquet and a hound, signed border-
engraved case-hardened lock fitted with bolt safety-catch,
set trigger, highly figured walnut full stock, finely chequered
grip, the butt with carved cheek-piece and fitted with patch
box with engraved steel cover, engraved steel mounts
including trigger-guard decorated with a hound on the bow
and with pineapple finial, and butt-plate engraved with a
hound putting up a brace of pheasant, silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, and vacant silver escutcheon (the steel parts
with light wear, fore-end cap and ramrod each missing)

79.5cm; 31B in barrel

Three makers of this name are recorded in Oxford, circa
1804-30.

£1500-2000
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46
A HEAVY PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY JOVER,
CIRCA 1780

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned heavy octagonal
sighted barrel stamped with a gold-lined maker’s mark
(worn) and inlaid with a gold and a platinum line at the
breech, folding leaf back-sight, engraved case-hardened
breech tang decorated with flowers and a trophy-of arms,
signed stepped bevelled lock fitted with bolt safety-catch
and engraved with a trophy on the tail, set trigger
(incomplete), figured walnut half-stock (worn, repairs),
engraved steel trigger-guard with pineapple finial, engraved
silver fore-end cap, engraved silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, vacant silver escutcheon, and a pair of steel
sling swivels (ramrod missing) 

72cm; 28F in barrel

£400-500

47
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY H.W. MORTIMER &
SON, CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with two-stage Spanish barrel
fitted with silver fore-sight and with a series decorative
gold marks at the breech (worn, losses), engraved breech
tang, signed stepped engraved lock, figured walnut half-
stock, chequered grip, carved cheek-piece, engraved steel
trigger-guard and butt-plate, silver fore-end cap and barrel
bolt escutcheons, vacant white metal escutcheon, and later
brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the steel parts rubbed, the
stock with minor repairs)

88.7cm; 35in barrel

£500-700
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48
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY GARDNER,
NEWCASTLE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1815

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned sighted barrel,
inscribed ‘Newcastle’ within a pair of engraved lines
converging on a sunburst, case-hardened breech, scroll-
engraved breech tang, signed stepped bevelled lock,
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel
trigger-guard and butt-plate, vacant white metal
escutcheon, white metal fore-end cap, and barrel bolt
escutcheon, and associated brass-tipped wooden ramrod

71cm; 28in barrel 

John Gardner is recorded at Bigg Market 1797-1811,
Collingwood Street 1815 and 130 Pilgrim Street 1823-37,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

£300-400

49
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY OAKES, HORSHAM,
CIRCA 1820

converted from flintlock, with two-stage barrel fitted with
silver bead fore-sight, signed stepped bevelled lock, figured
walnut full stock (cracked and chipped), chequered grip,
engraved steel mounts including trigger-guard with
pineapple finial, white metal fore-end cap, and white metal
escutcheon (the steel parts pitted throughout, ramrod and
rib missing)

78cm; 30N in barrel

Charles Oakes is recorded at Butcher Row, Horsham, circa
1810-39.

£200-300
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50
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY COOK, BATH,
CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with two-stage Spanish barrel
stamped with the gold-lined marks of Juan Esteban
Bustindui of Eibar (Neue Støckel 124 and 130) within a
series of decorative marks at the breech, chiselled and gilt
with a band of acanthus at the girdle (light pitting fore-sight
missing), stepped bevelled lock signed on a scroll, figured
walnut half-stock (fore-end cracked), tutenag mounts
including pierced stepped side-plate, trigger-guard with
acorn finial, butt-plate pierced en suite with the side-plate,
vacant silver escutcheon, and horn fore-end cap

82cm; 32B in barrel

John Cook is recorded at Kingsmead Street, Bath, circa
1797-1839.

£600-800

51
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN SIGNED H. NOCK,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with three-stage sighted barrel,
engraved breech inlaid with a gold line, platinum plug,
signed stepped bevelled lock, figured walnut half-stock,
chequered grip, engraved steel mounts, vacant silver
escutcheon, and associated brass-tipped wooden ramrod
(worn throughout, the steel parts pitted, losses)

80.5cm; 30N in barrel 

It would appear that this gun was proofed at the time it was
converted. 

£200-250
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52
AN IRISH PERCUSSION SERVICE CARBINE BY RIGBY,
DUBLIN, CIRCA 1820-26 

converted from flintlock, with tapering barrel stamped
‘Dublin’ and ‘Louth’ and stamped with Irish census number
‘LH666’, previously fitted with fore-sight and bayonet bar,
signed stepped lock stamped ‘WR8’ inside, figured walnut
full stock (the fore-end replaced, small cracks), brass
mounts of regulation type including butt-plate stamped
‘Ferrard No. 9’, and associated ramrod

40.5cm; 16in barrel 

This is probably part of a large number of firearms made
for the Irish Police, Customs and Postal service in the
second decade of the 19th Century. See D.H.L. Back 1992,
p.29, pls. 6a, 6b & 7.

£350-450

53
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY RIGBY, DUBLIN,
CIRCA 1820

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned twist sighted
barrel inlaid with gold lines at the breech, signed scroll-and
border-engraved lock, figured walnut half-stock (cleaned
down, chipped and rechequered), engraved steel mounts,
vacant silver escutcheon, and silver fore-end cap (later
ramrod)

76cm; 30in barrel

£200-250

54
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1770

converted from flintlock, with two-stage barrel fitted with
silver ‘spider’ fore-sight and stamped with the barrelsmith’s
mark at the breech, engraved stepped lock, figured walnut
full stock (cracked through and repaired at the wrist),
engraved iron trigger-guard and butt-plate, and elaborately
cast pierced and chased silver side-plate and escutcheon
(rubbed), the former incorporating trophies of music (the
steel parts pitted throughout, later ramrod)

97cm; 38D in barrel

£150-250
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55
A 14 BORE D.B. BAR-IN-WOOD PIN-FIRE RIFLE BY
WESTLEY RICHARDS, NO. 3683 CIRCA 1865

with rebrowned Damascus barrels rifled with eight shallow
narrow grooves, stamped with Irish census number
‘MY317’, fitted with blued fore-sight, folding leaf rear-sight,
full length flat extending back to a doll’s head and inscribed
‘Patent’ on the barrels, signed case-hardened bar-in-wood
top-lever action with single lump and solid breech, signed
locks with bolt safety-catches, figured walnut stock (small
cracks before the fore-end), chequered take-down fore-end
with horn terminal (bruised), chequered grip, carved cheek-
piece, reblued trigger-guard, butt-plate, and vacant white
metal escutcheon (sling swivel missing, the metal parts
recoloured)

71cm; 28in barrels

£1200-1500

56
A 12 BORE D.B. PIN-FIRE SPORTING GUN BY THOMAS
TURNER, MARKET PLACE, READING, CIRCA 1869-74

with browned twist sighted barrels signed on the rib
(shortened), engraved with scrollwork at the breech, scroll-
engraved slender breech tang, scroll-engraved rotary
underlever action, scroll-engraved back-action locks
engraved with differing scenes of hounds putting up game
birds, grip safety-catch, figured walnut half-stock (fore-end
cap missing), chequered grip, the butt with a working life
extension, and scroll-engraved blued trigger-guard (fore-
end cap and escutcheon each missing)

46cm; 18in barrels 

£200-300
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57
A 13 BORE D.B. PIN-FIRE SHOTGUN BY JOSEPH LANG,
LONDON PROOF MARKS, NO. 2799 FOR 1863

with rebrowned etched twist barrels (the top and bottom
ribs loose), scroll-engraved breech tang, rotary under-lever
double-bite action, signed scroll-engraved side locks
(hammer screws replaced), figured walnut half-stock,
chequered take-down fore-end, chequered grip, engraved
blued steel trigger-guard, and vacant silver escutcheon

72cm; 28D in barrels 

£400-500

58
A 13 BORE D.B. PIN-FIRE SHOTGUN BY W.FINDLAY,
KINGSTON-BY-FORFAR, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1870

with etched twist sighted barrels signed on the rib, double-
bite rotary underlever action, signed border-engraved locks
decorated with pheasant, figured walnut half-stock, and
vacant escutcheon (worn throughout)

75.2cm; 29K in barrels 

£75-100

59
A D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY GEORGE H.
DAW, THREADNEEDLE STREET, LONDON, NO. 2786,
CIRCA 1865

with signed twist sighted barrel rifled with eight grooves,
adjustable folding blued back-sight, case-hardened breech
with engraved platinum plugs, signed finely scroll-engraved
locks fitted with blued safety-catches (one hammer and
both hammer retaining screws missing), figured walnut
half-stock (extensively chipped, broken through at the
wrist), and scroll-engraved steel trigger-guard (repaired, the
rifle now dismantled); a Liègois percussion sporting gun
by François Henoul, early 19th Century (extensive wear
and losses, now dismantled); a percussion sporting gun by
Alley, Canterbury, circa 1830, converted from flintlock
(extensively worn, the barrel and fore-end now detached);
a British flintlock regulation gun, early 19th Century,
struck with Irish census marks (extensively worn, now
dismantled); and a large quantity of clearing rods

the first: 72cm; 28F in barrel

£500-700
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60
A .451 SNIDER-ACTION SPORTING TARGET RIFLE BY THE
MANCHESTER ORDNANCE & RIFLE CO., BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, NO. B437, CIRCA 1862-65

with barrel of hexagonal bore inscribed ‘Whitworth Patent’,
fitted with blued fore-sight, folding leaf and graduated
adjustable folding back-sight, case-hardened breech and
breech tang, signed case-hardened lock stamped with
Whitworth crown and wheat sheaf mark, blued safety-
catch, figured walnut half-stock cut with fine chequering
over the fore-end and the pistol grip (the fore-end with one
small chip), case-hardened steel trigger-guard and butt-
plate, horn fore-end cap, vacant steel escutcheon, with no
provision for a ramrod, and retaining traces of original
finish throughout

76.2cm; 30in barrel 

£1800-2200

61
A .577 THREE BAND SNIDER-ENFIELD RIFLE BY C.
INGRAM GLASGOW AND B.S.A. CO, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, NO. 3962, CIRCA 1865-85

with sighted barrel rifled with three shallow grooves,
graduated ‘ladder’ back-sight, pivoting breech-block, signed
lock, figured walnut three-quarter stock, regulation brass
mounts, and regulation iron clearing rod, and leather sling
(steel parts pitted)

98cm; 38I in barrel

£400-500
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62
A .451 WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT ‘MONKEY-TAIL’
BREECH-LOADING PERCUSSION MILITARY TARGET
RIFLE, BY WESTLEY RICHARDS, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, NO. 467, DATED 1860

with Whitworth patent blued sighted barrel retained by two
blued steel bands, fitted with both folding leaf and
adjustable calibrated folding back-sight, blued hinged
breech, signed dated lock fitted with blued safety-catch
ahead of the hammer (the hammer replaced), chequered
trigger, figured walnut full stock cut with chequering over
the fore-end and the grip, blued steel mounts of regulation
type, including butt-plate fitted with folding trap, trigger-
guard and a pair of steel sling swivels, retaining its steel
clearing rod and an additional rod for loading, the latter
housed in the butt, and with traces of early finish
throughout

91.5cm; 36in barrel 

£1200-1500

63
A .451 WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT ‘MONKEY-TAIL’
BREECH-LOADING PERCUSSION RIFLE FOR SPORTING
AND TARGET USE, BY WESTLEY RICHARDS, 170 NEW
BOND STREET, LONDON, NO. 9657 FOR 1861

with Whitworth patent browned twist octagonal sighted
rifled barrel, signed in full ahead of the adjustable folding
back-sight calibrated to 1100 yards, signed scroll-engraved
hinged breech, signed scroll engraved lock fitted with blued
safety-catch (recoloured, side nail sheered), chequered
trigger, figured walnut half-stock cut with chequering over
the fore-end and the grip, carved cheek-piece, engraved
steel mounts including butt-plate with trap and trigger-
guard decorated with a lion, horn fore-end cap, silver barrel
bolt escutcheons, vacant silver escutcheon, and retaining
traces of early colour throughout (later ramrod)

91.5cm; 36in barrel 

The Westley Richards ledger records this gun being sold in
1861 to William Bishop, the agent for Westley Richards in
London. See footnote to LOT 35. 

We are grateful to Messrs Westley Richards for providing
the above ledger extract.

£1200-1800
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64
A .450 WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT ‘MONKEY-TAIL’
BREECH-LOADING PERCUSSION CARBINE, BY WESTLEY
RICHARDS, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, NO. 4425,
DATED 1860

with Whitworth patent sighted rifled barrel retained by a
single band towards the muzzle, fitted with adjustable
calibrated back-sight, hinged breech, signed dated lock
(hammer retaining screw missing, nipple damaged), figured
walnut full stock, regulation steel mounts (butt trap cover
missing), and complete with its steel clearing rod

63.5cm; 25in barrel

£200-250

65
A .450 WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT ‘MONKEY-TAIL’
BREECH-LOADING PERCUSSION CARBINE, BY WESTLEY
RICHARDS, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, NO. 15021,
DATED 1875

with Whitworth patent sighted rifled barrel retained by a
single band towards the muzzle, fitted with adjustable
calibrated back-sight, hinged breech, signed dated lock,
figured walnut full stock, regulation steel mounts, and
complete with its steel clearing rod (the steel parts pitted
throughout, the stock cracked through and repaired with
leather at the wrist), and a leather sling

63.5cm; 25in barrel

£100-150
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66
A D.B. CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN
SIGNED GARAULT, TOURS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1850

with tapering sighted shortened barrels inscribed ‘Canons
Damas D’Acier’ in gold on the rib, the tang decorated with
silver foliage, back-action locks signed in gold and
decorated en suite with the tang, figured walnut half-stock
carved with a scale pattern over the fore-end and the grip,
the latter extending to a mask carved in the round and iron
mounts (worn, the steel parts pitted, late ramrod)

48cm; 18N in barrels

£200-300

67
A D.B. CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN FOR
A BOY SIGNED FAURÉ LEPAGE À PARIS, LIÈGE AND
LONDON PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1865

with etched twist barrels, inscribed ‘Canons A Damas’ in
gold within a silver frame on the rib, engraved case-
hardened breech, border-engraved case-hardened breech
tang, signed case-hardened back-action locks en suite with
the tang, highly figured walnut half-stock cut with panels of
chequering over the fore-end and the grip, engraved blued
steel trigger-guard decorated in gold with the owner’s
initials and crest on the bow, incorporating a grip safety-
catch at the rear, steel butt-plate, vacant silver escutcheon,
associated brass-tipped wooden ramrod, and retaining
some original colour throughout

55.5cm; 21P in barrels

Henri Fauré-Lepage is recorded at 8 Rue Richelieu, Paris
circa 1865-1913.

£350-450

66
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68
A FRENCH PERCUSSION RIFLE BY BRUNÉEL & LYON,
CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with Indian etched twist sighted
barrel chiselled with a scaly serpent engulfing the
octagonal muzzle, the serpent head and muzzle each
retaining some gilding, the middle section chiselled with
shaped ropework panels, inlaid with a gold line and with
gold foliage over the breech, engraved tang fitted with
conical tunnel sight, flat lock signed within an oval gold
panel framed by olive foliage, engraved with a dragon on
the tail and a cornucopia, set trigger, highly figured walnut
full stock finely carved with plaited ropework over the fore-
end and the grip, the butt with carved cheek-piece, finely
engraved steel mounts including side-plate formed as a
pair of adorsed animal heads, butt-plate decorated with a
stork on the tang, trigger-guard with a chamois on the bow
and the finial en suite with the butt-plate, and a pair of sling
swivels, silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and with no
provision for a ramrod

68.5cm; 27in barrel

£1000-1200

69
AN AUSTRIAN PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE SIGNED
PETER ERING IN GRATZ, CIRCA 1760

converted from flintlock, with octagonal sighted barrel
signed in silver, associated border-engraved lock, double
set trigger, figured walnut full stock carved about the barrel
tang (worn), carved cheek-piece, and brass mounts
including two-piece side-plate pierced with a design of
scrollwork (later ramrod)

78.8cm; 31in barrel

£250-350

68
69
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70
A .550 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION TARGET
RIFLE, MID-19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted barrel rifled with eight grooves and
fitted with adjustable back-sight (the muzzle face milled
flat), border-engraved breech and breech tang, the latter
fitted with a bed for an additional back-sight, border-
engraved stepped lock, double set trigger, figured walnut
half-stock, raised cheek-piece, chequered grip, steel
mounts including trigger-guard decorated en suite with the
lock, butt-plate with pronounced scrolling heel, a pair of
steel sling swivels, and plain steel fore-end cap (replaced),
and associated brass-tipped ramrod (the steel parts with
light pitting)

81.2cm; 32in barrel

£300-400

71
A .577 CALIBRE BOHEMIAN PERCUSSION SPORTING
RIFLE FOR LARGE GAME BY FRANZ JIRKU IN
REICHENBERG, CIRCA 1830

rebuilt from flintlock, with signed heavy octagonal barrel
rifled with eight grooves, fitted with white metal fore-sight
and fixed back-sight, inlaid with a platinum line at the
muzzle and breech, the latter engraved with a band of neo-
gothic tracery, engraved breech tang, fitted with a bed for a
peep-sight behind, signed lock engraved with border-
ornament, scrollwork and a doe on the tail, double set
trigger, highly figured walnut full stock, chequered fore-end
and grip, carved cheek-piece, reblued steel mounts of
shaped outline, including small engraved side-plate and
horn fore-end cap (later ramrod)

79.8cm; 31G in barrel 

£600-800

70
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72
A 4.5MM GERMAN BREECH-LOADING GALLERY RIFLE BY
C. STIEGELE KGL.BAYR.HOFGEWEHR FABRIK MÜNCHEN,
CIRCA 1863-70

with browned octagonal barrel signed on a matted flat,
fitted with a case-hardened steel bed for the fore-sight,
inlaid with a platinum line at the breech, plain action
operated by a case-hardened lever beneath, double set
trigger, case-hardened action tang incorporating a bed for
the back-sight (fore-and back-sight missing), figured walnut
half-stock carved with chequering and incised with foliage,
prominent carved cheek-piece, case-hardened steel
mounts, and retaining some original finish throughout

64.5cm; 25F in barrel 

£400-500

73
A .650 PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY ANTON
VINCENT LEBEDA À PRAZE, NO. 2304, CIRCA 1850-60

with rebrowned twist barrel rifled with eight grooves,
signed on a short flat at the breech, fitted with engraved
fore-sight, engraved blued folding leaf back-sight calibrated
to 240 yards and inscribed ‘Angl. Yards’ for Anglitsky Yards,
finely engraved case-hardened breech decorated with
scrolling foliage and with pierced platinum plug, engraved
case-hardened breech tang en suite with the breech, and
with an engraved blued bed for an additional back-sight,
stepped lock signed in the French manner, engraved with
scale ornament around the border and the remaining
surface en suite with the breech, double set trigger, highly
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, carved cheek-
piece, engraved steel mounts including butt-plate
decorated with a stag, blued trigger-guard decorated with a
doe, horn fore-end cap, vacant white metal escutcheon,
and brass-tipped blued steel ramrod (the forward sling
swivel missing)

78cm; 30N in barrel

The inscription on the back-sight would suggest that this
was made for an English client.

£2000-3000

72
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74
A SAXON PERCUSSION SALOON RIFLE BY IGN
RECHENMACHER IN WEIMAR, CIRCA 1860
with octagonal sighted barrel inscribed ‘In Gussstahl
Gebohrt von Ign Rechenmacher in Weimar’, blued action
with centrally striking hammer, double set trigger, highly
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, carved raised
cheek-piece, plain steel mounts of shaped outline, and
retaining some early finish

35cm; 13N in barrel

£200-250

75
A SWISS BREECH-LOADING NEEDLE-FIRE TARGET RIFLE
OF SMALL BORE BY V. SAUERBREY IN BASEL, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with signed octagonal sighted barrel rifled with six narrow
grooves, scroll-engraved breech with loading aperture,
fitted with scroll-engraved loading lever on the right,
figured walnut half-stock lightly chequered at the fore-end
and the grip (cracks and repairs), and plain steel mounts
(the steel parts pitted)

61cm; 24in barrel 

£150-200

76
A GERMAN PERCUSSION RIFLED MILITARY CARBINE,
MID-19TH CENTURY

rebuilt from flintlock, with octagonal barrel rifled with eight
grooves, fitted with brass fore-sight, folding leaf back-sight,
and bayonet bar, the lock stamped with a crown, ‘Suhl’ and
‘S&C’, double set trigger, figured walnut full stock, raised
cheek-piece, steel patchbox, regulation steel mounts, and a
contemporary steel ramrod (the barrel and mounts pitted,
the stock with a working repair)

75cm; 29I in barrel

S&C was an amalgamation of the firms Spangenberg,
Sauer & Sturm, C.G. Haenel and Valentin Christoph
Schilling who supplied 1200 rifles and 100 pistols to the
Bundesmarine in 1849. 

£350-450

74
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77
A CAUCASIAN SILVER-MOUNTED MIQUELET-LOCK
PISTOL, 19TH CENTURY

with tapering russet iron barrel decorated over it’s full
length with a symmetrical arrangement of scrolling gold
foliage, retained by three nielloed silver bands, russet iron
lock, decorated with gold koftgari over it’s surface,
including a brief inscription on the top flat, wooden full
stock covered with leather, the spine of the butt encased
with nielloed silver panels, nielloed silver mounts en suite
with the barrel bands, compressed spherical marine ivory
pommel fitted with a nielloed silver rondel and with
suspension ring and no provision for a ramrod

41cm; 16B in

£1000-1200

78
A RARE BREECH-LOADING FLINTLOCK RIFLED HOLSTER
PISTOL BY SHAW, CIRCA 1800

with 17th Century turn-off barrel strongly moulded at the
breech and muzzle, fitted with bead fore-sight, and rifled
with eight grooves (pitted), plain breech with slender
integral tang incorporating the back-sight, signed lock
engraved with a flower, fitted with semi-rainproof pan and
roller, figured walnut full stock flat-sided butt, engraved
steel trigger-guard with pineapple finial, and with no
provision for a ramrod (the fore-end repaired, minor
restorations)

45.7cm; 18in 

£500-800

77
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79
A FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, CIRCA 1750

with German swamped sighted barrel signed ‘IOH IAN
Kuchenreuter’ in silver on the flat, inlaid with silver
scrollwork and stamped with three gold-lined barrelsmiths
marks (Neue Støckel 7719 and 7720) over the breech and
numbered 2 (pitted), plain barrel tang fitted with folding
back-sight, plain rounded lock (the cock and one side nail
replaced), set trigger, figured walnut full stock (repairs),
carved with a shell about the barrel tang, steel trigger-guard
engraved with a flower on the bow and with early acorn
finial, silver side-plate pierced and chased with foliage and
rococo ornament, vacant silver escutcheon, silver butt-cap
cast and chased with a rampant lion within a rococo frame,
and horn-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original

40cm; 15P in 

£700-900

80
A FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY JOVER, LONDON,
CIRCA 1775

with lightly swamped signed polygonal sighted barrel,
stamped with maker’s mark at the breech and engraved
with a beadwork band (pitted, signature obscured),
engraved breech tang incorporating a moulded back-sight,
signed stepped lock (the cock an expert replacement),
figured walnut full stock carved with a scalloped moulding
about the tang (the fore-end cracked, the butt with a minor
repair), engraved steel mounts including trigger-guard with
acorn finial, and horn-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the
original

38.8cm; 15D in 

£400-500

79
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81
A FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY ROBERT
WOGDON, LONDON, CIRCA 1790

with signed rebrowned swamped sighted barrel, engraved
breech tang incorporating the back-sight, signed bolted
lock (cock repaired), set trigger, figured walnut full stock,
characteristic flat-sided butt, steel mounts including trigger-
guard engraved with an expanded flowerhead on the bow
and with acorn finial (later ramrod)

30cm; 11N in 

£500-700

82
A FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL BY JAMES WILKINSON,
LONDON, CIRCA 1810

with two-stage barrel engraved with a pair of lines
diverging on a sunburst and inscribed ‘London’, engraved
breech tang decorated with a trophy-of-arms, signed
stepped lock, figured walnut full stock (the fore-end
extensively repaired), and engraved brass mounts (trigger-
guard bow and ramrod replaced, the barrel and lock pitted)

36.3cm; 14B in

£400-500

81
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83
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK PISTOLS BY JOVER, LONDON,
CIRCA 1780

with earlier Continental browned sighted two-stage barrels,
struck with a mark, ‘BN’ within a rectangle, over the breech,
gold-lined vents, engraved case-hardened breech tangs
incorporating the back-sights, signed case-hardened
stepped locks fitted with small dog safety-catches, set
triggers, figured walnut full stocks (one fore-end repaired
on each side of the muzzle), boldly chequered butts
decorated with a trellis pattern framing a series of small
circles, engraved steel mounts including trigger-guards
with a flowerhead on the bow and acorn finials, and each
with horn-tipped wooden ramrods (one associated)

40cm; 15N in

(2)

£3500-4500

83
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84
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS BY LIMBERY,
LONDON, CIRCA 1790

each with signed rebrowned octagonal barrel fitted with
silver ‘spider’ fore-sight, inlaid with a gold line at the
breech, gold vent, engraved breech tang decorated with
flowers and incorporating the back-sight, signed stepped
bolted lock with roller (the cocks replaced, restorations), set
trigger, figured walnut full stock (one fore-end replaced),
flat-sided butt cut with chequering in its early working life
and incised with a geometric flower on the base, engraved
steel mounts including trigger-guard with neoclassical urn
finial and associated steel and horn-tipped ramrods
(refinished throughout): in an associated early 19th Century
mahogany case lined in green baize (compartment lids and
the central compartment each replaced), and with a leather-
covered copper-flask (restorations)

38cm; 15in 

£3500-4000

84
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85
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS SIGNED J.
PROBIN, LONDON, LONDON PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1780

with rebrowned two-stage barrels fitted with silver ‘spider’
fore-sights, engraved with a band of beadwork at the
breech, engraved breech tangs, signed stepped bevelled
locks fitted with bolt safety-catches and rollers (one cock
expertly repaired, one cock retaining screw replaced),
figured walnut full stocks carved with a rococo moulding
about the breech tangs (one fore-end cracked and
repaired), flat-sided butts, engraved steel mounts
comprising trigger-guards engraved with a classical urn
and with acorn finial, and a pair of ramrod-pipes (later
ramrods): in contemporary mahogany fitted case, the lid
with rectangular flush-fitting brass carrying handle (the lid
with a small crack), the interior lined in green baize and
complete with some accessories including later brass
three-way flask by Batty

35.5cm; 14in 

(2)

John Probin is recorded in Birmingham circa 1770-1800. He
was gunmaker to the Prince of Wales and was succeeded
in this appointment after he died by his nephew. Both had
guns proved in London and occasionally signed them
London. See H.L. Blackmore 1999, p.97.

£3500-4500

85
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86
A PAIR OF IRISH FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS, CIRCA
1790

each with rebrowned twist swamped octagonal sighted
barrel struck with the mark of Benjamin Powell and signed
‘Powell, Dublin’, gold-lined vent, matching engraved breech
tangs, flat locks with rollers, one signed ‘Powell’ and fitted
with safety-catch, the other signed ‘Fowler’ (a working
replacement), figured walnut full stocks (one repaired
towards the muzzle), flat-sided butts each with plain silver
cap, matching engraved trigger-guards and ramrod-pipes,
each with silver escutcheon engraved with the owner’s
initials ‘FD’ and horn-tipped wooden ramrods (one replaced)
38.5cm; 15in

(2) 

Provenance: Julie Andrews and Blake Edwards, sold
Sotheby’s New York, May 31st 1995, lot 337, $2012 (£1021).

£2500-3000

86
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87
AN IRISH FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY ANGLIN,
CIRCA 1810

with octagonal sighted barrel stamped with Irish census
mark ‘WX-4690’ and fitted with standing back-sight over the
breech, signed lock fitted with roller and engraved with a
foliate border (top-jaw screw and steel replaced, pan
chipped), figured walnut full stock (cracks and repairs), and
engraved steel mounts including trigger-guard decorated
with a trophy-of-hunting (the steel parts pitted throughout,
worn, later ramrod)

38cm; 15in

William Anglin is recorded in Wexford circa 1820-46.

£400-500

87
88

88
AN IRISH FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY PATTISON,
DUBLIN, CIRCA 1810

converted from flintlock, with signed swamped octagonal
sighted barrel (pitted), stamped with Irish Census marks
‘DC6314’ beneath, case-hardened breech inlaid with two
platinum lines, engraved case-hardened breech tang
incorporating the back-sight, signed engraved lock, figured
walnut half-stock with chequered saw-handled butt
(cracked through and repaired), engraved steel mounts
comprising trigger-guard with pineapple finial and
engraved oval butt-cap, silver fore-end cap, silver barrel
bolt escutcheons, and vacant silver escutcheon opposite
the lock (later ramrod)

38cm; 15in 

£600-800
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89
AN IRISH FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY
MCDERMOTT, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1820

with octagonal sighted barrel, signed stepped lock fitted
with roller (top-jaw and screw replaced), figured walnut full
stock cut with a trellis pattern of chequering over the grip,
steel mounts and white metal escutcheon (ramrod missing,
the steel parts pitted)

18.8cm; 7G in 

£300-400

90
AN IRISH FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY T. PATTISON
& CO., DUBLIN, NO. 167, DATED 1803

reconverted from percussion, with rebrowned swamped
octagonal sighted barrel, patent breech incorporating the
back-sight, stamped with gold-lined maker’s mark and with
platinum plug, engraved bolted lock, set trigger, figured
walnut half-stock, chequered butt, engraved silver mounts
including later spurred trigger-guard, small butt-cap, and
fore-end cap decorated with a flower, and escutcheon
engraved with the owner’s crest (later ramrod, extensive
restorations)

38cm; 15in 

Thomas Pattison is recorded at 1 Clarence Street, North
Strand, Dublin, circa 1800-06. 

£500-700

89
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91
A FLINTLOCK TURN-OFF PISTOL BY TAYLOR,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1765

with cannon barrel, engraved breech, signed border-
engraved lock, walnut half-stock inlaid with silver wire
about the tang, brass mounts including butt-cap cast and
chased in low relief as a grotesque mask, and trophy-of-
arms side-plate (worn, cock replaced, restorations)

19cm; 7I in 

£450-550

92
A SCOTTISH FLINTLOCK RIFLED TRAVELLING PISTOL BY
ALEXANDER THOMSON, DRUMMOND ST, EDINBURGH,
CIRCA 1820

with rebrowned octagonal sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves, recessed breech inlaid with a platinum line,
platinum vent, engraved case-hardened breech tang fitted
with standing back-sight, signed border-engraved lock
fitted with roller, semi-rainproof pan, highly figured walnut
full stock, chequered butt, engraved trigger-guard retaining
traces of blue and with pineapple finial, vacant silver
escutcheon, and horn fore-end cap (ramrod missing)

30.5cm; 12in

Alexander Thomson is recorded at 3 Drummond Street in
1820.

£600-700

91
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A SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL BY
TWIGG, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM SILVER HALLMARKS
FOR 1796, MAKERS MARK CF FOR CHARLES FREETH

with turn-off barrel lightly engraved at the breech and
muzzle, box-lock action signed within a rectangular frame
carried by trophies-of-arms on the left-hand side and
inscribed ‘London’ within a laurel wreath on the right (cock
replaced), sliding trigger-guard safety-catch also locking the
steel, folding trigger, flat-sided swelling walnut butt, drop-
shaped silver butt-cap engraved with an expanded
flowerhead, and silver escutcheon engraved with the
owner’s initials ‘PT’

19.5cm; 7N in 

£350-450

48

93
A FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY H. OUGHTON,
CIRCA 1800

with octagonal sighted barrel retaining trace of Birmingham
private proof marks, engraved breech tang, signed
engraved stepped bolted lock fitted with roller (safety-catch
chipped), figured walnut full stock (chipped, minor repairs),
engraved steel trigger-guard, and vacant white metal
escutcheon (the steel parts pitted, ramrod missing)

23cm; 9in 

£250-350

94
A COMPOSITE FLINTLOCK PISTOL, 17TH CENTURY

with turn off rifled barrel, faceted breech tang inscribed ‘M.
Michel’, stepped lock, engraved with wrigglework, signed
‘Turene A. Paris’ on the outer face and stamped ‘Brunet’
inside, figured walnut half-stock carved in low relief about
the breech tang, and moulded brass mounts including side-
plate pierced with scrolling foliage and a monster head
(restorations)

27.5cm; 10N in

£300-400

93
94
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96
A FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL BY ROBERT
WOGDON, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, TOWER PRIVATE
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1770

with cannon barrel, engraved action signed in full on
rococo scrolls (cock and steel replaced), flat-sided walnut
butt inlaid with the initials AC in silver wire on one side,
and sliding trigger-guard safety-catch (worn) 

19.5cm; 7N in 

£200-300

97
A FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED NOCK,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1790

with turn-off barrel, signed action engraved with bands of
foliage, trophies and bouquets (top-jaw replaced), sliding
thumb-piece safety-catch also locking the steel (chipped),
folding trigger, flat-sided walnut butt, and silver escutcheon
engraved with the owner’s initials ‘WP’

17.5cm; 6P in

£200-250

98

A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED H. NOCK,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS CIRCA 1820

with turn-off barrel engraved around the muzzle, box-lock
action signed on ovals carried by trophies-of-arms, sliding
thumb-piece safety-catch also locking the steel, folding
trigger (steel replaced) flat-sided walnut butt, and vacant
silver escutcheon

15.5cm; 6in 

£200-250

99
A FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL BY S. WALLIS,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820 

with turn-off barrel, engraved action signed within a trophy-
of-arms, folding trigger, sliding safety-catch (steel chipped),
and flat-sided walnut butt (worn)

16cm; 6D in

Stephen Wallis is recorded on Vauxhall Road, Birmingham
circa 1807-26.

£150-200

99

95

98

97
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100
A FRENCH FLINTLOCK PISTOL CIRCA 1790 

with swamped octagonal sighted barrel stamped with a
mark three times over the breech, possibly that of Hubert
Leclerc (Neue Støckel 7243) engraved breech tang
incorporating the back-sight, engraved lock decorated with
stylized fronds, figured walnut full stock (fore-end shipped),
chequered butt with carved octagonal pommel fitted with
engraved steel cap, and engraved steel trigger-guard
(ramrod missing)

29cm; 11D in

£300-400

101
A LIÈGOIS FLINTLOCK OFFICERS PISTOL BY HARZE À
LIEGE, CIRCA 1810

with tapering sighted smooth-bore barrel lightly engraved
at the breech and muzzle, engraved tang, signed engraved
lock fitted with roller (the upper portion of the cock
replaced), figured walnut half-stock, chequered butt
enriched with silver nails, engraved steel mounts including
trigger-guard decorated with a cornucopia on the bow and
with urn-shaped finial, and no provision for a ramrod

32cm; 12I in

£250-350

100
101
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102
A PAIR OF FRENCH SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
RIFLED PISTOLS BY BOURDIEC À BORDEAUX, CIRCA
1770-80

with lightly swamped sighted twist barrels formed in two
stages and each struck with Irish census marks ‘EC2210’,
gold lined vents (pitted), signed rounded locks (one cock
and one top-jaw and screw each replaced), moulded
figured walnut full stocks carved in low relief behind the
barrel tang and ramrod-pipe (one cracked at the muzzle),
full silver mounts cast in low relief, the pommels side-
plates and trigger-guards all chased with trophies and
designs of formalised foliage (one trigger-guard finial
missing), horn-tipped wooden ramrods (associated), and
struck with provincial silver marks, apparently Bordeaux
Communautés

32.5cm; 1N in

(2)

£1600-1800

102
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103
A SAXON FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY PISTOR IN DER MÜHL,
CIRCA 1760

with three-stage stippled barrel formed in the Spanish
taste, fitted with silver fore-sight and retaining traces of
previously gold-lined marks over the breech, engraved
breech tang fitted with silver back-sight, signed lock
engraved with pairs of lines around the border, figured
moulded walnut full stock (cracked ahead of the lock),
lightly carved about the tang, cast and chased brass
mounts including trigger-guard with acanthus finial,
decorated with a monstrous mark on the bow and
inscribed ‘No C’, pommel cap decorated with a pair of
monstrous masks and scrolling side-plate, horn fore-end
cap, and horn-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original

36.5cm; 14D in

A number of gunmakers from this family are recorded in
Schmalkalden in the 18th century. 

£500-600

104
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY IOH
CRISTOPHE. KUCHENREITER, CIRCA 1740

reconverted from percussion with swamped octagonal
sighted barrel signed in silver and decorated with silver
scrollwork (pitted), struck with the gold-lined barrelsmith’s
mark at the breech (Neue Støckel 640), plain tang fitted
with folding leaf back-sight and numbered ‘1’, signed
rounded lock, set trigger, figured walnut full stock carved
with a bouquet about the tang, slender butt of fishtail form,
plain steel mounts of shaped outline including flush-fitting
side-plate and spurred pommel, and horn tipped fore-end
(stock cracked and repaired, ramrod replaced)

39.8cm, 15N in

£400-500

103
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105
A RARE FRENCH OVER-AND-UNDER SINGLE TRIGGER
FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY LEPAGE ARQER DU ROI, NO. 2473,
DATED 1821

with octagonal sighted barrels signed in gold in gothic
script, inlaid with a gold line at the breech (pitted), platinum
vents, engraved breech tang incorporating the back-sight,
engraved locks decorated with neo-classical flowers and
foliage, signed in gold within a framework of stylised
fronds, ‘French’ cocks, semi-rainproof pans lined in
platinum (the cocks and steels each expertly replaced, the
forward lock retaining lugs each missing), highly figured
walnut half-stock decorated with a finely chequered shaped
panel over the butt (one small repaired chip beneath the
right hand lock), engraved steel trigger-guard en suite with
the locks, and associated horn-tipped ramrod

31cm; 12B in 

£2500-3500

105
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106
A NORTH ITALIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY
BARTOLOMEO SCALAFIOT A TURIN, CIRCA 1782-96

with two-stage barrel engraved with bands of foliage at the
muzzle, girdle and over the breech, the latter stamped with
two gold-lined marks (Neue Støckel 8198, 8199), and
inscribed ‘B. Scalafiot à Turin Pour M.r Louis Assarsti’ ,
signed stepped lock fitted with roller, figured walnut full
stock carved with a scroll and scallop moulding about the
barrel tang and foliage behind the rear ramrod-pipe (the
fore-end repaired), moulded steel mounts including solid
side-plate, spurred pommel and trigger-guard with
acanthus finial, and silver escutcheon engraved with the
owner’s crowned monogram (ramrod missing)

43cm; 17in

Bartolomeo Scalafiot is recorded as Superintendent of the
Turin Royal Gun foundry circa 1782-1796, after which
Piedmont fell under French rule. See Turin 1982, p.382 and
pp.382-383, no. 311.

£1000-1200

107
A LIÈGEOIS FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL,
LIÈGE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830

in the Versailles manner, with associated turn-off barrel,
engraved action decorated with symmetrical arrangements
of foliage, sliding thumb-piece safety-catch also locking the
steel, folding trigger, and finely chequered figured walnut
butt carved with foliate borders 

15.2cm; 6in

£600-800

108
A CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL,
SIGNED FOURNI PAR PIRMET À PARIS, LIÈGE PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1820

with short turn-off barrel numbered ‘2’, signed beneath the
breech, engraved with differing oval flowerheads on each
side of the action, sliding thumb-piece safety catch also
locking the steel (the cock, steel and safety-catch replaced),
folding trigger engraved with ears of corn, and figured
walnut butt carved with panels of beadwork over the spine
and cut with chequering 

14.5cm; 5N in

£250-350

107 106 108
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109
A PERCUSSION BELT PISTOL BY WESTLEY RICHARDS,
170 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, NO. 554 CIRCA 1846-48

with signed octagonal sighted barrel fitted with a stirrup
beneath for a ramrod (now missing), engraved breech with
platinum line and plug, finely engraved case-hardened
breech tang incorporating the back-sight, signed bolted
lock engraved with scrollwork, figured walnut full stock
(cracked through and repaired), chequered butt, engraved
steel trigger-guard, plain belt hook and vacant brass
escutcheon (worn throughout)

31cm; 12B in 

£300-400

110
A PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY WILKINSON,
PALL MALL, LONDON, CIRCA 1850

with octagonal sighted barrel fitted with stirrup ramrod
beneath, engraved case-hardened breech, engraved case-
hardened breech tang fitted with back-sight, signed scroll-
and border-engraved back-action bolted lock, chequered
figured walnut butt, engraved steel mounts including butt
with trap and belt hook, and silver escutcheon engraved
with the owner’s monogram (the steel parts pitted
throughout) 

27.5cm; 10N in 

£400-500

111
A SILVER-MOUNTED PERCUSSION TURN-OFF PISTOL BY
DELANEY, LONDON SILVER HALLMARKS, CIRCA 1740

converted from flintlock, with cannon barrel, signed
engraved action, figured walnut butt inlaid with silver wire
about the tang, engraved steel sliding trigger-guard safety-
catch, and silver pommel cast and chased in low relief with
a castle surmounted by a lion rampant

21cm; 8D in 

£200-250

109
110
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112
AN UNUSUAL PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL BY
JOSEPH MANTON, LONDON, NO. 3871, CIRCA 1805

converted from flintlock, with browned tapering octagonal
Portugese barrel fitted with silver fore-sight, stamped with a
series of gold-lined decorative marks (losses), the maker’s
mark of Mauricio Sicar and a further mark, in a rectangle a
sphinx, blued breech inlaid with a platinum line, stamped with
platinum-lined maker’s stamp of Joseph Manton, platinum
plug, engraved case-hardened tang decorated with trophies-
of-music, no provision for a back-sight, signed lock engraved
with border ornament and a trophy-of-music on the tail, highly
figured walnut full stock (repaired above the lock, the fore-end
cracked), saw-handled grip cut with fine chequering over the
butt, engraved steel trigger-guard en suite with the tang and
lock, and horn fore-end cap (ramrod missing)

28.5cm; 11B in 

Literature: W. Keith Neal & D.H.L. Back, The Manton
Supplement, 1978, p.226. 

The barrel has been made from a Portugese fowling piece
by Mauricio Sicar, gunmaker to the Royal Court, during the
second quarter of 18th century.

£1000-1200

113
A PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL BY JOSEPH MANTON,
LONDON, NO. 6089, CIRCA 1813

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned octagonal sighted
barrel, case-hardened patent breech inlaid with a platinum
line and stamped with copper-lined maker’s marks
(previously covered with platinum), finely engraved breech
tang incorporating the back-sight, signed bolted lock
engraved with border ornament and foliage (the bolt
chipped, hammer replaced), highly figured walnut half-
stock, chequered butt, steel trigger-guard engraved with a
trophy-of-arms incorporating the serial number and with
pineapple finial, engraved steel butt-cap, moulded silver
ramrod-pipe, vacant silver escutcheon, silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, horn fore-end cap, and associated horn-
tipped wooden ramrod

38cm; 15in 

£1000-1200

112
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114
A PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL BY WESTLEY
RICHARDS, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
NO. 124 FOR 1839

with signed octagonal sighted barrel fitted with stirrup
ramrod beneath, engraved case-hardened breech inlaid
with a platinum line, signed scroll-engraved lock (safety-
catch missing, hammer replaced), figured walnut full stock,
chequered butt, engraved steel trigger-guard, and with a
German silver plaque opposite the lock inscribed ‘GG to
RHW’ (the steel parts worn throughout, minor losses and
repairs): in an associated fitted case veneered with exotic
wood, the interior lined in green baize, and the lid applied
with Westley Richards trade label, with some accessories
including brass flask by James Dixon (partly relined, areas
of wear)

36.5cm; 14D in

£600-800

114
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115
A PERCUSSION HOLSTER PISTOL SIGNED W.KETLAND &
CO, LONDON, BRIMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830

with octagonal twist sighted barrel (pitted), case-hardened
breech inlaid with a pair of gold lines, engraved case-
hardened breech tang incorporating the back-sight, signed
lock engraved with foliage and border ornament, set
trigger, figured walnut half-stock, finely chequered butt,
engraved spurred steel trigger-guard, vacant white metal
escutcheon, white metal fore-end cap, and original brass-
tipped wooden ramrod (the forward ramrod-pipe
previously detached)

36.8cm; 14I in 

£600-800

116
A PERCUSSION RIFLED OFFICER’S PISTOL BY FURNISS,
TRURO, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1843-45

with rebrowned octagonal sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves, engraved breech inlaid with a gold line, signed
scroll-engraved back action bolted lock stamped ‘O & J’
beneath a crown on the inside (side-nail replaced, cock
pitted), set trigger, figured walnut half-stock, chequered
butt, scroll-engraved steel trigger-guard, vacant silver
escutcheon, horn fore-end cap, and brass-tipped wooden
ramrod, perhaps the original

36.5cm; 14D in 

The mark on the inside of the lock may be for Osborn &
Jackson, recorded at 49 Ellis Street, Birmingham, circa
1838-45. John Furniss is recorded at Church Lane, Truro,
circa 1843-55.

£300-400

115
116
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117
A PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL BUILT WITH
BARREL, LOCK AND TRIGGER-GUARD BY SAMUEL
STAUDENMAYER, LONDON, NO. 1740, CIRCA 1830,
BOHEMIAN OR GERMAN

with browned twist octagonal sighted barrel cut with multi-
groove rifling, case-hardened patent breech inlaid with two
gold lines, finely engraved case-hardened breech tang
fitted with blued back-sight, signed engraved case-
hardened bolted patent lock decorated with border
ornament and foliage, highly figured walnut half-stock cut
with chequering over the grip, the butt terminal finely
carved with a scallop shell off-set on the right for additional
support, small engraved blued side-plate formed as a
crouching scaly monster, engraved blued spurred trigger-
guard, blued ramrod-pipe, and silver escutcheon engraved
with the owner’s initial ‘B’ (ramrod missing)

40.8cm; 16in 

£1000-1200

118
A PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL BY RICHARDSON,
CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned octagonal sighted
barrel, engraved tang, signed engraved bolted lock, figured
walnut full stock, flat-sided chequered butt cut with
chequering over the spine, engraved steel trigger-guard,
and vacant white metal escutcheon (the steel parts heavily
pitted, later ramrod)

37cm; 14I in

£250-350

119
A COMPOSITE PERCUSSION PISTOL, THE LOCK BY
JOHN PROBIN, LONDON, CIRCA 1840

with octagonal sighted barrel, signed engraved bolted lock,
and figured walnut full stock (the stock and mounts Indian
replacements, worn)

28cm; 11in 

£150-200

117
118
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120
A PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL BY GARDNER,
NEWCASTLE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

converted from flintlock, with browned twist heavy
octagonal sighted barrel inscribed ‘Newcastle’ , case-
hardened breech with gold lines, engraved case-hardened
tang incorporating the back-sight, signed engraved lock
with engraved bevelled borders, sliding safety-catch, set
trigger, highly figured walnut half-stock (bruised at the
breech tang), chequered butt, engraved blued spurred
trigger-guard with pineapple finial, silver fore-end cap and
escutcheon, brass-tipped wooden ramrod, and some
original finish throughout

38cm; 15in 

See footnote to lot 48.

£800-1000

121
A PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL BY GARDNER,
NEWCASTLE, LONDON PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with signed octagonal sighted
barrel, engraved breech tang decorated with bouquets and
fitted with back-sight, signed stepped lock decorated en
suite with the tang, figured walnut full stock, chequered
butt, engraved steel trigger-guard with pineapple finial, and
vacant silver escutcheon (later ramrod, steel parts patinated
throughout)

37.5cm; 14N in 

See footnote to lot 48.

£300-400

122
A PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL BY T. MORTIMER &
SON, NO. 2236, CIRCA 1820 

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned octagonal barrel,
inlaid with platinum lines at the breech, signed border-
engraved lock (safety-catch missing), figured walnut half-
stock, and remnants of a saw-handled butt (extensive wear
and losses, the stock in two pieces); and a quantity of gun
and pistol spares, including four various pistols cases

the first: 38cm; 15in approx

(qty)

£200-300

120
121
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123
A PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL BY HENRY NOCK,
LONDON, CIRCA 1790

converted from flintlock, with swamped octagonal twist
sighted barrel, case-hardened patent breech stamped with
gold-lined maker’s mark and inlaid with a gold line, finely
engraved case-hardened tang decorated with trophies and
flowerheads, signed bolted lock, set trigger, figured walnut
full stock (the fore-end with minor repairs), flat-sided butt-
cut with chequering, spurred trigger-guard with pineapple
finial, engraved with trophies on the bow, a pair of steel
ramrod-pipes, and associated ramrod

38.5cm; 15B in 

£600-800

124
A LARGE PERCUSSION BELT PISTOL BY H.W. MORTIMER,
GUNMAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, LONDON, CIRCA 1790

converted from flintlock, with signed swamped octagonal
sighted barrel (rubbed, signature feint), engraved tang
incorporating the back-sight, signed bolted lock engraved
with border ornament, set trigger, figured walnut full stock
(a working replacement, the grip cracked through and
repaired), spurred steel trigger-guard with pineapple finial,
plain steel belt hook (a working addition), and vacant silver
escutcheon (ramrod missing) 

39cm; 15D in 

£350-450

123
124
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125
A PERCUSSION CARRIAGE PISTOL BY H.W. MORTIMER,
GUNMAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, LONDON, CIRCA 1790

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned swamped signed
octagonal sighted barrel (pitted), finely engraved breech
tang incorporating the back-sight, signed stepped bolted
lock (rubbed), set trigger, figured walnut full stock,
chequered butt carved with a characteristic spiral pattern at
the base, engraved reblued spurred steel trigger-guard with
delicate pineapple finial, and a pair of reblued steel ramrod-
pipes (ramrod missing)

40cm; 15N in 

£500-600

126
A PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL SIGNED O. LIBEAU,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830

converted from flintlock, with octagonal sighted barrel
(possibly shortened), scroll-engraved case-hardened
breech inlaid with gold and platinum lines (the latter
chipped), engraved tang, signed engraved bolted lock, set
trigger, figured walnut three-quarter stock, chequered butt
(cracked through and repaired), engraved spurred steel
trigger-guard, vacant white metal escutcheon, the butt
inlaid with a further white metal oval, and white metal fore-
end cap (ramrod replaced, the metal parts polished
throughout)

32cm; 12I in

£300-400

125
126
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127
A PERCUSSION TURN-OVER MUFF PISTOL BY JOSEPH
LANG, 7 HAYMARKET, LONDON, CIRCA 1850

with turn-off barrels, the breech inscribed ‘Patent’ and
‘London’, finely engraved lock signed within an oval, three
bents, sliding thumb-piece safety-catch, finely chequered
walnut butt, engraved trigger-guard (chipped) and vacant
silver escutcheon 

12.5cm; 4P in 

Joseph Lang is recorded at 7 Haymarket circa 1825-52.

£400-500

128
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOLS BY WESTLEY
RICHARDS, LONDON, CIRCA 1850

with octagonal turn-off barrels engraved with foliage about
the muzzle and numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively, signed
actions engraved with foliage, sliding thumb-piece safety-
catches, folding triggers, finely chequered walnut butts,
silver escutcheons engraved with the owner’s crest, and
with traces of original finish

13.5cm; 5G in 

(2) 

The crest is either that of Callagan, M’Donagh, MacMahon,
O’Callaghan or Tuite. 

£500-600

129
A PERCUSSION PISTOL OF DERRINGER TYPE,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

with short blued twist barrel, platinum plug, plain back-
action lock, figured walnut three-quarter stock, chequered
butt (damaged on one side), plain steel trigger-guard, and
no provision for a ramrod; and a percussion travelling
pistol by Andrews, 19th Century, in relic condition

the first: 17cm; 6N in 

(2)

£200-300

130
A PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL SIGNED H. NOCK,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830

converted from flintlock, with turn-off barrel, signed on
each side of the breech, rounded action engraved with
trophies, folding trigger, sliding safety-catch, chequered
walnut butt, engraved silver butt-cap, and vacant silver
escutcheon (worn)

14.5cm; 5N in 

£150-200

128

127
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A PAIR OF PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOLS BY DEANE’S
46 KING WILLIAM ST., LONDON BRIDGE, CIRCA 1840

each with rebrowned twist octagonal sighted barrel signed
in full on the top flat, scroll-engraved case-hardened breech
inlaid with a platinum line and fitted with back-sight,
platinum plug, scroll-engraved case-hardened breech tang,
signed scroll-engraved case-hardened lock with scroll-
engraved hammer (one replaced), blued bolt safety-catch,
set trigger, highly figured walnut half-stock, chequered butt,
scroll-engraved blued mounts including trigger-guard and
fore-end cap, scroll-engraved case-hardened steel pommel,
vacant silver escutcheon, with no provision for a ramrod,
and retaining much original finish throughout (some old
recolouring): in original fitted mahogany case lined in
green baize (lid cracked), and retaining some accessories 

40cm; 15N in

George & John Deane are recorded as Ironmonger, Cutler
and Jeweller with a Gun and Pistol warehouse at this
address circa 1838-45.

£3000-4000

64
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132
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOLS BY
WOGDON, CIRCA 1785

converted from flintlock, with swamped octagonal barrels
fitted with silver fore-sights, signed ‘Ogdon’ in gold
(shortened to accommodate the percussion breeches),
engraved breeches, engraved breech tangs fitted with
back-sights, bevelled bolted locks signed on a gold oval
and engraved en suite with the breeches (one lock
retaining screw replaced), set triggers, figured walnut full
stocks (each an early working replacement), engraved steel
mounts including spurred pommels, and trigger-guards
engraved with an expanded flowerhead on the bow and
with acorn finial, and associated horn-tipped wooden
ramrods (the steel parts pitted throughout): in an
associated walnut case with brass flush-fitting carrying
handle (relined), with later bullet mould and flask

39.5cm; 15I in

£2000-3000

132
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133
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOLS BY
WOGDON & BARTON, CIRCA 1795-1803

each converted from flintlock, with rebrowned swamped
octagonal sighted barrel, engraved breech tang
incorporating the back-sight, signed bolted lock, set trigger
(replaced), figured walnut full stock with characteristic flat-
sided butt (the fore-ends each repaired), engraved spurred
steel trigger-guard with pineapple finial (pitted), and silver
barrel bolt escutcheons (one missing, later ramrods)

37.5cm; 14N in 

(2)

Robert Wogdon and John Barton are recorded at 14
Haymarket circa 1795-1803. They were gunmakers to the
Bow Street Police in 1796-98 and 1801-03.

£1500-1800

133
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134
A PAIR OF IRISH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS BY
TRULOCK & SONS, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1830

with signed browned twist sighted barrels, engraved case-
hardened breeches, engraved case-hardened breech tangs,
signed back-action locks engraved with border ornament
and foliage, figured walnut full stocks, chequered butts,
engraved blued steel mounts including trigger-guards with
pineapple finials, stirrup ramrods, and vacant silver
escutcheons: in original mahogany case lined in plum
velvet, complete with some accessories including powder-
flask (one compartment lid replaced, case lining faded,
bullet mould associated)

19cm; 7I in 

£2200-2500

134
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135
AN IRISH PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL BY BARRETT,
CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with swamped octagonal sighted
barrel struck with Irish census mark ‘C2045’ and a series of
decorative marks over the breech, engraved tang, engraved
stepped lock signed within a frame of scrolls, figured
walnut full stock, chequered butt inlaid with a plain steel
plaque in its working life, steel trigger-guard with pineapple
finial, engraved with a bouquet on the bow, engraved butt
cap, and inlaid with an oval silver escutcheon engraved
with the owner’s crest and the initials JG opposite the lock
(ramrod replaced, the steel parts polished bright)

44cm; 17D in 

£600-700

136
AN IRISH PERCUSSION OVERCOAT PISTOL BY WILLIAM
& JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, NO. 9681 FOR 1846

with etched twist tapering barrel inscribed ‘Dublin’ in the
sighting groove and fitted with bead fore-sight, engraved
case-hardened patent breech tang inlaid with a pair of
platinum lines, platinum plug, finely engraved breech with
moulded back-sight, signed scroll-and border-engraved
case-hardened lock retained by a screw on the lock plate,
three bents, figured walnut full stock, chequered butt
hollowed with three cavities for ball and covered by a
hinged engraved blued steel extension from the tang,
engraved blued steel mounts including trigger-guard with
pineapple finial, stirrup ramrod, and the butt inset with a
tear-shaped silver escutcheon on the base 

24cm; 9G in 

Made as a pair with no. 9680 ‘…pair of magazine pistols…’
for Lt.-Col. Courcy, see D.H.L. Back 1992, p.111.

£1200-1500

136
137
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137
AN IRISH PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL BY WILLIAM &
JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, NO. 7381 FOR 1833

with swamped octagonal sighted barrel inscribed ‘Dublin’
(pitted), fitted with stirrup ramrod beneath (now detached),
case-hardened patent breech inlaid with two platinum lines,
platinum plug, engraved tang incorporating the back-sight,
signed border-engraved lock decorated with foliage
(hammer replaced), three bents, figured walnut full stock
(cracked behind the lock), chequered butt hollowed with
three cavities for ball and covered by a hinged engraved
steel extension from the tang, engraved steel mounts
including spurred trigger-guard, and the butt inset with a
tear-shaped silver escutcheon on the base 

29cm; 11G in 

Made as a pair with no.7380 ‘ …..pair of second best round
-handled pistols, cased….’ for C. Domville, sold in 1833 for
£17 17s 0d, see D.H.L. Back 1992, p.72.

£500-700

138
A RARE IRISH FOUR-BARRELLED PERCUSSION BOX-
LOCK PISTOL FORMED ENTIRELY OF STEEL BY WILLIAM
& JOHN, RIGBY, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1829-30

with turn-off barrels numbered from ‘5’ to ‘8’ respectively,
one struck with Irish census number ‘WX-5589’, numbered
breeches engraved with a band of foliage, engraved
hammer with rotating nose, three bents, folding trigger, flat-
sided butt signed ‘W.&J.Rigby’ and inscribed ‘Dublin’ on a
scroll on the respective sides and engraved with
characteristic foliage, the pommel pierced to form a
lanyard, and retaining traces of original blued finish (now
oxidised): in an early brass bound veneered case lined with
plum baize and complete with a contemporary brass flask
(losses) and barrel wrench and nipple key

13.7cm; 5G in 

For a similar pistol see D.H.L. Back 1992, p.53.

£4000-5000

138
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139
A PAIR OF IRISH PERCUSSION TURN-OVER PISTOLS BY
WILLIAM & JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

with turn-off barrels engraved with a band around the
muzzles and numbered ‘1’ to ‘4’ respectively, one barrel
struck with Irish Census marks ‘LH1138’, engraved case-
hardened breeches, case-hardened actions finely engraved
with scrolling foliage, signed on a scroll on the left and
inscribed ‘Dublin’ on a further scroll on the right, three
bents, highly figured chequered walnut butts, each inset
with a silver oval on the base, and vacant silver
escutcheons

14.7cm; 5N in

(2)

£1800-2400

140
AN IRISH PERCUSSION TURN-OVER PISTOL BY WILLIAM
& JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

with signed octagonal sighted barrels engraved with
conventional foliage on the breeches and previously fitted
with ramrod on the right, scroll-engraved action fitted with
off-set hammer (nose replaced), three bents, folding trigger,
figured walnut bag-shaped chequered butt hollowed with
two cavities for ball and covered by a hinged engraved
steel extension from the top-strap, and the butt inset with a
vacant white metal escutcheon on the base

18.5cm; 7D in

£500-700

139
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AN IRISH PERCUSSION BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL BY
WILLIAM & JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

with etched twist sighted barrel inscribed ‘Dublin’, stamped
with Irish Census marks ‘NT 2542’, and carrying a swivel
ramrod retained by a blued steel clip beneath, engraved
case-hardened patent breech incorporating the back-sight,
platinum plug, finely engraved case-hardened side-hammer
action, signed on a scroll on the left and decorated with
scrollwork on top, three bents, highly figured walnut bag-
shaped butt with finely chequered grip, hollowed with
cavities for balls and caps and covered by a hinged
engraved steel extension from the top-strap, engraved
trigger-guard, and the butt inset with a silver plaque
engraved with the owner’s initials ‘T.Y. Prior Esq.’

16.5cm; 6I in

£1000-1200

142
AN IRISH PERCUSSION TURN-OVER PISTOL BY WILLIAM
& JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

with turn-off barrels numbered ‘3’ and ‘4’ respectively,
engraved breeches, scroll-engraved action signed on the
left, three bents, folding trigger, figured walnut bag-shaped
butt cut with chequering (worn), vacant silver escutcheon,
and an additional vacant silver escutcheon on the base of
the butt

15cm; 5P in 

£150-200

143
AN IRISH PERCUSSION TURN-OVER PISTOL BY WILLIAM
& JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

with turn-off barrels numbered ‘3’ and ‘4’, scroll-engraved
action inscribed ‘Dublin’ on the right (the hammer missing,
the greater portion of the left panel and the top-strap
replaced), folding trigger, and figured walnut bag-shaped
butt (escutcheon missing)

14.5cm; 5N in 

£50-80

141

142

143
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144
AN IRISH PERCUSSION TURNOVER PISTOL BY
KAVANAGH, 11 DAME ST, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

with turn-off barrels numbered ‘3’ and ‘4’, engraved
breeches, signed rounded box-lock action engraved with
scrolling foliage, three bents, folding trigger, chequered
figured walnut butt, and vacant silver escutcheon 

18.5cm; 7D in

£350-450

145
AN IRISH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY
PARKINSON, DUBLIN CIRCA 1830

converted from flintlock, with octagonal sighted barrel,
engraved breech, signed engraved lock, figured walnut full
stock (fore-end chipped), chequered butt of near fishtail
form, engraved steel trigger-guard, silver butt cap and
escutcheon engraved with the owner’s name ‘Alexr Geo.
Stuart’, crest and motto, and associated ramrod (the steel
parts pitted, the stock cracked and repaired ahead of the
lock)

21.5cm; 8I in 

£300-400

146
AN IRISH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY
PARKINSON, NO. 641, CIRCA 1840

with octagonal sighted barrel, engraved breech, engraved
breech tang, signed border-engraved back-action lock,
figured walnut full stock, chequered butt hollowed for ball
and caps covered by a hinged engraved steel extension of
the tang, and the butt fitted with a vacant white metal
escutcheon (later ramrod, the stock with repairs, worn)

19cm; 7I in 

£300-400

147
AN IRISH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY
PARKINSON, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

with rebrowned octagonal sighted barrel, engraved breech
and breech tang, signed border-engraved back-action lock,
three bents, figured walnut full stock, chequered fishtail
butt, engraved steel mounts, and silver escutcheon
engraved with the owner’s crest and the initials ‘WAM’
(later ramrod, one barrel bolt escutcheon missing)

22cm; 8N in 

£300-400

145

146

144
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148
A PAIR OF FRENCH PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET
PISTOLS BY BAUCHERON PIRMET, PARIS, CIRCA 1830

with lightly swamped octagonal sighted barrels signed
‘Baucheron Pirmet’ and cut with micro-groove rifling (the
fore-sights each expertly replaced), case-hardened
breeches inlaid with two gold lines, case-hardened breech
tangs incorporating the back-sights, case-hardened locks
signed ‘Baucheron a Paris’ within engraved ovals, set
triggers, highly figured walnut half-stocks shaped about the
fore-end, the butts each cut with a panel of fine chequering,
fitted at the base with an ebony oval with case-hardened
steel cap, case-hardened steel mounts of shaped outline,
comprising ‘batwing’ side-plate and spurred trigger-guards,

148

with no provision for ramrods, and each retaining some
original colour throughout: in original mahogany veneered
fitted case lined in green baize, the lid fitted with vacant
brass escutcheon, and retaining some original accessories
including polished steel bullet mould, powder-measure,
and associated combined turnscrew and nipple key (veneer
with chips, lining faded and with areas of wear, powder-
flask missing)

35cm 13N in 

Baucheron-Pirmet were gunmakers to the Duc
d’Angoulême, the Duc de Berry, and the Duc de Chartres. 

£3000-4000
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149
A PAIR OF FRENCH RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET
PISTOLS SIGNED FNI PAR LE PAGE, ST ETIENNE PROOF,
CIRCA 1830

rebuilt from flintlock, each with swamped octagonal twist
sighted barrel cut with multi-grove rifling and inscribed
‘Rayé Par Le Page’ and numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ in gold
respectively, case-hardened breech inlaid with two gold
lines, case-hardened breech tang incorporating the back
sight and numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ in gold, detented lock
signed within an oval, set trigger, figured walnut half-stock,
chequered butt with oval pommel fitted with plain steel
cap, spurred steel trigger-guard with finial of shaped
outline, flush-fitting shaped side-plate, and no provision for
a ramrod

36cm; 14B in

(2)

£1600-1800

149
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150
A FRENCH PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL BY LE
PAGE ARQER DU ROI, NO. 2904, DATED 1826

rebuilt from flintlock, with swamped octagonal browned
twist barrel decorated with a band of neo-classical
flowerheads about the fore-sight, signed within an oval
frame of two different colours of gold and numbered ‘1’
towards the breech, the breech inlaid with a pair of gold
lines and a palmette on the flat, stamped ‘NB’ beneath and
with the gold lined barrelsmith’s mark, in a pearled oval the
letters ‘LP’ a fasces between, engraved case-hardened
breech tang incorporating the back-sight and numbered in
gold, flush-fitting detented lock, signed within a gold oval
frame and engraved with martial trophies on the tail
(hammer replaced), set trigger, figured walnut half-stock
carved with scallop ornament over the fore-end, chequered
butt and fitted with carved oval pommel decorated with
laurel foliage, engraved steel mounts comprising side-plate
of near bat-wing form, spurred steel trigger-guard engraved
with neo-classical foliage and with visored helmet terminal,
oval steel butt-cap, and no provision for a ramrod

37.5cm; 14N in

£800-1000

151
A FRENCH PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL BY
CAMPAGNAC A BORDEAUX, CIRCA 1850

with octagonal etched twist sighted barrel, engraved case-
hardened breech, engraved case-hardened breech tang
fitted with back-sight, signed stepped flush-fitting lock
engraved with foliage, figured walnut half-stock carved with
foliage over the fore-end, fluted butt, engraved spurred
trigger-guard and butt-cap (barrel bolt chipped, the steel
parts with light pitting), and no provision for a ramrod, in a
later lined and fitted case for a pair of percussion target
pistols, with some accessories

41cm; 16in 

Campagnac is recorded at 1 rue des Fossés du Chapeau,
circa 1840-55.

£800-1000

150
151
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152
A FRENCH PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL BY C.
MARTINIER & FILS JEUNE A ST-ETIENNE, CIRCA 1880

with browned octagonal sighted barrel signed in gold
miniscules (minor losses) and fluted over the forward
portion, struck with St Etienne proof mark beneath (the
underside of the muzzle rust patinated), case-hardened
breech numbered ‘2’ in gold, case-hardened breech tang
fitted with adjustable back-sight, sparsely engraved flush-
fitting lock, set trigger, highly figured walnut half-stock,
weighted butt, lightly engraved spurred steel trigger-guard,
silver-plated moulded pommel cap, and no provision for a
ramrod 

41cm; 16B in

Probably by Martinierre-Colin recorded in St Etienne, circa
1880-82.

£600-800

153
A RARE FRENCH BREECH-LOADING PISTOL FOR
CENTRE-FIRE CARTRIDGES, SIGNED FNI PAR LEPAGE,
CIRCA 1832

with octagonal twist sighted barrel signed in gold, rifled
with eight narrow grooves, pivoting to the right and fitted
with back-sight on the breech, engraved breech tang
decorated with scrolling foliage and numbered ‘2’,
engraved hammer, action and fore-end en suite with the
tang, the latter incorporating a sprung push button for
releasing the barrel, highly figured walnut butt cut with
chequering and engraved with a band of neoclassical
ornament around the base, engraved spurred trigger-guard,
and engraved steel pommel cap (light wear, the steel parts
with small areas of light pitting)

30cm; 11N in

Almost certainly by Louis Perrin Le Page recorded in Vienna
and Paris circa 1823-65. He exhibited in the Paris exhibition
of 1823 and is recorded working from 1830 at 7 rue de
l’Echelle. He married Henry Lepage’s daughter and was
granted a patent, together with his brother-in-law, for
breech-loading pistols in 1832. A similar pistol is illustrated
in C. Blair 1968, pls. 457, 458.

£450-550

152
153
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154
A FRENCH PERCUSSION PISTOL SIGNED LEPAGE, PARIS,
CIRCA 1840

with rebrowned barrel signed in gold, signed ‘Lyonnet Fils’
and struck with St Etienne proof marks beneath, silver fore-
sight, case-hardened breech, engraved case-hardened tang
decorated with a flower, flush-fitting lock finely engraved
with a trophy-of-arms on the tail and inscribed ‘a Paris’,
figured walnut full stock, flat-sided butt cut with laurel
chequering, engraved steel mounts, and brass-tipped
wooden ramrod

27.5cm; 10N in 

£450-550

155
A FRENCH PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL BY
BAUCHERON PIRMET A PARIS, CIRCA 1830

with heavy octagonal sighted barrel, patent breech
recessed for an additional sight, engraved breech tang
decorated with neo-classical flowers and incorporating the
back-sight, engraved lock en suite with the breech tang,
signed in gold within a pair of ovals, set trigger, highly
figured walnut half-stock carved with flowers and foliage
over the fore-end (cracks and repairs) chequered grip, oval
pommel carved with a frieze of laurel foliage interrupted by
flowerheads, engraved steel mounts including spurred
trigger-guard with urn finial, shaped side-plate and small
oval pommel cap (the steel parts patinated throughout)

42cm; 16I in

£400-600

154
155
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156
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET
PISTOLS SIGNED RENNETTE A PARIS, CIRCA 1840

each with octagonal etched twist barrel signed in gold and
fitted with German silver fore-sight, engraved case-
hardened breech and breech tang each numbered in gold,
the latter fitted with back-sight, flush-fitting lock engraved
with border ornament and scrolling foliage, set trigger,
figured walnut half-stock carved with a lion mask in the
round at the fore-end, the butt cut with a panel of fine
chequering and carved with a band of laurel foliage around
the base, engraved steel mounts including side-plate
decorated with a scrolling serpent, butt-cap, and spurred
trigger-guard, German silver barrel bolt escutcheons,
vacant German silver escutcheons, and no provision for a
ramrod: in their original fitted case veneered in burrwood
(chipped, losses), lined in plum velvet and with a loading
rod and rosewood mallet, probably the original 

40cm; 15N in 

£4000-5000

156
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157
A PAIR OF LIÈGOIS PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOLS BY
GUILLAUME BERLEUR, CIRCA 1830
with rebrowned twist octagonal sighted barrels swamped
at the muzzle and cut with micro-grooves rifling, engraved
case-hardened breeches and tangs, engraved locks signed
within a gold-inlaid oval cartouche (one hammer replaced),
set triggers, figured walnut half-stocks (one fore-end with a
minor repair ahead of the lock), chequered butts with
carved oval pommels each fitted with German silver trap
with scallop cover, engraved steel spurred trigger-guards,
side-plates and fore-end caps, moulded ramrod-pipes, gold
barrel bolt escutcheons, and original ramrods (one tip
chipped, the other replaced)

35cm; 13N in

(2) 

Guillaume Berleur (recorded circa 1780-1830) worked in the
Manufacture de Versailles under Nicolas Noël Boutet circa
1800.

£1200-1800

157
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158
A FINE PAIR OF SWISS RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET
PISTOLS BY MS ZIEGLER A LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS,
CIRCA 1830

with browned twist octagonal barrels signed in gold in full
along the flat, numbered in gold towards the breeches, and
cut with multi-groove rifling, case-hardened patent
breeches, engraved case-hardened slender breech tangs
extending over the spine of the butts and fitted with
adjustable back-sights, flush-fitting scroll-engraved case-
hardened locks, double set triggers, highly figured walnut
half-stocks, finely chequered butts, engraved case-
hardened side-plates formed as a scrolling serpent
enclosing a single side nail, engraved spurred steel trigger-
guard etched with foliage over the bow and a panel of stars
over the rear, blued trigger-plates, German silver side nail
escutcheons, inset with two differing vacant German silver
escutcheons opposite the locks, and retaining some
original finish throughout: in a lined and fitted case
complete with some accessories including bullet mould
with sprung sprue-cutter

36.5cm; 14B in 

£4000-5000

158
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159
A FINE PAIR OF BOHEMIAN PERCUSSION DUELLING
PISTOLS BY A.V. LEBEDA IN PRAZE, CIRCA 1840

with octagonal sighted barrels signed in gold, retaining
traces of early blued finish (small areas of very light pitting),
engraved breeches, engraved breech tangs decorated with
foliage and neoclassical ornament and numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’
respectively, border-engraved flush-fitting locks fitted with
gravity stops and engraved with cornucopia, highly figured
walnut full stocks carved with a neo rococo bouquet about
the barrel tangs and with foliage over the fore-ends, the
butts cut with a panel of fine chequering on each side,
engraved steel mounts comprising slender flush-fitting
scrolling side-plates, pommel caps engraved with an
expanded flowerhead, spurred trigger-guards with slender
terminals, German silver barrel bolt escutcheons, vacant
German silver escutcheons, and with no provision for
ramrods: in original fitted case veneered in rosewood, the
interior lined with leather stamped with elaborate patterns
of neo rococo flowers and foliage in gold, including a large
central foliate rondel on the principle compartment lid
(areas of minor wear), complete with original mallet with
horn head, horn flask, and combined nipple key and
turnscrew (bullet mould associated) 

38cm; 15D in 

£4000-5000

159
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160
A PAIR OF HUNGARIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET
PISTOLS BY KIRNER ÉS FIJA PESTEN, CIRCA 1832-42

with swamped octagonal sighted barrels signed in full and
rifled with eight grooves, engraved breeches, engraved
slender breech tangs numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ and
incorporating the back-sights, flush-fitting locks engraved
with scrolling foliage and signed ‘Kirner’ and ‘Pesten’
respectively, double set triggers (the hair triggers each
removed), figured light walnut half stocks, the butts
swelling at the bases, each incised with a band of trellis
and fitted with engraved steel cap, engraved steel mounts
including small side-plates, and engraved trigger-guards
fitted with additional spurs in their working life (the ramrod
apertures plugged): in their original relined fitted case with
a number of later accessories (case lid cracked)

40cm; 15N in 

£1500-2000

160
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161
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET
PISTOLS, CIRCA 1840

each with rebrowned swamped octagonal sighted barrel,
case-hardened breech inlaid with a pair of gold lines and
stamped with a mark, the letter P within a pearled frame,
engraved breech tang decorated with flowers, scrolls and
foliage, and incorporating the back-sight (one chipped),
flush-fitting lock engraved en suite with the tang, set
trigger, figured walnut half-stock (one fore-end with a large
chip, each with small cracks and losses), chequered butt
with carved oval pommel fitted with steel trap with scallop
cover, engraved spurred trigger-guard en suite with the
lock, and original iron ramrods 

41cm; 16B in

(2)

£800-1000

161
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162
A GERMAN PERCUSSION RIFLED PISTOL BY J.J. FUTTER
IN DRESDEN, CIRCA 1760

converted from flintlock, with swamped heavy octagonal
signed sighted barrel rifled with seven grooves, engraved
with a band of foliage and numbered ‘1’ at the breech,
engraved breech tang incorporating the back-sight, stepped
lock signed on a scroll, engraved with a trophy on the tail,
figured walnut full stock carved with rococo ornament
about the breech tang (cracks and repairs), engraved steel
mounts including trigger-guard decorated en suite with the
lock, two-piece side-plate formed as a pair of opposed
monsters, bone fore-end cap and the butt with provision
for a shoulder stock

43.5cm; 17B in

Johann Joseph Futter is recorded as Electoral and Royal
gunmaker in the courts Dresden and Warsaw respectively.
He died in a shooting accident in 1779.

£500-700

163
GERMAN PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL, BY H.R.
STURM IN SUHL, CIRCA 1830

converted from flintlock with swamped octagonal sighted
barrel cut with multi-groove rifling and signed in silver
(small losses), engraved breech tang fitted with adjustable
back-sight, border-engraved lock decorated with
conventional foliage, the hammer engraved en suite with a
monsterhead finial, set trigger, highly figured walnut full
stock, chequered butt, engraved brass mounts including
two-piece side-plate, spurred trigger-guard, the butt fitted
with a lion mask cap, and horn fore-end cap (ramrod
missing)

27.5cm; 10N in

£500-600

164
A LIÈGOIS PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL BY
GUILLAUME BERLEUR, CIRCA 1820

converted from flintlock, with swamped octagonal sighted
barrel signed in script and cut with multigroove rifling,
engraved tang incorporating the back-sight fitted with an
additional pair of folding leaves, signed lock, the hammer
engraved en suite with the tang, fitted with sprung nipple-
guard with roller, figured walnut full stock (fore-end
repaired), chequered grip enriched with silver nails (worn),
finely engraved steel mounts including trigger-guard with
urn-shaped finial, two-piece side-plate including a pair of
addorsed lions, faceted ramrod-pipes, and associated horn-
tipped wooden ramrod 

34.5cm; 13I in

See footnote to lot 157.

£500-600

164

163

162
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165
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET PISTOL, BY
CLESSE ARQER A MONS, LIÈGE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1840

with blued octagonal sighted barrel rifled with thirteen
narrow grooves, engraved case-hardened breech
numbered ‘2’ engraved case-hardened breech tang,
incorporating the back-sight and also numbered ‘2’, signed
engraved case-hardened flush-fitting lock, figured walnut
half-stock carved with foliage over the fore end, fluted butt,
engraved case-hardened spurred steel trigger-guard,
engraved case-hardened pommel cap, with no provision
for a ramrod, and retaining some original colour
throughout

40cm; 15N in

Antoine Clesse is recorded in Mons circa 1823-1853.

£500-600

166
A CONTINENTAL RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOL,
CIRCA 1830-40

with swamped octagonal twist sighted barrel cut with multi-
groove rifling, engraved case-hardened breech and
percussion bolster, engraved case-hardened breech tang
decorated with a neoclassical urn of fruit and fitted with
back-sight, flush-fitting lock decorated with engraved bands
on the tail and flowers on the hammer, set trigger, figured
walnut half-stock boldly carved at the fore-end (repaired
ahead of the lock), chequered butt carved with a band of
acanthus around the base, engraved case-hardened steel
mounts comprising trigger-guard and butt-cap en suite with
the hammer and breech tang, ‘bat wing’ side-plate, and
with no provision for a ramrod

39cm; 15D in 

£350-450

167
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION GALLERY PISTOL, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted barrel engraved with a panel of
scrollwork at the muzzle and breech, enclosed action with
scroll-engraved tang, blued trigger, figured walnut half-
stock carved with a stylised beast at the fore-end, fluted
butt, and engraved steel mounts comprising pommel cap
and spurred trigger-guard

36.5cm; 14G in

Apparently converted to percussion from the Flobert
system.

£300-400

165

166

167

168
A CONTINENTAL RIFLED PERCUSSION PISTOL,
MID-19TH CENTURY

with turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved box-lock action, folding
trigger, angular fluted butt, and steel butt-cap fitted with a
lanyard ring

23.5cm; 9D in

£300-400
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169

169
A PAIR OF SPANISH PERCUSSION OFFICERS PISTOLS BY
YBARZABAL, EIBAR, CIRCA 1830-40

each with swamped octagonal sighted barrel, struck with
the gold-lined mark of Gabriel Benito Ybarzabal (Neue
Støckel 8575), inlaid with a gold line and with a band of
gold scrolling foliage over the breech, scroll-engraved
breech, engraved breech tang decorated with scrolling
foliage and border ornament, flush-fitting stepped lock
engraved en suite with the tang, figured walnut full stock
(one cracked about the lock), fluted butt, and steel mounts
comprising trigger-guard and butt-cap each engraved en
suite with the lock, the latter fitted with suspension ring,
and moulded ramrod-pipe, and ivory-tipped wooden
ramrod

27cm; 10in 

(2)

£700-900
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170
A SPANISH PERCUSSION PISTOL BY SALVADOR
ZENARRO EN MADRID, CIRCA 1790

converted from flintlock, with three-stage barrel of
characteristic form retained by an engraved steel band at
the muzzle, the breech engraved with panels of foliage,
inscribed ‘en Madrid’ and stamped with the gold-lined
barrelsmiths mark, the tang chiselled with foliage, signed
lock of Madrid type, chiselled with trophies beneath the
hammer and over the tail, the hammer decorated en suite
and incorporating a serpent, figured walnut full stock lightly
carved about the barrel tang and over the fore-end (small
repairs), engraved steel mounts including flat solid side-
plate decorated en rocaille and enriched with a gilt fishroe
ground, spurred pommel decorated with a putto on each
side, and moulded trigger-guard decorated en suite with
the side-plate, and original horn-tipped wooden ramrod 

39cm; 15D in 

Salvador Zenarro (Cenarro) was named honorary gunsmith
to King Carlos III on 11th June 1761 and was sworn on 18th

June. The following year he replaced Sebastián Santos as
regular gunsmith and was retired at his own request on 2nd

May 1792 ‘due to his advanced age and shortness of sight’.
The mark on the breech of the present pistol differs from
those recorded. See J.D. Lavin 1965, p.258.

£800-1200

171
A SPANISH RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOL BY
ANTONIO LIZUNDIA, EIBAR, DATED 1859

with swamped octagonal sighted barrel rifled with four
broad shallow grooves, inlaid with silver scrollwork and
inscribed ‘De Herraduras Por Antonio Lizundia En Eibar
1859’, engraved case-hardened breech decorated with
border ornament and a game bird, engraved case-
hardened breech tang incorporating the back-sight,
engraved case-hardened lock, figured walnut full stock,
carved fluted butt fitted with steel trap with scalloped cap,
and engraved spurred trigger-guard (ramrod missing)

36cm; 14D in 

£350-450

170
171
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172
A .30 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE SHARP’S PATENT FOUR-SHOT
DERRINGER BY TIPPING & LAWDEN, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1865

of standard production specifications, the barrel retaining
some original blued finish and the frame retaining some
original silver-plating (the muzzle dented, one grip missing)

13.5cm; 5G in 

£250-350

173
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION KNIFE-PISTOL OF UNWIN
& RODGERS TYPE, CIRCA 1860

with tapering octagonal German silver barrel, stamped with
a pair of wheel marks over the breech, the frame faced in
natural staghorn over brass fillets, the left applied with a
shield-shaped German silver escutcheon, folding iron
trigger, and with two folding blades of differing size (the
butt-trap and accessories missing, worn)

15.5cm; 6in

£500-700

174
A PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL, CIRCA 1840,
POSSIBLY AMERICAN

with octagonal barrel inscribed ‘New York’, fitted with silver
fore-sight, inlaid with three gold lines at the breech,
engraved breech tang, engraved bolted lock decorate with
scrolls, foliage and bouquets, previously signed within a
gold-lined oval, figured walnut full stock, the butt cut with a
shaped panel of chequering on each side and hollowed for
balls covered by an engraved blued steel extension hinged
at the tang, finely engraved German silver trigger-guard,
small German silver ramrod-pipes, and swivel ramrod
(replaced)

21.3cm; 8G in

£400-600

172
173
174
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175
AN IRISH FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER BY WILLIAM & JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, NO.
10023 FOR 1848

with fluted tapering barrel group, engraved with foliage
ahead of the nipples and behind the muzzle, released by a
stud on each side of the action, the spindle serving as a
ramrod, rounded action engraved with characteristic
scrolling foliage and signed on a scroll, sliding thumb-piece
safety-catch, engraved blued trigger-guard, engraved back-
strap, finely chequered figured walnut butt, and retaining
traces of blued finish throughout

18.5cm; 7D in 

Sold in 1848 to Sir F. Hopkins ‘…five-shot pistol cased…’
for £12 12s 0d, see D.H.L. Back 1992, p.119.

£1200-1800

176
A SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1865

with fluted barrel group, plain frame with hinged loading-
gate, folding trigger, blued safety-catch, chequered walnut
grips and the butt with screw-in clearing rod

12cm; 4N in

£200-300

175
176
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177
A BOHEMIAN SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE REVOLVER BY LEBEDA
A PRAGUE, CIRCA 1860

with signed octagonal barrel engraved with linear frames
on each face and fitted with blued fore-and back-sight,
engraved breech fitted with clearing rod on the right, plain
cylinder, engraved case-hardened action with loading gate
on the right, engraved case-hardened hammer, highly
figured chequered ebonised wooden grips fitted with a
lanyard ring at the base, engraved case-hardened trigger-
guard, finely engraved throughout with elaborate patterns
of scrolling foliage on a trellis ground, and with much
original grey case-hardening colour: in original leather-
covered fitted case, lined in rich burgundy velvet, complete
with original ramrod, and the lid applied with a silver
escutcheon engraved with the owner’s initials beneath the
coronet of an untitled noble

26.6cm; 10I in

£1200-1500

178
A FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION SELF-COCKING REVOLVER,
NO. 8743, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, MID-19TH

CENTURY

with octagonal sighted barrel fitted with rammer on the left
(replaced), blued cylinder engraved with a pair of lines
around the forward edge, border-engraved frame inscribed
‘No. 8743 Patent’ on the right, chequered walnut grips, and
border-engraved back-strap and trigger-guard: in a
contemporary fitted mahogany case lined in green baize
(repairs)

24.5cm; 9N in 

£400-600

177

178
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179
A BELGIAN LEFAUCHEUX SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE REVOLVER,
CIRCA 1860

with sighted barrel, sparsely engraved with flowers and
stamped ‘E. Lefaucheux’ at the breech, engraved cylinder
and action, chequered walnut butt (worn), and retaining
traces of original finish: in its fitted case veneered with
contrasting patterns of exotic wood, lined with green baize,
and the inside of the case lid stamped with a gold
presentation inscription
27cm; 10K in 

The presentation inscription reads:

‘AAN HAREN VERDIENSTELIJKEN KOMANDANT
H.P.MULLER AANGEBODEN DOOR DE GOUDSCHE
WEERBAARHEIDS-VEREENIGING “BURGERPLIGT.”
GOUDA, 4 MEI 1868’

£350-400

180
A NORTH GERMAN BREECH-LOADING AYDT PATENT
FALLING BLOCK RIFLED TARGET PISTOL SIGNED
R. SCHRADER, GÖTTINGEN, NO. 58, CIRCA 1885

with octagonal barrel signed in gold, fitted with blued fore-
sight and blued back-sight, sparsely engraved action fitted
with sprung lever for extracting cartridges on the right,
engraved case-hardened pivoting trigger, finely chequered
walnut butt, and retaining some original finish throughout

35.5cm; 14in 

Carl Wilhem Aydt is recorded circa 1865-1885 in Suhl. He
designed a falling block system in 1865 and patented a
design for ejecting cartridges in 1884.

£400-500

179

180
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181
B.S.A. A .303 NO.1 MKIII SMLE BOLT
ACTION SERVICE RIFLE, NO. 45470

The 25I-inch barrel Regulated by
Fulton with adjustable rearsight, the
receiver fitted with a Central Bisley
Model aperture rearsight, full length
stock of standard specification,
retaining much original finish overall,
Nitro Proof

14-inch pull, 8lb. 12oz. 

£150-£200

182
A FRANCOTTE. A .22 MARTINI
ACTION SCHUTZEN TARGET RIFLE,
NO. 47047

28-inch octagonal barrel with hooded
foresight, the top surface with
graduated dovetail, plain frame, the
trigger guard with palm rest, double
set triggers, figured stock with cheek
piece and hooked butt plate, Belgian
black powder proof, lightly pitted
overall, rearsights missing

14-inch pull, 10lb. 12oz. 

£200-300

183
JOHN RIGBY & CO. AN EARLY .275
BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE, NO.
1096

25-inch two stage barrel with raised
foresight and graduated ramp
rearsight, the receiver ring signed
WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER
OBERNDORF 1898, bolt with flag
safety, magazine with removable base
plate, half-length stock with straight
hand grip and steel butt plate, retaining
much original finish overall, German
nitro proof

14I -inch pull, 7lb. 2oz. 

£500-700

181

182

Important notice to buyers of Modern Firearms
Firearms Act 1968
The following lots, 181 to 205 inclusive will not be delivered without production of a valid UK Firearms Certificate or a Certificate of Registration as a Firearms
Dealer. Overseas certificates are not valid.

Lots 206 to 208 inclusive will not be released without production of a valid UK Shotgun Certificate or Certificate of Registration as a Firearms Dealer. Overseas
certificates are not valid.

Items from these sections not collected on the day of sale will be removed to the armoury at Summers Place, Billingshurst, West Sussex RH14 9AD. Collection
of purchases from this location will be by appointment only, and on production of the appropriate release note from Thomas Del Mar Ltd. Buyers are urged to
arrange collection of their lots as soon as possible following the sale. For further information contact Gavin Gardiner 01403 833575.

183
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184
FLOBERT. AN UNUSUAL 9MM
RIMFIRE SINGLE BARREL HAMMER
GUN

22I-inch smoothbore octagonal barrel
with fore and rearsights, the breach
with unusual extraction mechanism,
scroll fronted trigger guard with scroll
engraving, half length figured stock
with steel buttplate, worn overall

13I -inch pull, 4lb. 5oz. 

£50-80

185
W.W. GREENER. A .22 MARTINI
ACTION RIFLE, NO. 5854

30-inch barrel with raised foresight and
ladder rearsight, the plain frame
impressed ENFIELD 1878 and on the
other side CONVERTED FOR THE NRA
BY W.W. GREENER, full length stock
with two barrel bands, fitted with a
BSA folding aperture rearsight, black
powder proof, refinished overall

14-inch pull, 8lb. 4oz. 

£100-200 

186
DWM. A .303 BOLT ACTION BACK
POSITION TARGET RIFLE, NO. 334

30-inch BSA target barrel ‘in the white’
inscribed Special BSA Barrel
Specification 1933 .303 Mk VII
Cartridge Weight under 3lb. 4oz., the
Mauser 98 action dated 1909, bolt with
flag safety, the figured half length stock
with alterations for target shooting,
nitro proof, sights missing

15I -inch pull, 8lb. 4oz. 

£200-400

187
ALEX HENRY. A .303 MARTINI
ACTION SPORTING RIFLE, NO. 7037

26-inch barrel with raised foresight,
rearsight with lined folding leaf, the
blued frame with border and scroll
engraving and retaining much finish, the
maker’s name signed within a scrolling
banner, sliding side safety catch, the
well figured stock with pistol grip and
ebonite butt plate, black powder proof

15-inch pull including ebonite
extension, 7lb. 4oz. 

£400-600

184

185

186

187
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188
BSA. A FINE .303 CHARGER LOADING
LONG LEE-ENFIELD BOLT ACTION
RIFLE, NO. L01842223

The 30I-inch barrel with ramp
foresight, folding ladder rearsight with
adjustment for windage, the plain
frame and receiver with retailers
inscription P. KNIGHT 22 CORRINGTON
ST NOTTINGHAM, magazine cut off,
detachable box magazine, fitted with
its rare BSA Tippins Patent folding
aperture rearsight, full length stock
with single barrel band, nitro proof,
retaining almost all of its original finish
overall

13I -inch pull, 9lb. 6oz. 

£800-1000

189
WESTLEY RICHARDS. A .303 LEE
SPEED PATENTS BOLT ACTION
SPORTING RIFLE, NO. 38050

26-inch barrel with full length
machined rib and raised foresight,
rearsight bed removed, the receiver
with scroll engraving and fitted with a
Parker Hale PH16 aperture sight, bolt
with flattened handle (breech cover
lugs removed), sliding tang safety,
detachable box magazine, figured half
length stock, pistol grip and rubber
recoil pad, nitro proof, magazine cut-
off missing

14I -inch pull, 7lb. 10oz. 

£300-500

190
ROSS RIFLE CO. A .303 M10
STRAIGHT PULL BOLT ACTION RIFLE,
NO. 8328

23-inch barrel with hooded ramp
foresight, the plain receiver fitted with
its folding aperture rearsight, straight
pull action, the half length figured
‘sporter’ stock with chequered hand,
steel buttplate with trap, nitro proof

13-inch pull, 8lb. 8oz. 

£300-400 

188

189

190
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191
HUSQVARNA. A SWEDISH 6.5MM
BOLT ACTION RIFLE, NO. 700631

29-inch barrel with raised foresight and
bed for ladder rearsight, the Mauser
type receiver dated 1944 and fitted
with an aperture sight, bolt with flag
safety, full length stock with steel
buttplate, nitro proof

14-inch pull, 10lb. 

£200-300 

192
JOHN RIGBY & CO. A 6.5MM BOLT
ACTION SPORTING RIFLE, NO. 3813

22I-inch barrel with raised fore and
rear sights, Steyr Mannlicher action
dated 1910 and mounted with a Zeiss
Zielvier telescopic sight, bolt with
bulbous handle and flag safety, rotary
magazine, the figured half length stock
with pistol grip and steel buttplate,
sling swivels, nitro proof, in its full
length canvas case

15I -inch pull, 8lb. 8oz. 

£800-1200

193
SAVAGE ARMS CO. A .22 PUMP
ACTION TAKE DOWN RIFLE, NO.
10225

24-inch octagonal barrel with fore and
rearsights, the plain blued receiver
with tang safety, detachable box
magazine, pistol grip stock with
crescent buttplate, special definitive
proof, in its canvas case with Army
Navy CSL label

13I -inch pull, 5lb. 1oz. 

£100-200

191

192

193
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194
JOHN RIGBY & CO. A FINE .303 SIDELEVER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR RIFLE, NO. 16398

26-inch chopper-lump barrels with full length file cut rib,
signed with the makers name and address, loop extension
for Rigby & Bissells patent rising bolt, the frame, locks and
sidelever engraved with fine scrolls and retaining much
original hardening colour, well figured stock with pistol grip
and cheek piece, sling swivel and button, black powder
proof, in its leather case with makers label

14I -inch pull, 8lb. 7oz. 

The makers confirm that the rifle was built in c.1894. It
appears little used and retains much of its original finish.

£6000-8000 

194
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195
WESTLEY RICHARDS.A FINE .256 (6.5X53R) SIDELEVER
HAND DETACHABLE BOXLOCK EJECTOR RIFLE, NO.
16353

26-inch Krupp steel barrels with raised foresight, rearsight
with folding leafs to 300 yds and fitting for an optical sight,
dolls head extension, the frame and sidelever with fine
scroll engraving and retaining some original hardening
colour, the detachable baseplate engraved with a lion,
bolted safety catch, the well figured stock with semi-pistol
grip, cheek piece and recoil pad, chequered side panels,
sling eyes, nitro proof, in its brass bound oak and leather
case with makers labels

14I -inch pull, 8lb. 14oz. 

The makers confirm that the rifle was built circa 1905. It
appears little used and retains much original finish.

£8000-12000

195
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196
MANNLICHER. A 6.5X53R BOLT
ACTION SPORTING RIFLE

26-inch barrel with raised foresight,
raised rearsight with folding leafs to
300, rearsight bed incorporating spirit
level, the receiver with file cut top
surface, bolt with flag safety, the
magazine housing engraved FITTED
WITH FRASER’S PATENT TRIGGER
ACTION, the half length straight hand
stock with attached grip piece,
chequered extension and tang sight,
sling eyes, nitro proof, in it’s canvas
case with Dan’l Fraser & Co label

14I -inch pull, 7lb. 8oz. 

Although not engraved with a retailers
name, this rifle incorporates so many
“Fraser” features that there is no
reason to assume that this rifle is the
work of any other maker.

£1,000-1,500

197
A. LAFQVIST ESKILSTUNA. A 12X44R
ROLLING BLOCK MILITARY RIFLE,
NO. 866

37I-inch browned barrel with ladder
rearsight graduated to 14, the plain
frame retaining traces of original
hardening colour and dated 1872, the
full length flamed maple fore end
retained by three steel barrel bands,
steel ram rod, the well figured and
burred stock with presentation
escutcheon dated 1878, steel buttplate

14-inch pull, 9lb. 

£300-400

198
HENRI LEVER…. A .22 FLOBERT
GALLERY RIFLE

27-inch barrel with machined top
surface, adjustable fore and rearsights,
the makers name signed in gold and
partially removed, Flobert hinged
breech action, the half length stock
with horn tip, pistol grip and left
handed cheek piece, Belgian black
Powder Proof, replacement buttplate,
worn overall

13I -inch pull, 7lb. 14oz. 

£100-200

196

197

198
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199
J. PURDEY & SONS. THE MAJOR
PARTS OF A “C QUALITY” HAMMER
RIFLE, NO15320

27-inch barrels with file cut full length
rib, and engraved breech ends,
rearsight and extractor missing, the
polished frame, bolted rebounding
backlocks, hammers and rotary
underlever with scrolling foliage
decoration, replacement stock with
pistol grip and rubber recoil pad, worn
overall

14I -inch pull 

The makers confirm that the rifle was
originally built in c.1895. It appears to
have been subsequently re-bored as a
12-bore shotgun, and finally as been
sleeved full length in approx .577 rifle.
The chambers are uncut and the rifle
remains unfinished in this state.

£2000-2500

200
ALEX HENRY. A 16-BORE SINGLE
BARREL HAMMER RIFLE, NO. 1542

25I -inch barrel with Henry rifling, file
cutt top surface, rearsight with folding
leafs to 200, the frame, non-
rebounding barlock, hammer and
underlever with scroll and border
engraving, the lockplate signed
TRULOCK, hammer with replacement
spur, set trigger, the figured stock with
straight hand and chequered steel
buttplate broken and detached at the
wrist, black powder proof

8lb. 10oz. 

£1200-1500

201
LEPAGE. A 9MM FLOBERT SINGLE
SHOT GUN

22-inch fluted octagonal barrel with
fixed sights, inlaid with silver and gold
coloured scrollwork, the top surface
signed FQUE DE LEPAGE FRES A LGE
MSON PARIC 12 RUE D’EAGHIEN,
Flobert breech with hinged extractor,
trigger guard with further inlaid
decoration, the half length well figured
stock with straight hand and
elaborately carved with fluted and
scroll decoration, steel butt plate,
mechanism defective

14I -inch pull, 4lb. 2oz. 

£100-200

200

199

201
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202
ALEX HENRY. A .22 MARTINI ACTION TARGET RIFLE, CONVERTED FROM A
MARTINI HENRY SERVICE RIFLE

30I-inch barrel with hooded foresight, ladder rearsight missing bar, the receiver
marked ENFIELD 1879 below a crowned VR, full length stock with two barrel
bands, chequered hand fitted with a BSA folding aperture sight, forepart with
addition handgrips, black powder proof

14I -inch pull, 8lb. 12oz.

£150-250

203
J. STEVENS. A .22 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE, NO. 3515

22-inch quick detachable barrel with folding leafsights, foresight missing, the
plain receiver retaining most of its original colour hardened finish, tang
mounted with folding aperture sight, straight hand stock with replacement fore
end and buttplate, black powder proof, in its leather covered case

13-inch pull, 4lb. 3oz. 

£100-200

202

206

207

204
A BELGIAN .22 HAMMER GALLERY
RIFLE

23-inch octagonal barrel, the receiver,
hammer and lift up breech engraved
with scrollwork and dogs mask, double
set triggers, the half length figured
stock with semi-pistol grip and cheek
piece, carved with scrolling foliage,
Belgian black powder proof

13I-inch pull, 4lb. 14oz. 

£50-100

205
K. GERERT. A 8X57MM BOLT ACTION
SPORTING RIFLE

20-inch Krupp steel barrel with full
length machined rib, rearsight with
folding leaf, mauser 98 type action,
bolt with flag safety, magazine with
detachable floorplate and inlaid with a
crown and entwined initials in gold,
tang with folding peep sight, the half
length stock with pistol grip, trap and
sling swivels, Austrian nitro proof,
worn overall 

13I -inch pull, 6lb. 14oz. 

£150-250

206
LEPAGE. A 16-BORE HAMMER GUN,
NO 807

28I-inch Damascus barrels with
2I-inch chambers, about cylinder
borings, the rounded frame, non-
rebounding backlocks, hammers and
push forward underlever with scroll
engraving and retaining traces of
original hardening colour, figured stock
with steel buttplate, bores marked and
dented, minimum barrel wall thickness
below the recommended minimum

14I -inch pull, 6lb. 14oz. 

£400-600
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208

209

210

207
S. GRANT. A 12-BORE HAMMER GUN,
NO. 2198

30-inch Damascus barrels with 2I-inch
chambers, about cylinder borings, the
frame, non-rebounding barlocks,
hammers and rotary underlever with
scroll engraving, figured stock with
steel buttplate, black powder proof,
bores severely pitted

14I -inch pull,6lb. 7oz. 

£300-500

208
ALEX HENRY. A 12-BORE SINGLE
BARREL FALLING BLOCK HAMMER
GUN, CONVERTED FROM A RIFLE

28-inch barrel with 2I-inch chamber,
about I choke boring, raised foresight,
rearsight with folding leaf, the patent
falling block action, bolted backlock,
underlever with fine scroll engraving,
the makers name signed within a
scrolling banner, hammer a poor
quality replacement, the figured stock
with pistol grip and cheekpiece broken
and detached at the hand, chequered
steel buttplate with trap, nitro proof,
worn overall

£100-200

Obsolete Calibre
The following lots 209 to 226 inclusive benefit
from exemption under section 58 (2) of the 1968
Firearms Act and may be possessed without
certificate. 

209
CHARLES LANCASTER. A .300
HAMMER ROOK RIFLE, NO. 11436

26-inch oval bore barrel with flat
machined top-surface, rearsight with
folding leaf to 150, the plain frame,
hammer and push forward underlever
retaining much original hardening
colour, automatic ejector, tang fitted
with folding peep sight, figured stock
with pistol grip, black powder proof

15-inch pull, 5lb. 6oz.

£300-400

210
ALEX HENRY. A .450 (3DD--INCH) FALLING BLOCK HAMMER RIFLE

28-inch barrel with raised foresight and folding leafsight to 200 yds, the plain
frame, bolted backlock, hammer and underlever, receiver with patent use no.
951, the figured straight hand stock with steel buttplate and sling eye, black
powder proof, action cleaned bright

14-inch pull, 7lb. 2oz., 

£800-1200
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211
ALEX HENRY. A MAGNIFICENT .450 (3DD-INCH) HAMMER
RIFLE, NO. 1460

29-inch Damascus barrels with full length file cut rib, raised
foresight and rearsight with folding leafs to 300yds, the
frame, non-rebounding barlocks, bolted hammers and
rotary underlever with fine scroll engraving and retaining
virtually all of its original hardening colour, trigger guard
with pistol grip extension, the well figured stock with
engraved patchbox, chequered steel buttplate and sling
eyes, black powder proof, contained in its leather lined
brass bound oak and leather case including bullet mould
and some reloading accessories

14I-inch pull 

£5,000-7,000

The rifle retains almost all of its original finish and appears
virtually unused.

211
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212
WESTLEY RICHARDS. A .300
SHERWOOD MARTINI ACTION RIFLE,
NO. 6139

27I-inch detachable barrel with raised
hooded foresight, ladder rearsight with
fine target adjustment, the plain blued
frame with Patent detachable action,
straight hand stock with chequered
hand and steel buttplate, Special
Definitive Proof

14I -inch pull, 6lb. 11oz. 

£300-400

213
W.J. JEFFERY & CO. A .255 MARTINI
ACTION SPORTING RIFLE, NO. 57904

26-inch detachable barrel with raised
foresight, short raised top surface with
folding express sights to 500, engraved
RIFLED SIGHTED & SHOT BY W.J.
JEFFERY & CO., plain A. Francotte
marked receiver, well figured straight
hand stock with steel buttplate and
aperture sight, black powder proof

14-inch pull, 5lb. 8oz. 

£300-500

214
J. BANZIGER. A SWISS 7.5X53.5MM
MARTINI ACTION TARGET RIFLE

33I-inch octagonal barrel with raised
foresight and adjustable tangent
rearsight graduated to 1000, plain
frame, scroll shaped underlever,
double set triggers, half length fore-
end, the stock with cheek piece and
hooked buttplate, inlaid with a silver
oval and the inscription PAUL
GRUNDLEHNER, OBERUZWIL

12-inch pull, 11lb. 6oz. 

£300-500

215
BSA. A .297/.250 MARTINI ACTION
RIFLE, NO. 16613

25-inch barrel with folding foresight and
ladder rearsight graduated to 200, the
frame with border and scroll engraving
and retaining some original finish,
drilled for an aperture sight, figured
straight hand stock with steel buttplate,
sling eyes, special definitive proof

13-inch pull, 5lb. 12oz. 

£400-500

212

213

214

215
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216
J. NOVOTNY. AN APPROX .8X58R HAMMER RIFLE, NO.
5026

24I-inch barrels with full length rib and adjustable
rearsight, the frame, non-rebounding backlocks, hammers
and horn mounted forward underlever with scroll
engraving, set triggers, tang with folding aperture sight,
figured stock with cheek piece, horn grip and steel
buttplate, sling swivels, Austrian Proof

13I -inch pull, 6lb. 6oz. 

£2000-2500

216

217

217
J&W TOLLEY. A RARE .577 CARTER EDWARDS PATENT
BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE

32-inch heavy barrel by Alex Henry with Henry rifling, ring
foresight, ladder rearsight graduated to 12, elevation bar
missing, the plain receiver with patent use number 594, the
bolt with scroll engraving and engraved with Tolley’s name
and address, the figured half length stock with straight
hand and steel buttplate, black powder proof

14I -inch pull, 9lb. 6oz

Carter Edwards Patent No. 1767 of 1869 relates to an
improved type of chassepot rifle adapted for the boxer
cartridge. This rifle conforms with this specification.

£1000-1500
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220

218
WESTLEY RICHARDS. A RARE .500/.450 NO. 2 TARGET
RIFLE, NO. 38

35-inch heavy barrel with Henry’s Patent Rifling, raised
foresight bed, WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT ladder target
rearsight with fine adjustment, the plain breech with hinged
block action and engraved WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT,
cocking indicator, tang with flat for aperture sight, the half
length figured stock with straight hand, raised bed for
additional sight for back position shooting, black powder
proof

15-inch pull, 9lb. 

£3000-3500

219
GEORGE GIBBS. A .461 GIBBS FARQUHARSON METFORD
PATENT FALLING BLOCK RIFLE

33-inch barrel with adjustable ladder rearsight, graduated to
10, Metford patent rifling, the plain frame with patent use
number 132, the full length military stock with two barrel
bands and provision for a ram rod, chequered fore part and
straight hand, steel buttplate, black powder proof, worn to
a brown patina overall

14-inch pull, 8lb. 10oz.

£1000-2000

220
WESTLEY RICHARDS. A .500/.450 NO.2 DEELEY EDGE
PATENT FALLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE NO. 538

30-inch octagonal barrel with raised foresight, express
rearsight with folding leafs and graduated ladder sight,
Whitworth Patent rifling, the frame and underlever with
scroll engraving, half length stock with ramrod, straight
hand grip and steel buttplate, black powder proof, heavily
pitted and acid cleaned overall

14-inch pull, 9lb. 

£800-1200

221
LSA. A .577/.450 MARTINI HENRY SERVICE RIFLE

33-inch barrel with ladder rearsight, standard specification
overall, black powder proof, mechanism defective, heavily
rusted and pitted overall, stock with much damage, fore
end cut off in front of the rear barrel band

7lb. 10oz. 

£80-120

222
X. BAADER. A 9.5X47R SCHUTZEN TARGET RIFLE

29I-inch octagonal barrel with gold lined breech, the
makers name signed in silver, the receiver and underlever
with scroll engraving, double set triggers, the half length
stock with cheek piece and carved decoration of a deer in
woodland scene, hooked buttplate, stock broken and
repaired, rearsight missing, worn

12-inch pull, 11lb. 

£300-500

219
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223
J. FUNK & COMP. A GERMAN 11MM
BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT TARGET
RIFLE, NO. 15748

29I-inch octagonal barrel with
adjustable foresight, the top surface
with dovetail bed of folding silver lined
express sights to 500, and a ladder
sight graduated to 15, the maker’s
name signed in gold, the breech and
receiver inlaid with silver scrollwork,
bolt with turn down handle, tang with
aperture rearsight, the well figured half
length stock with straight hand and
profusely carved with scrollwork and a
scene of deer in landscape,
cheekpiece, butt with hinged trap and
inlaid steel buttplate

13-inch pull, 10lb. 2oz.

£250-400

224
C.A. FISCHER & SOHN. A 8.15X46R
SCHUTZEN TARGET RIFLE

28I-inch fluted barrel with adjustable
foresight, the “Original System Stahl”
action engraved in relief with
sportsmen in traditional dress and
foliate scrollwork and retaining traces
of original hardening colour, push
forward underlever, double set
triggers, replacement aperture
rearsight, the boldly carved and
chequered well figured stock with
Tyrolean cheekpiece and thumb rest,
old repair to hand, hooked steel butt
plate, German proof

13-inch pull, 10lb. 5oz. 

£500-700

225
EMIL V. NORDHEIM. A 8MM BOLT
ACTION SCHUTZEN TARGET RIFLE

31-inch octagonal barrel with foresight,
flat surface for rearsight, the makers
name and breech lined in silver, the
receiver and bolt with engraved
decoration, tang with provision for
aperture sight, double set triggers,
scroll trigger guard, the half length
stock with cheek piece and hooked
buttplate, sights missing

13I -inch pull, 10lb. 

£300-500

222

225

224
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226

226
GASTINNE RENETTE. A FINE CASED PAIR OF PISTOLS

The first a single shot target pistol of 8mm calibre, with
8I-inch octagonal Damascus barrel signed by the maker,
the streamlined frame, hinged trigger guard and falling
breech block engraved with scrolling foliage and retaining
almost all of its original hardening colour, dummy external
hammer, the well figured chequered flared walnut grip with
engraved cap, the second a hammerless revolver of 9mm
calibre, 7I-inch octagonal barrel signed by the maker, the
solid frame with six shot cylinder, loading gate and
dummer external hammer retaining almost all of its bright
blued finish, top strap with sprung hammer stop,
chequered walnut grip with cap, single and double action,
both contained in their close fitted oak case with two bullet
moulds, powder flask, ladle, bullet seating tool and
cleaning rod, the lid a replacement

17 x 9 inches 

Formerly the property of Arthur Norris Kennard, son of Sir
Howard Kennard, GCMG,CVO, HM Ambassador to Poland,
who compiled the two volume catalogue of the Wallace
Collection. He was Assistant to the Master of Armouries at
the Tower of London and also published works on cannon
and French Firearms.

£15000-20000
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227
A. NOUVELLE A PARIS. A FINE PAIR OF .38 TARGET
PISTOLS, NOS. 17850/1

10I-inch round to octagonal barrels with full length ribs,
foresights with fine adjustment, rearsights with elevation
adjustment, the breeches and muzzles with scroll
engraving, the frames, hammers, non-rebounding
backlocks, and push forward underlevers engraved in relief
with acanthus scrollwork, set triggers, the underlevers
inlaid with the entwined initials EL in two colour gold, the
ebony fore ends and flared grips with carved and fluted
decoration, engraved grip caps, retaining virtually all of
their original finish and contained in their close fitted
walnut case, No.1 butt with old repairs

16-ins overall 

The pistols retain much of their original finish and appear
little used. Although clearly a pair, and numbered as such,
the rake of the grip of the No. 1 pistol is different and about
I-inch shorter than the No. 2 pistol. The fitting of the case
reflects this difference

£3000-4000

227

Modern Pistols
Firearms (Ammendment) Act 1997
The following lots, 227 to 250 inclusive will not be delivered without
production of the Authority of the Secretary of State under Section 5 (1)
(aba) or a Firearm Certificate varied under section 7 of this act. Overseas
buyers are reminded of the additional requirements relating to the
movement of this category of firearm and that these lots can only be
released to a nominated shipper with Section 5 authority.

Viewing arrangements for lots 227 to 250
These lots may be viewed by appointment only at the armoury at Summers
Place, Billingshurst, West Sussex RH14 9AD. We regret that there will be no
viewing of these lots in London. For further information regarding viewing
and collection please contact Gavin Gardiner 01403 833575.
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228
GEBR. KRAUS. A FINE PAIR OF .32 HAMMER TARGET
PISTOLS, CIRCA 1881

9I-inch octagonal fluted Krupp steel barrels with fore and
rear sights, gold lined breeches and muzzles, the makers
name signed in gold numbered 1 & 2, the frames,
rebounding barlocks, hammers and top levers with fine
scroll engraving and retaining almost all of their original
hardening colour, carved percussion fences, set triggers,
the trigger guards inlaid with entwined gold initials, well
figured fluted flared grips with engraved caps, German
proof, contained in their close fitted leather case
16-ins overall 

The pistols appear very little used and retain almost all of
their original hardening colour and finish.

£4000-6000

228
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229
WEBLEY. A .455 MARK V REVOLVER NO. 131323

4-inch barrel, standard specification, the plain frame dated
1914, nitro proof, refinished overall and fitted with smooth
walnut grips, leather case with Giles Whittome label

9-ins overall

£50-100

230
CARON ARM.DES.M.L’EMPEREUR A PARIS. PARTS OF A
6MM FLOBERT GALLERY PISTOL

9-inch octagonal fluted barrel with fore and rearsights,
engraved at the breech and muzzle with fine scroll
engraving, the makers name signed in gold, flared ebony
stock with fluted and carved decoration, engraved trigger
guard and grip cap, breech drilled

15-ins overall 

£100-200

231
WEBLEY. A .450 RIC NO.1 REVOLVER, NO. 660

2I-inch barrel, solid frame with loading gate and retailers
name ARMY & NAVY C.S.L., chequered walnut grip, black
powder proof, worn overall

£100-200

232
WEBLEY. A .360 NO.5 REVOLVER, NO. 63078

2I-inch barrel, the solid frame with loading gate and
impressed retailers name ARMY & NAVY C.S.L., winged
bullet trademark, church steeple cylinder, retaining almost
all of it’s nickel plated finish, chequered walnut grip, black
powder proof

7I -ins overall 

£200-300

233
SMITH & WESSON. A .44 DOUBLE ACTION FIRST MODEL
REVOLVER, NO. 10461

6-inch barrel with patent dates to 1880, hinged frame,
cylinder with double stop notches, chequered walnut grips,
worn to brown patination overall

11-ins overall 

£300-500

229

231

232

233
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239
GASTINNE RENETTE. A .44 TARGET PISTOL, NO. 4127

10-inch octagonal fluted barrel, the frame, rebounding
barlock, hammer and sidelever with fine scroll engraving
and retaining much original hardening colour, figured
walnut stock with flared grip and engraved grip cap

17-ins overall

£500-600

240
SMITH & WESSON. A .38-44 NEW MODEL NO.3 SINGLE
ACTION REVOLVER, NO. 3670

6I-inch barrel with adjustable rearsight and bead foresight,
retaining much of its nickel plated finish overall, chequered
grips, black powder proof

13-ins overall 

£600-800

241
TROCAOLA ARANZABAL Y CIA. A SPANISH .455
REVOLVER

5-inch barrel, the plain hinged frame with impressed
trademark, the chequered grips with the date 1914, nitro
proof

10-ins overall

£50-80

242
GILBERT. A .45 CHAMELOT DELVIGNE TYPE REVOLVER,
NO. 7266

7I-inch octagonal barrel, the solid frame with loading gate
and side rammer, chequered walnut grips, retaining some
original finish, the frame altered and the grips replaced

14-ins overall 

£200-300

243
A .450 BULLDOG TYPE REVOLVER

2I-inch barrel, solid frame with loading gate, chequered
walnut grips, refinished overall, black powder proof

6I -ins overall 

£10-20

234
E. DOTTER. A .320 HAMMER GALLERY PISTOL

8I-inch octagonal barrel with fore and rearsights, the
frame, hammer, non-rebounding back lock and forward
pointing underlever with fine scroll engraving and retaining
traces of original hardening colour, set trigger, chequered
walnut grip with engraved cap, nitro proof

15-ins overall 

£300-400

235
A .380 SINGLE SHOT GALLERY PISTOL, NO. 29

10-inch octagonal barrel with fore and rearsights, the plain
nickel plated frame with border decoration, spur trigger and
locking catch, chequered walnut grips, special definitive
proof

14-ins overall 

£200-300

236
WATSON BROS. A 9MM RIMFIRE SHOT PISTOL,
CONVERTED FROM .250, NO. 3817
8-inch octagonal barrel with machined raised rib, top
extension, the plain frame with border engraving, trigger
guard with spur, chequered walnut grip, black powder
proof, trigger mechanism defective

12-ins overall 

£50-70

237
LEOPOLD GASSER. A 9MM FLOBERT GALLERY PISTOL

9-inch octagonal barrel with fixed sights, rolling block
breech and hammer, the frame with scroll engraving, set
trigger, well figured flared walnut grip with fluted and
carved decoration, steel cap, Belgian proof

15-ins overall 

£150-200

238
WILKINSON SWORD CO. A .455 “WILKINSON-WEBLEY
05” TARGET REVOLVER, NO. 122714
6-inch barrel with the makers address engraved to the top
surface, the frame with stirrup catch and cylinder quick
release, chequered walnut grips with silver escutcheon
engraved with the owners initials, nitro proof, retaining
much original finish, one grip chipped, contained in its
walnut case with presentation inscription to the lid
“Presented by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to
Lieutenant Patrick W.O’H. Phibbs, Royal Marines for
Merritorious Examination 1923”

12-ins overall 

£400-600
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244
P. WEBLEY & SON. A .455 RIC MODEL/83 REVOLVER,
NO. 97452

2I-inch barrel, solid frame with loading gate and winged
bullet trademark, chequered walnut grip, black powder
proof, retaining much original finish overall

7-ins overall 

£300-400

245
STEYR. A 9MM MODEL 1912 SELF LOADING PISTOL,
NO. 1407K

5-inch barrel, the reblued frame and slide with makers date
1915, chequered walnut grips

9-ins overall 

£200-300

246
GASTINNE RENETTE. A 9MM FLOBERT GALLERY PISTOL

10-inch octagonal barrel with fixed sights, engraved frame
with rolling breech and hammer, chequered stock with
engraved butt cap, Belgian proof, retaining much finish
overall

16-ins overall 

£200-400

247
COLT. .45 LONG COLT NEW SERVICE TARGET REVOLVER,
NO. 17192

7-inch barrel with target sights, chequered walnut grips,
nitro proof, refinished and spuriously engraved overall with
foliate scroll engraving, the topstrap engraved ‘Lt.Col.
Julian.S.Hatcher’

£300-500

248
A RARE 6.5X27R MARRIETTE PATENT SINGLE SHOT
PISTOL, CIRCA 1878

11I-inch octagonal fluted barrel with adjustable rearsight,
the frame, loading lever and hammer engraved with
acanthus scrolls and retaining much original hardening
colour, set trigger, chequered walnut grips, German proof

17-ins overall 

£500-800

249
HI STANDARD. A .22 SUPERMATIC CITATION SELF
LOADING PISTOL, NO. 895108 11-inch barrel with muzzle
break, together with its .22 short barrel and slide, barrel
weights measurements; A RUSSIAN .22 FREE PISTOL NO.
610929 11I-inch barrel, oversize anatomical grip, in its
wooden box; HI STANDARD. .22 SUPERMATIC TROPHY
SELF-LOADING PISTOL, NO. 1441111, 7I-inch gold plated
barrel, chequered grips, nitro proof; HI STANDARD. .22

SUPERMATIC TROPHY SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO.
2367899, 5I-inch barrel, chequered walnut grips, nitro
proof 

£50-100

250
HI STANDARD. .22 SHORT OLYMPIC SELF LOADING
PISTOL, NO. 1167100, 

6I-inch barrel with muzzle break, chequered grips, nitro
proof; HI STANDARD. .22 SUPERMATIC SELF LOADING
PISTOL, NO. 691521, 6I-inch barrel with muzzle break,
chequered walnut grips, together with two .22 short barrels
and a .22 short slide; HI STANDARD. .22 SUPERMATIC
CITATION SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO. 1356862, 5I-inch
barrel, chequered walnut grips, nitro proof

£50-100 

250A
HI STANDARD. .22 SUPERMATIC SELF LOADING PISTOL,
NO. 673441

6I-inch barrel with muzzle break, broken plastic grips, nitro
proof; HI STANDARD. A .22 SUPERMATIC CITATION
MILITARY SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO. 2002870, 5I-inch
barrel, chequered walnut grips, nitro proof; HARTFORD ARMS
CO. .22 SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO. 1846, 6I inch barrel with
threaded muzzle, chequered composition grips, nitro proof;
COLT. .22 MATCH TARGET SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO.
202919-S, 4I-inch barrel threaded for a sound moderator,
chequered walnut grips, nitro proof; HI STANDARD. .22
MODEL B SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO. 25200, 7G-inch barrel,
chequered composition grips, nitro proof

£50-100

250B
HI STANDARD. .22 SUPERMATIC CITATION SELF
LOADING PISTOL, NO. 1248740

9-inch barrel with muzzle break, composition grips, nitro
proof; THE MAJOR PARTS OF A HI STANDARD .22 SHORT
SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO. 1167113; HI STANDARD. A
.22 VICTOR SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO. ML30377, 5I-
inch barrel, chequered walnut grips, nitro proof; HI
STANDARD. .22 SUPERMATIC CITATION SELF LOADING
PISTOL, NO. 1022682, 6I-inch barrel with muzzle break,
chequered walnut grips, nitro proof; HI STANDARD. .22
MODEL B SELF LOADING PISTOL NO. 91281, 6K -inch
barrel, chequered walnut grips, nitro proof; COLT. .22
WOODSMAN SELF LOADING PISTOL, NO. 102371, 
6I-inch barrel, chequered walnut grips, nitro proof

£50-100
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251
A JAPANESE KATANA, 19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved blade retaining traces of a straight
hamon (tip chipped), plain tang pierced with a single hole,
plain iron tsuba pierced with a pair of holes and inlaid with
a small panel in soft metal, fabric-bound sharkskin-covered
grip with brass menuki, in its lacquered saya

70.5cm; 27N in blade

£600-800

252
A JAPANESE KATANA, 19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved single-edged blade with wavey hamon,
signed tang pierced with a single hole, plain iron tsuba,
fabric-bound sharkskin-covered grip with brass menuki, in
its wooden scabbard covered with pigskin

63.5cm; 25in blade

£300-400

253
A JAPANESE WWII KATANA

of standard production specifications, the blade stamped
with arsenal number, regulation brass tsuba, aluminium
grip, in its original saya

67.5cm; 26K in blade

£150-250

254
A JAPANESE WAKIZASHI, 19TH CENTURY

the blade of torii-zori, shinogi-zukuri with chu-kissaki, ko-
midare homon, ubu-nakago with one mekugi-ana, tachi-
mei Sukemune, in its lacquered wood grain saya, chusho
handachi fittings with dragons and waves, Mino-Goto
chusho tsuba with fans and kiku in gilt relief; iron kozuka
and kogai, (worn) one tiger menuki (binding with loses)

54.4cm; 21G in blade

£400-600

251 252 254

Various owners

Eastern Arms and Armour
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255
A MINIATURE JAPANESE KATANA

with curved fullered blade with straight hamon, engraved
shaped white metal tsuba, fabric-bound grip with gilt and
white metal mounts, complete with its lacquered saya

32cm; 12K in

£200-300

256
AN INDIAN PATA, 17TH CENTURY

with broad flat blade cut with a long slender fuller on each
face, strongly formed iron gauntlet hilt with a pair of
shaped chiselled plates extending over the base of the
blade, embossed over its outer surface with a pattern of
curved bands (two very small holes), a pair of stylised eyes
over the lower portion and chiselled with a leafy panel at
the base, the lower edge applied with a border of pierced
cusped ornament, fitted with a grip bar and an additional
moulded upper bar, and with an early padded lining, in its
original leather-covered wooden scabbard decorated with
three raised bands at the top

99cm; 39in blade

£800-1000

257
A RARE INDIAN TALWAR FOR A CHILD, 18TH CENTURY

with slightly curved blade double-edged towards the point,
iron hilt of characteristic form decorated with silver koftgari
flowers and foliage, in its original wooden scabbard
covered with green stained vellum (small losses, light
worm damage), applied over the outer face with a slender
silver ribbon, and silver locket and chape each finely
pierced and chased with foliage

49.5cm; 19I in overall

£250-350

258
A RARE NEPALESE KUKRI KNIFE, 19TH CENTURY

with broad blade of characteristic form, ivory grip carved
with designs of foliage inhabited by monsters and with a
moulded band at the top (small cracks), an African dagger,
19th Century, with broad leaf-shaped blade decorated with a
series of incised lines, and carved wooden grip; and an
Indonesian spear head, 19th Century, of pattern-welded
steel, with hollow-triangular head chiselled at the base with
three monsters highlighted in gold, and with plain tapering
base

the first: 35.4cm; 14in blade

£150-200

257 256 258
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259
AN INDIAN KATAR, 19TH CENTURY

with tapering blade formed with a reinforced tip, the lower
portion pierced and chiselled with a buffalo set upon by a
pair of gilt Tigers, iron hilt of characteristic form, chiselled
and gilt over the side panels with conventional foliage and
the grip bars decorated with gilt flowerheads

47cm; 18I in

£1400-1800

260
AN INDIAN KATAR, LATE 18TH /EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with tapering blade formed with a reinforced tip, decorated
with a recessed watered panel within a frame of chiselled
conventional foliage and three chiselled gilt flowers at the
forte on each side, iron hilt of characteristic form, including
a pair of grip bars, decorated over its surface with a pattern
of gilt scales, and enriched with arrangements of red pastes
(gilding refreshed) 

45.5cm; 17P in 

£1400-1800

261
AN INDIAN KATAR, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with tapering blade formed with a reinforced grip,
decorated with a recessed watered panel chiselled with a
gilt lotus flower at the base on one side, iron grip chiselled
with foliage, including a pair of writhen grip-bars with
foliate terminals, and with later gilding

43.8cm; 17D in blade

£600-800

262
A CEYLONESE PIHA KAETTA, 18TH CENTURY

with iron blade cut with a slender fuller filled with an
engraved brass panel on each face, a further matching
brass panel at the base, carved ivory hilt of characteristic
form incorporating a cast and engraved brass scrollwork
ferrule at the base, in its wooden scabbard (chipped, worn
throughout)

31.5cm; 12G in

£150-200

259 260 261
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263
AN INDIAN GOLD SCABBARD MOUNT, 19TH CENTURY

pierced and chased on each side with elaborate patterns of
scrolling foliage centring on flowers formed of pink and
white pastes, and the sides enriched with leaves of green
pastes

21cm; 8D in

£500-700

264
TWO TRIBAL BOWS, 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

each with rattan bound nock for retaining a string at one tip
(worn) 

206.5cm; 81D in

£150-200

265
A PESH-KABZ

with recurved blade formed with a reinforced tip, and
soapstone grip with brass back-strap, its leather scabbard

38.2cm; 15in

£100-150

266
AN INDIAN AXE, 17TH CENTURY

with chiselled iron head encrusted with brass and silver, on
its original painted wooden haft (cracked, paint worn)

60.3cm; 23N in

£120-180

267
TWO ARAB JAMBIYAS 

of characteristic form, in its wooden scabbard encased with
silver thread and beadwork, and retaining its suspension
belt; and another, the hilt and scabbard each encased in
brass decorated with silver thread and nails, the locket set
with a red paste, and retaining its suspension belt

the first: 31.5cm; 12G in

(2)

‡ £200-300

263

267
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268
A TURKISH KILIG, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with reinforced watered blade of characteristic form,
decorated on each side with a small panel of gold koftgari
scrollwork towards the tip and a stylised calligraphic
cartouche at the forte, silvered cross-piece incised with
expanded flowerheads and formed with a pair of straight
quillons with bud-shaped terminals, horn grip rising up to a
bulbous pommel fitted with a silver tear-shaped washer on
each side, and in its original wooden scabbard with large
silvered mounts repoussée with stylised trophies, lions and
foliage

68.5cm; 27in blade

‡ £350-450

269
A TURKISH SWORD, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with watered kilig blade incised with a stylised lion in a
rondel on one side and retaining some gold koftgari
decoration on each side at the forte, russet iron cross-piece
with short vertically recurved quillons, horn grip bound
with cord, and in its velvet-covered wooden scabbard with
large silvered mounts repoussée with stylised trophies,
lions and foliage

73cm; 28N in blade

‡ £350-450

270
AN INDIAN MAIL AND LAMELLAR SHIRT, 17TH CENTURY

formed of rows of riveted iron rings, extending to the knee,
of dense links over the upper breast and smaller links over
the arms and lower portion, open at the front, incorporating
three rows of narrow overlapping plates flanked by shaped
side-plate at the back, and a series of larger rectangular
plates closed by laces at the front (losses, extensive rust)

£600-800

271
A HIGHLY DECORATED INDO-PERSIAN KULAH KHUD,
DHAL AND BAZU-BAND,19TH CENTURY

the kulah khud with hemi-spherical skull fitted with stout
central spike, sliding nasal bar, a pair of plume-holders and
retaining its mail neck-defence of butted links, with an early
red padded lining, and decorated throughout with chiselled
and engraved panels highlighted with gold and silver,
including exotic beasts, foliage and brief inscriptions; the
dhal fitted with four central bosses and the bazu band of
characteristic form (the inner lames loose), each decorated
en suite with the kulah khud and retaining some of their
original lining (light wear)

the first: 26.6cm; 10I in high

(3)

£1200-1800

268 269
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272
AN INDO-PERSIAN KULAH-KHUD AND DHAL, 19TH
CENTURY

the kulah khud, with hemispherical skull fitted with stout
central spike, a pair of plume-holders and sliding nasal bar,
compete with its mail neck-defence (losses), and decorated
with silver koftgari calligraphy and chiselled over its surface
with foliage (worn); the dhal, fitted with four bosses for
enarmes, and a central boss formed as a mask, and
decorated en suite with the kulah khud

the first 26cm; 10D in high

(2)

£500-700

273
AN INDO-PERSIAN AXE (TABAR), LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with robust iron head formed with a pronounced bearded
cutting edge, decorated with expanded flowerheads on a
punched ground over much of its surface, square pean
decorated en suite, on its original gilt-brass haft chased
with scrolling flowers and foliage, and matching basal cap
fitted with a stiletto (terminal missing)

51cm; 20in

£400-500

271

272
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274
A TURKISH MIQUELET-LOCK MUSKET, EARLY 18TH
CENTURY

With multi-stage sighted barrel, moulded at the muzzle and
decorated with silver (small losses, lightly cleaned with
chemicals), plain lock overlaid with brass panels, figured
hardwood full stock, strongly bevelled over the forward
portion, faceted butt, and German brass butt-plate and
trigger-guard (the stock wormed and with filled repairs on
the butt, ramrod missing)

100.3cm; 39I in barrel

The mounts appear to have been added in the musket’s
early working life.

£500-700

274
275

275
A TURKISH MIQUELET-LOCK MUSKET, LATE 18TH/EARLY
19TH CENTURY

with octagonal barrel profusely decorated with gold
calligraphic inscriptions over much of its length (worn),
retained by a large pierced silver band repousée with
pattern of flowerheads (chipped), lock of characteristic form
applied with brass plaques, brass button trigger, figured
hardwood full stock (fore-end cracked) decorated with
arrangements of shaped plaques and minute brass nails,
and facetted butt formed in two pieces (worn throughout,
losses)

80cm; 31I  in barrel

The inscription on the barrel band is signed:
‘THE WORK OF AL-HAJ MUHAMMAD HUSAYN ISFAHANI’

£1000-1500 
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276
AN ALGERIAN SILVER-MOUNTED TOE-LOCK MUSKET
19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted barrel retained by three pierced and
chased silver bands, the band nearest the barrel cut with a
brief inscription, iron lock of characteristic form overlaid
with chased silver panels, and figured hardwood three-
quarter stock (worn, ramrod missing, losses)

113.6cm; 44N in barrel

The barrel is signed, in translation:
‘The work of Muhammad Al-Shabr son of Al-Mawhub’

‡ £300-400

277
A BALKAN MIQUELET-LOCK GUN, 19TH CENTURY

with three-stage sighted barrel retained by a pair of
engraved brass bands,  flat lock with chiselled and
engraved bridle,  engraved steel full stock inlaid with
engraved brass plaques, slender butt of characteristic form,
and steel ramrod (worn throughout)

112.5cm; 44D in barrel

£200-300

278
A NORTH AFRICAN SNAPHAUNCE MUSKET, 19TH
CENTURY

with tapering-multi-stage barrel moulded at the muzzle,
fitted with silver fore-sight, stamped with spurious proof
marks and retained by numerous engraved silver bands,
plain flat lock of characteristic form, figured hardwood
stock, the butt formed of alternating plain and engraved
bone plaques retained by pierced steel and brass brackets
at the top and bottom respectively, and original steel
ramrod; and a French model An. XIII flintlock pistol, of
regulation type, with plain barrel and lock, the stock
impressed with a crescent mark, and the trigger-guard
stamped with arsenal numbers

the first: 120.3cm; 47G in barrel

(2)

£800-1000

276
277
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279
A RARE SWORD OF VIKING TYPE, 10TH/11TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with broad flat blade, iron hilt
comprising cross-piece of rectangular section and pommel
of ‘Tea cosy’ form (the blade straightened)

81cm; 31P in blade

Found in the River Maas, The Netherlands in the early 20th
Century.  The hilt conforms to Peterson type X.  See I.
Peirce 2003, p.115.

‡ £3000-4000

European Edged Weapons
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280
A FINE ITALIAN BROADSWORD CIRCA 1490-1510

with tapering blade of hollow-diamond-section formed with
a strongly pronounced medial ridge over its full length
(small areas of lamination), iron hilt comprising a pair
horizontally recurved quillons of diamond-section drawn
down in the centre to form a short langet on each side,
strongly formed wheel pommel, and retaining an early
leather-covered grip

74.2cm; 29D in

A number of swords of Italian origin with loosely related
blades, cross-guards and pommels and dating to the same
period are illustrated in L.G. Boccia and E.T. Coehlo 1975,
Nos. 270, 271, and 274-80.

‡ £8000-10000
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281
AN ITALIAN SHORTSWORD, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY VENETIAN

with broad tapering blade cut with a pair of long shallow
converging fullers over its entire length and a short central
fuller on each side, iron hilt comprising a pair of down-
turned quillons with globular terminals, side-ring
interrupted by a globular moulding, strongly formed fig-
shaped pommel, and original wooden grip covered with
fishskin, reinforced with moulded ribs and with a cusped
collar top and bottom

54.6cm; 21I in blade

Provenance: S.J. Whawell.

Illustrated over the fireplace in Whawell’s house at
Eastbourne, circa 1905. Possibly part of a group of objects
from the Thill collection and presumably included the
dispersal at Sotheby & Co., London May 3-6, 1927. See
S.W. Pyhrr, S.J. Whawell and the Art Market, in The
Eleventh Park Lane Arms Fair, p. 14.

The pommel is derived from earlier Venetian swords, see
U. Franzoi 1990, p.174, fig.49. The form of the quillon
terminals and side-ring mouldings are very similar to a
Venetian sword dated to circa 1580-90. See L.G. Boccia and
E. Coelho 1975, no. 552.

£5000-6000
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282
A GERMAN MILITARY BROADSWORD, CIRCA 1560-80

with broad blade cut with a short fuller on each side,
incised with a cross and orb mark on one side and a
running wolf on the other side each filled with latten (small
losses), iron hilt comprising a pair of straight swelling
quillons of flattened triangular section with small bud
terminals, upper and lower ring-guards each swelling
towards the centre and joined by a pair of arms, inner-
guard formed of a saltire arrangement of bars, associated
conical pommel, the quillon terminals and pommel each
punched and engraved with small panels of foliage, one
quillon incised with arsenal markings on the inside, and
later moulded grip.

96cm; 37N in blade

A number of similar swords are preserved in Schloss
Ambras. See A.V.B. Norman 1980, p.114.

‡ £3000-4000

283
A GERMAN MILITARY BROADSWORD, CIRCA 1560-80

with associated double-edged blade cut with a broad
central fuller on each face, iron hilt comprising a pair of
straight quillons of flattened diamond-section with small
bud-shaped finials, upper and lower ring-guards each
swelling at the centre, inner-guard formed of a saltire
arrangement of bars, a pair of plain arms, conical pommel,
and two-stage leather-covered grip (the steel parts pitted)

99cm; 39in blade

‡ £2000-3000

282 283
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284
A GERMAN TWO-HAND SWORD, LAST QUARTER OF THE
16TH CENTURY

with tapering blade of flattened hexagonal section,  cut
with three slender fullers over the lower portion,
incorporating a pair of stout lugs at the base and stamped
with a series of marks on each side over the ricasso, steel
hilt comprising slightly down-turned flat cross-piece with
tightly scrolling terminals,  inner-and outer ring-guard each
swelling towards the centre and filled with a fleur-de-lys,
four-part pear-shaped pommel stamped on the front and
the back with a mark, and leather-covered wooden grip,
perhaps the original (the leather with small losses)

124cm; 48P in blade

Two further two-hand swords by Wolfgang Stantler, with
the same series of marks and dated 1598 and 1595
respectively are preserved in the State Museum Vienna and
the Passau Museum. See H. Stocklein 1909-11.

‡ £4000-5000

285
A GERMAN PROCESSIONAL TWO-HAND SWORD, EARLY
17TH CENTURY

with double-edged blade of flattened diamond-section,
rectangular ricasso formed with a pair of small curled lugs
and decorated with an incised line around the border, steel
hilt of flattened bars, comprising slightly down-curved
cross-guard with pairs of tightly curled lugs  towards the
terminals and an additional pair of lugs at the base, inner
and outer ring-guards, plummet-shaped pommel,
decorated throughout with pairs of incised lines, and
wooden grip with an early leather covering decorated with
a criss-cross pattern (small losses and light worm)

116.5cm; 45P in blade

£3000-4000

284 285
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286
A TWO-HAND PROCESSIONAL SWORD, PARTLY
GERMAN EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with double-edged blade, rectangular ricasso formed with a
pair of lugs, steel hilt of flattened bars including cross-
guard, inner and outer ring-guards each decorated with
scale ornament, bun-shaped pommel, and fabric-covered
wooden grip

124.7cm; 49B in blade

£2000-3000

287
A TWO-HAND BEARING SWORD IN ITALIAN 16TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with broad tapering fullered blade
formed with a flat tip, recessed ricasso, iron hilt including
langets and pommel each cast with trophies

108.3cm; 42K in blade

£100-150

288
A TWO-HAND SWORD IN GERMAN, LATE 16TH CENTURY
STYLE, 20TH CENTURY

with fullered blade formed with a pair of lugs at the base,
iron hilt of characteristic form, globular pommel, turned
leather-covered grip, and in ‘aged’ condition

130cm; 51B in blade

£500-600

289
AN AXE HEAD, 14TH/15TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with rectangular blade formed with
wedge-shaped leading edge, drawn-out at the rear to a
shaped socket; and another axe head, similar, 14th/15th
Century, in excavated condition

27.5cm; 10P in and 22cm; 8K in

(2)

£100-150

286

289
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290
A BONE-HILTED DAGGER, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with hollow-triangular blade cut-down from a small-sword,
retaining etched and gilt decoration including the figure of
Justice, and spirally carved bone grip with a steel collar top
and bottom, in its leather scabbard, also made from a
small-sword (locket replaced); and an African dagger, 19th
Century, with straight double-edged blade, engraved white
metal hilt, and hardwood grip inlaid with white metal wire

41.5cm; 16G in

(2)

£350-450

291
A BALLOCK DAGGER, 15TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with robust two-stage blade, the
hilt retaining its original basal plate and spikes for attaching
to the grip, and disc pommel; and a basilard, 15th Century,
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of diamond-
section, slightly curved iron cross-piece, later wooden grip,
and iron cap pommel of characteristic form

the first: 39.8cm; 15K in

(2)

£200-250

290 291
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292
A COMPOSITE DAGGER, CIRCA 1540, DUTCH OR
GERMAN

in excavated condition, with single-edged blade, iron hilt
with slightly up-turned quillons (a forward branch missing),
side-ring interrupted by a moulding, brass crown-shaped
pommel fitted with an acorn finial, and original wooden
grip; and another, circa 1540, with brass hilt including short
brass quillons and small down-turned shell 

the first: 37cm; 14I in 

(2)

Discovered during the dredging of a Dutch polder.

£200-250

293
A GERMAN LEFT-HAND DAGGER, CIRCA 1600

with robust blade of hollow diamond-section formed with
serrated edges, cut with a series of very narrow deep
fullers pierced with an arrangement of slots and circles and
the ricasso flattened for the thumb on the inner face, steel
hilt comprising a pair of straight swelling quillons with
small beaded tips and cut with a pair of decorative lines
behind, small side ring swelling towards the centre, ovoid
pommel, and wire-bound grip with ‘Turks’ heads’

47cm; 18I in

‡ £2000-2500

292 293
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294
A SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, POSSIBLY EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with blade of flattened hexagonal section stamped with a
brief inscription within the short fuller on each face
(rubbed), plain ricasso, steel hilt of rounded bars, including
a pair of straight quillons swelling towards the tips, upper
and lower ring-guards, knuckle-guard with recurved tip,
trifurcated inner-guard, tapering barrel-shaped pommel,
and later wire-bound grip

98.4cm; 38N in blade

£1000-1500

295
A PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER IN THE STYLE OF CIRCA 1630,
19TH/20TH CENTURY

with fullered blade of flattened diamond-section, plain
rectangular ricasso, iron hilt of faceted bars including a pair
of vertically recurved quillons, inner and outer ring-guards
each fitted with a plate pierced with circles, faceted ovoid
pommel, spirally carved wooden grip, and chemically aged
throughout

104.5cm; 41B in blade

£600-800

294 295
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296
A RARE PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER, CIRCA 1630

with slender blade of flattened hexagonal section, cut with
a short fuller on each face and with traces of an inscription
on one side, plain rectangular ricasso, steel hilt of moulded
bars, comprising straight quillons swelling at the terminals,
knuckle-guard with a swollen moulding in the centre, inner
and outer ring-guards of three bars of increasing size from
the base, each en suite with the knuckle-guard and the
lower two fitted with sprung-in plate finely pierced with a
series of stars and circles, the upper ring joined to the

knuckle-guard by an additional matching bar, ovoid
pommel, and early grip of plaited wire with ‘Turks’ heads’

115.5cm; 45I  in blade

The construction of the hilt is notable in the adoption of
two as opposed to one pair of pierced sprung-in plates.
This highly unusual feature was no doubt designed both for
protection and additional blade-catching potential.

£5000-6000

296
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297
A DUTCH CAVALRY SWORD OF THE TYPE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE AMSTERDAM TOWN GUARD, SECOND HALF
OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with double-edged blade cut with running Wolf mark,
stamped ‘SAHAGOM’ between a series of crosses within a
short fuller on each face, and stamped with Amsterdam
town mark on one side and the bladesmith’s stamp, the
letter P crowned, on the other, steel hilt of characteristic
form, including inner-and outer ring-guard each fitted with
a sprung-in plate pierced with an arrangement of stars and
circles, knuckle-guard, thumb-loop, scrolling quillon
stamped with a clover leaf mark on one side, and pommel 

92.2cm; 36G in blade

For a discussion of this group of swords see H.L. Visser
1996, pp.144-157.

£800-1000

298
A NORTH EUROPEAN CAVALRY SWORD, DATED 1696

with flat double-edged blade (tip chipped), cut with running
wolf mark and stamped with the date between two crosses
within a short fuller on each side (tip chipped), steel hilt of
rounded bars, including down-curved quillon with globular

terminal, knuckle-guard and frontal bar with a double
moulding en suite with the quillon, inner ring-guard
incorporating a thumb-loop and fitted with a pierced
sprung-in plate (the outer plate missing), globular pommel,
and wooden grip retaining its original  wire binding with
‘Turks’ heads’ (the steel parts pitted, grip binding loose)

88cm; 34K in blade

£700-900

299
A NORTH EUROPEAN CAVALRY SWORD, CIRCA 1640

with associated two-stage blade engraved with scrolls of
foliage, an exotic bird and the captioned figures of Hannibal
and Romulus on the respective faces at the forte (small
areas of pitting), steel hilt comprising a pair of short
quillons with mushroom-shaped terminals, frontal bar and
knuckle-guard each interrupted by a double mushroom
moulding, inner-and outer ring-guard each fitted with a
pierced sprung-in plate of differing size, the former
incorporating a thumb-ring, mushroom-shaped pommel,
and wooden grip with later binding 

91.4cm; 36in blade

£800-1000

297 298 299
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300
A VENETIAN SCHIAVONA, 18TH CENTURY

with Austrian military fullered blade engraved with the
crowned Imperial double Eagle and the inscription ‘Vivas
Carolus VI Römischer Käiser’ on each side at the forte, steel
hilt with basket-guard of flattened bars, including thumb-
loop and forward curled moulded quillon, brass shield-
shaped pommel (perhaps later), and wooden grip bound
with plaited brass wire

95.2cm; 37I in blade

£800-1000

301
A VENETIAN SCHIAVONA, 18TH CENTURY

with single-edged fullered blade stamped with a double
eye lash mark on one side (the tip with one small chip),
steel hilt with basket-guard of flattened bars, incorporating
a thumb loop (quillon chipped, one bar missing, another
loose), brass fishtail pommel, and later grip bound with
plaited wire (pitted)

89.5cm; 35D in blade

£600-800

302
A NORTH EUROPEAN DISH-HILT RAPIER, MID-17TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN

with slender blade of diamond-section retaining traces of
etched foliage at the forte, steel hilt including shallow dish-
guard pierced and chiselled with arrangements of volutes
and foliage, a pair of straight quillons with globular
terminals each chiselled with scrolls (one slightly bent),
outer ring-guard joining the knuckle-guard, each chiselled
with scrolls and interrupted with mouldings en suite with
the quillons and the dish (the knuckle-guard cracked),
chiselled globular pommel, and wooden grip bound with
copper wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

105cm; 41G in blade

£800-1000

300 301 302
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303
A VERY FINE FRENCH DISH-HILT RAPIER, CIRCA 1630-45

with blade of flattened hexagonal section stamped
‘Francisco Pe’ and ‘Rez en Toledo’ within a short fuller on
each face, chiselled steel hilt of slender bars, comprising
scrolling quillon, dish-guard pierced and chiselled with a
series of concentric bands including pairs of dolphin
enclosing fleur-de-lys on the first tier, a band of scallop
shells for the Order of St Michael, and four stylised ionic
capitals next to the blade aperture, divided by delicate
ropework frames and bands of pierced scale ornament (the
brim with two minor cracks), knuckle-guard interrupted by
a double volute moulding, fluted quillon block with a series
of volutes on each face, two pairs of short arms supporting
the cup-guard, and globular pommel decorated with pairs
of dolphin on the front and back, the sides each decorated
with a monstrous mask, and the grip with an early binding
of plaited brass wire and ‘Turks’ heads’

90cm; 35I in blade

A very similar sword was used, by tradition, by Louis XIV in
1649-50 and is preserved in the Musée d’Armée, Paris,
cat.no. J382. The very high quality of chiselling would
suggest that they were made for the personal guard of the
Dauphin or the Dauphin himself. See A.V.B. Norman 1980,
p.173 and Général Mariaux 1927, p.53.

£7000-9000
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304
A FINE CUP-HILT RAPIER, CIRCA 1640, PROBABLY
ITALIAN

with two-stage blade of slender diamond-section over its
upper portion, pierced with a series of circles and slipped
circles within a deep fuller over the lower portion and cut
with a pair of long flutes on each side, stamped ‘Caino’ on
each side of the ricasso, steel hilt of slender bars chiselled
with a notched pattern, comprising quillons swelling very
slightly towards the tips, knuckle-guard, plain arms, flower-
shaped cup-guard formed of eight petal-shaped bars each
fitted with a sprung-in plate pierced with a trellis pattern
within a finely notched framework, finely pierced and
chased pommel en suite with the cup-guard, and original
grip of green-stained fishskin retained by four moulded
bars

114.7cm; 45B in blade

£2000-2500

305
A SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, LATE 17TH CENTURY

with slender blade of flattened hexagonal section, stamped
‘DE PEDRO DE VELMONTE EN TOLEDO’ within a pair of
short narrow fullers on each side (worn, partly obscured),
plain ricasso, steel hilt comprising cup-guard with down-
turned roped brim, pierced over its full surface with
patterns of scrolling foliage within a fluted framework
radiating from the base,  small lightly engraved
guardapolvo, a pair of writhen quillons with small button
terminals, knuckle-guard en suite, compressed fluted
pommel, and the grip bound with plaited wire and ‘Turk’s
heads’, perhaps the original

103cm; 40I in blade

For an account of Pedro de Velmonte see H.Seitz 1968,
pp.265-270.  

‡ £1000-1400

304 305
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306
A FINE SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, CIRCA 1680

with slender blade of flattened hexagonal section, stamped
‘Tomas Daiala’ and ‘En Toledo’ within a short fuller on the
respective faces (rubbed), rectangular fullered ricasso, steel
hilt of writhen bars, comprising quillons with moulded
terminals, knuckle-guard, a pair of plain arms, cup-guard
with spirally fluted rompepuntas, decorated with a vertical
arrangement of two pierced bands of scrolling tendrils,
fitted with a small matching screw-in rondel at the base
engaging the arms and guardapolvo, the latter with a pair
of concentric bands finely pierced with foliage, compressed
spirally fluted pommel, decorated throughout with bands of
overlapping shell ornament (rubbed, areas of light pitting),
and the grip with later wire binding and ‘Turks’ heads’

106cm; 41N in blade

£2000-2500

307
A SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, LATE 17TH CENTURY

with slender blade of diamond-section, stamped with a
brief inscription within a short fuller on each face
(obscured), iron hilt of rounded bars, comprising quillons
with moulded terminals, knuckle-guard with a central
moulding and finial en suite with the quillons, a pair of
short arms (one chipped), plain cup-guard with rounded
brim, guardapolvo pierced with scrolling tendrils
terminating in flowers, and globular pommel, and the grip
with later wire binding 

101.6cm; 40in blade

£700-900

308
A CUP-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY

with slender blade cut with a short fuller, rectangular
ricasso, steel hilt including quillons pierced with slots and
circles, pressed steel cup-guard pierced with a spiralling
arrangement of slots, pierced pommel, and spirally
moulded grip (pitted)

93.7cm; 36P in blade

£400-600

306 307
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309
A NORTH EUROPEAN TRANSITIONAL RAPIER WITH
SILVER-ENCRUSTED HILT, CIRCA 1660

with earlier two-stage blade cut with three short fullers
filled with a pierced arrangement of slipped circles over the
lower portion, iron hilt comprising asymmetrical double
shell-guard decorated in silver with pairs of exotic birds
centring on bouquets of fruit within a frame of pellets,
slightly recurved quillons with flattened globular terminals,
a pair of arms, and globular pommel, decorated throughout
in silver with birds and bouquets of fruit en suite with the
shell-guard, and the grip with later wire binding (the silver
rubbed and with small losses)

74cm; 29B in blade

A silver-encrusted transitional rapier of related form is
preserved in the armoury of Carl Gustaf Wrangel at
Skokloster, inv. no. 7240.

£800-1200

310
A TRANSITIONAL SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1680

with blade of flattened hexagonal section stamped ‘Sabastian’
and ‘Hernandez’ between a series of decorative marks on the
respective faces within a short fuller, steel hilt, including
double shell-guard with moulded border, decorated on the
outer face with a field of beadwork and on the inside with a
trellis pattern (rubbed), straight moulded quillons, knuckle-
guard interrupted by a moulding en suite with the quillons,
fluted pommel, and the grip with later wire binding

87.5cm; 34I in blade

There are at least three swordsmiths called Sebastian
Hernandez recorded in Toledo and Seville in the 16th and
17th Centuries. See A.V.B. Norman 1986, p.125.

£500-800

311
A TRANSITIONAL RAPIER, CIRCA 1660-70

with multi-stage blade, iron hilt including asymmetrical
double shell-guard cast and chiselled with mounted figures,
straight quillons with flattened globular terminals, globular
pommel chiselled with a pair of portrait profiles on each
side, and the grip with later wire binding and ‘Turks’ heads’
(pitted throughout)

78.8cm; 31in blade

£400-500

309 310 311
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312
AN ITALIAN SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740

with blade of flattened diamond-section, stamped
‘Francisco Picinio’ on a gilded ground within a short fuller
on each face and engraved with a gilded orb mark,
rectangular forte engraved and gilt with a profile portrait
medallion, brass hilt finely cast and chiselled in low relief,
comprising double shell-guard decorated with scrolling
monsterhead tendrils, foliage, and differing classical warrior
profiles carried on trophies-of-arms, chiselled globular
quillon (the other missing), moulded knuckle-guard, ovoid
pommel en suite with the shell-guard, retaining traces of
original gilding, and the grip bound with plaited silver wire
and a moulded silver collar top and bottom, perhaps the
original

83.7cm; 33in blade

Francisco Picinio is apparently a spurious name after the
celebrated Milanese armourers Antonio and Federico. See
Poldi Pezzoli 1985, p.457.

£400-600

313
AN ITALIAN SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1720-30

with tapering blade cut with a slender full-length fuller and
two further fullers on each side over the lower portion,
retaining traces of an inscription and engraved decoration
towards the forte (rubbed, light pitting), brass hilt cast and
chased in low relief, including double-shell-guard pierced
with differing scenes of classical figures surrounded by putti
within moulded frames interrupted by espagnolettes,
globular quillon chiselled with a monsterhead, knuckle-guard
interrupted by a crouching figure, pieced globular pommel
chiselled with foliage and beasts, and original grip bound
with plaited brass wire and ‘Turk’s heads’ (hilt rubbed)

81.4cm; 32in blade 

£500-800

314
A FRENCH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740

with associated colichemarde blade etched with a panel of
strapwork over the forte (worn, areas of pitting), brass hilt
cast and chiselled with a spiral pattern, including double
shell-guard, swelling knuckle-guard, ovoid pommel, and
swelling solid grip en suite

85.6cm; 33N in blade

£400-600

312 313 314
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315
A SMALL-SWORD, 18TH CENTURY

with two-stage blade etched with symmetrical
arrangements of foliage on each side of the forte, steel hilt
including double-shell-guard (chipped) and knuckle-guard
each cast and pierced with arrangements of scrolling
foliage, associated pierced ovoid pommel, and associated
solid grip etched with scrollwork and enriched with brass
pellets

71.6cm; 28D in blade

£400-500

316
A SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740

with associated hollow triangular blade, brass hilt cast in
relief, including double-shell guard decorated with differing
cavalry scenes, globular quillon formed as a monsterhead,
knuckle-guard interrupted by a demon mask, and drop-
shaped pommel en suite with the shell, and original grip
bound with plaited copper wire and ribband, previously
gilded (worn throughout)

77.5cm; 30I in blade

£200-250

317
A GERMAN SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1750

with hollow triangular blade signed ‘P.Knecht Solingen’ at
the forte, steel hilt cast and chiselled in low relief, ,
including double shell-guard decorated with differing
classical trophies-of-arms within a foliate frame (one small
chip), pierced quillon block, a pair of short arms (one
chipped), knuckle-guard decorated with scrolls, pommel en
suite with the shell, later grip of plaited wire and ‘Turk’s
heads’, and the shell-guard and pommel each retaining
traces of gilding

76cm; 30in blade

£350-450

315 316 317
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318
A COURT SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with two-stage blade engraved over the forte (worn), steel
hilt including oval shell-guard with faceted inner face, plain
quillon, knuckle-guard, ovoid pommel and swelling solid
grip cast throughout with a faceted pattern (worn overall)

73.6cm; 29in blade

£100-150

319
A FRENCH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1790

with hollow-triangular blade sparsely etched with a strung
bugle, foliage and a garland, signed ‘Couilliez Fourbisseur
Rue Honnoré No.102 à Paris’ at the forte, reblued steel hilt
comprising oval shell-guard decorated with a frame of
beadwork on the inside and fitted with a finely pierced and
chased gilt-copper plate decorated a lobated arrangement
of flowers and foliage centring on a scalloped oval, plain
globular quillon, knuckle-guard interrupted by a faceted
panel, faceted globular pommel, and later grip bound with
copper wire

90.3cm; 35I in blade

£200-300

320
A SMALL-SWORD WITH CUT-STEEL HILT, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

with slender hollow-triangular blade, steel hilt including
oval dish-guard set with concentric bands of beadwork
centring on a fluted oval plate, plain faceted forward -
canted quillon with tightly scrolling terminal enclosing a
faceted bead, plain knuckle-guard, and urn-shaped pommel
and faceted grip each set with a tapering pattern of faceted
beads enclosed by finely punched bands framed by pairs
of flutes

80cm; 31I in blade

£200-300

318 319 320
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321
A SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1750

with hollow triangular blade, cast pierced and chiselled
steel hilt, including double shell-guard decorated with
diagonal rows of pellets within incised frames and partially
framed by scrolls, globular quillon, knuckle-guard and
ovoid pommel each decorated en suite, retaining traces of
gilding, and original grip bound with silver wire, ribband
punched with gold stars, and ‘Turks’ heads’, in its original
leather-covered wooden scabbard with steel mounts,
suspension belt and belt clip en suite with the hilt (the
chain replaced, steel parts worn throughout)

83cm; 32K in blade

£350-450

322
A SILVER-HILT SMALL-SWORD RETAILED BY BLAND, ST
JAMES, LONDON SILVER HALLMARKS FOR 1767,
MAKER’S MARK OF JOSEPH CLARE

with earlier blade stamped ‘Tamas’ and ‘Aiala’ between a series
of decorative marks within a short fuller on the respective
faces, silver hilt cast, pierced and chased in low relief,
comprising double shell-guard filled with a scrolling pattern of
delicate beadwork within a lightly roped frame interrupted by
foliate mouldings, a pair of short quillons with flattened
globular terminals, knuckle-guard decorated with ropework
and interrupted by a foliate moulding, pierced pommel en suite
with the shell-guard, and original grip bound with plaited silver
wire and ribband between decorated collars (the silver parts
rubbed), in a leather-covered wooden scabbard with original
silver mounts, and the locket en suite with the hilt and punched
with the retailer’s details (the scabbard replaced)

74.2cm; 29D in blade

Joseph Clare registered his second mark on 1st October 1767.
John Highmore Bland was Royal sword cutter and beltmaker
to George III suceeding Mrs Anne Becket at 68 St James in
1768. 

£700-900

323
A FRENCH MODEL 1814 EPÉE OF THE MAISON MILITAIRE
DU ROI, CIRCA 1814-16

with straight single-edged blade etched blued and gilt over
the lower portion with trophies on each side and signed
‘Jag Spol Fourb a Metz’ at the forte on one side, and gilt-
brass hilt including shell-guard decorated with a fleur-de-lys
and plumed and helmet pommel (refinished throughout) 

85.5cm; 33K in blade

‡ £400-600

321 322 323
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324

324 (detail)

324
A FINE FRENCH FIRST EMPIRE SILVER-MOUNTED
OFFICER’S SABRE BY ST. ETIENNE, MAKER’S MARK OF
ANTOINE-MODESTE FOURNERA

with curved blade double-edged towards the tip, etched
with stars and rondels on a gilt ground over its lower half,
filled with Celestial motifs, a trophy-of-arms carrying a
Turkish warrior bust on one side and further trophies-of-
arms on the other, rectangular ricasso formed with gilt
recesses and with a raised semi-circular panel on each
side, the back-edge decorated with a running pattern of
leaves on a gilt ground, silver hilt formed in the neo-Turkish
fashion, comprising cross-piece with pineapple finials,
chased with a pattern of scrollwork centring on an
expanded flowerhead on one side, a further flowerhead on
the reverse, and all on a finely punched ground, back-strap
incised with a pair of lines, shaped horn grip-scales
retained by a pair of rivets each covered by a drop-shaped
washer, and the pommel pierced with a further pair of
washers formed en suite, in its original leather-covered
wooden scabbard, with shaped silver lower mount and
large locket chased with neo-classical trophies in high relief
on a punched ground on one side, including a visored
helmet and a knightly shield in the upper panel and a glaive,
baton, classical helmet and laurel wreath in the lower,
engraved with an elaborate flower on the reverse and with an
inscription, and fitted with a pair of mounts carrying
suspension rings each decorated en suite with the langets

82cm; 32D in blade

The inscription reads:

‘De St Etienne, Ceinturier de S. M.L’Empur Barre des
Sergents’

St.-Etienne is recorded as a maker and retailer of deluxe
accoutrements, including sabretaches and sword belts and
sword fittings. A gold-hilted sword belonging to Napoleon
by the celebrated maker Martin-Guillaume Biennais with a
belt by St.-Etienne is preserved in the Residenz Munich.
See J.Erichsen and K.Heinemann 2005, p.220 no.176. 

Antoine-Modeste Fournera is recorded as a maker of sword
hilts at 8 rue de Perpignan and 28 rue Neuve St Nicolas,
Paris circa 1806-11.  

£4000-5000
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325
A RUSSIAN OFFICER’S MODEL 1913 PATTERN AWARD
SHASQA EMBELLISHED WITH THE BADGE OF THE
ORDER OF ST GEORGE

with earlier regulation blade, stamped with Zlatoust arsenal
mark, etched with the Imperial cypher of Tsar Nicholas II
and dated 1893, brass hilt formed in three parts
(restorations), the lower portion applied with the enamelled
badge of the Order of St George (losses), and the pommel
cast with the Imperial cipher and the Cyrillic bravery
inscription, associated sword knot, in its regulation leather-
covered wooden scabbard with gilt-brass mounts (areas of
wear)

77.5cm; 30I in blade

£1000-1200

326
A FRENCH MODEL 1822 LIGHT CAVALRY SABRE, DATED
1827 

of regulation specifications, the blade with Klingenthal
arsenal inscription, and the hilt with inspectors stamps

92.5cm; 36I in blade

‡ £200-250

327
A FRENCH MODEL 1831 INFANTRY COUPE CHOUX BY
TALABOT FS, DATED 1852

stamped with the maker’s details at the forte; eight Gras
bayonets, seven Chassepot bayonets, four Cavalry sabres,
19th Century, two with steel stirrup hilts and two with
sheet steel hilts pierced with a drop-shaped aperture, a
Victorian gilt-brass mount for a bridle, and three shield-
shaped display boards

(21)

£700-800

328
AN 1856 PATTERN PIONEER’S SWORD BY ROBERT MOLE
& SONS, BIRMINGHAM, DATED 1893

the hilt stamped with the date and ‘M.4 LAN’, in its
scabbard, another, by Wilkinson, dated 1897, in its
scabbard; and a dagger, 19th Century, with double-edged
blade (rusted), brass crosspiece, and bone grip-scales
(worn)

the first: 57.2cm; 22I in blade

(3)

£150-250

329
AN 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD BY
HOBSON & SONS, LEXINGTON STREET, LONDON

in its scabbard, and a Victorian bandsman’s sword, with
nickel mounts and fishskin-covered grip (chape missing)

the first: 83.2cm; 32N in blade

£150-200

330
A POST 1902 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD

complete with its buff leather sword knot and scabbard;
another, in its scabbard,  with red bullion sword knot

the first: 82.5cm; 32I in blade

(2)

£150-200

331
A SHORTSWORD, MID-19TH CENTURY

With broad blade cut with a pair of slender near full length
fullers on each face and waisted at the forte, brass hilt cast
in relief, comprising a pair of quillons with knop-shaped
terminals, and grip of flattened rounded section decorated
with scrolls

50cm; 19N in blade

Provenance: 
Warwick Castle, inv. No E227.

£50-60

325
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332
A FINE VICTORIAN GILT-BRASS MOUNTED REGIMENTAL
DIRK OF THE HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY, BY
BUCKMASTER, 3 NEW BURLINGTON STREET, LONDON,
MID-19TH CENTURY

with broad blade double-edged towards the tip, cut with a
broad and a narrow fuller on each face, etched with thistle
foliage, the Royal cypher, regimental details and insignia,
and battle honours to Waterloo, carved grip decorated with
basket-weave designs and a regimental bonnet (the reverse
with one small crack), enriched with brass nails and fitted
with a gilt-brass collar decorated with thistle foliage at the
base, the pommel set with a foil-backed pieces of glass
retained by a band en suite, in its original leather-covered
scabbard with gilt-brass mounts and extra pieces en suite,
complete with leather belt for suspension, and in a
contemporary padded steel case

52.5cm; 20N in 

£1400-1800

333
A VICTORIAN SCOTTISH DIRK OF THE RENFREW MILITIA
BY CHRISTIE & SON, EDINBURGH

with fullered blade formed with a notched back-edge,
etched over its full surface with thistle foliage, crowned
Royal cipher, the regimental name and maker’s details,

carved basket-weave grip incorporating a regimental
bonnet at the base, enriched with white metal nails (minor
losses) and the pommel set with a faceted foil-backed
pieces of glass, in its original scabbard complete with extra
pieces, the locket decorated with Prince of Wales Feathers
and the motto ‘Ich Dien’: in its leather covered case lined
with green silk

43.8cm; 17D in

£600-800

334
A SCOTTISH DIRK, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with fullered blade formed with a notched back edge,
stamped ‘Mcleod Inverness’ on one side (pitted, the tip
rounded), hardwood grip carved with traditional basket-
weave designs enriched with silver nails, fitted with a white
metal ferrule at the base and a pair of moulded silver
panels over the shoulders, the pommel fitted with a piece
of faceted glass backed with silvered metal and retained by
a band of moulded white metal (chipped, now loose), in a
wooden scabbard with silver lower mount decorated with a
thistle (scabbard worn, the chape a crude replacement)

40cm; 15N in

£600-800

332 333 334
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335
A RARE EDWARD VIII SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED
BROADSWORD OF THE GORDON HIGHLANDERS BY W.
ANDERSON & SONS LTD, 14 GEORGE ST, EDINBURGH

with etched blade including battle honours and the Royal
cipher, regulation basket-hilt retaining its doeskin liner and
tassel, in its nickel plated scabbard and with its brown
leather field service scabbard

82cm; 32D in blade

£400-500

336
A VICTORIAN SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD
OF THE HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY BY PLATT & CO., ST
MARTIN’S LANE, LONDON

with etched blade and regulation plated basket-hilt retaining
its doeskin liner and tassel, in its nickel-plated scabbard

83.5cm; 32P in blade

£350-450

337
A SCOTTISH SKEAN DHU OF THE HIGHLAND LIGHT
INFANTRY, POST 1902 

with white metal mounts including the regimental badge on
the grip, the pommel set with a paste retained by a white
metal claw mount, in its scabbard; another, with brass
mounts including the cross of St Andrew, and the pommel
set with a foil-backed paste, in its scabbard; and another,
applied with a white metal Sphinx and the battle honour
‘Egypt’, the pommel set with a paste, in its scabbard

the first: 19cm; 7I in

(3)

£150-200

335 336

337
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338
AN ENGLISH BOWIE KNIFE BY JAMES DIXON & SONS,
SHEFFIELD, CIRCA 1880

with 9P in spear-point blade with stamped maker’s
signature on one side of the ricasso (the point chipped),
German silver cross-guard, chequered ebony grip-scales
with silver pins and brass fillet liners, fitted with folding
corkscrew, a folding short triangular blade and a pair of
tweezers (the awl missing), in its original leather sheath
complete with its original combined sharpening steel and
double-ended screwdriver, saw blade (the handle for the
steel and additional knife-blade each missing) and fitted
with a contemporary Middle-Eastern silver chape

38.5cm 15D in

£400-500

339
THREE 1868 PATTERN LANCES

(the heads and shoes rusted, worn)

29.2cm; 11I in head

(3)

£100-150

340
A HORSEMAN’S HAMMER IN GERMAN 16TH CENTURY
STYLE

with tapering flat-faced hammer head, haft of square
section decorated with a writhen pattern in the centre, and
wooden grip (wormed); a horseman’s hammer in German
16th Century style, with crescentic head and rear spike and
wooden haft (wormed); a left-hand dagger in 16th century
style, and a stiletto in 17th Century style, in its scabbard
(worn throughout)

the first: 53.2cm; 21in 

(4) 

£400-600

338
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341
A RARE LUGGED SPEAR, LATE 15TH CENTURY, POSSIBLY
ITALIAN

with tapering blade of flattened diamond-section, short
recessed neck, a pair of triangular basal lugs, each pierced
with three holes and struck with a ‘M’ mark on one side,
faceted socket, a pair of short straps, on a later wooden
haft 

64cm; 25D in head

A similar spear is illustrated in M.Troso 1988, p.106, no.9.

£1400-1800

342
AN EAST EUROPEAN MACE, 17TH CENTURY

with bulbous head formed of eight shaped flanges, plain
cylindrical haft, faceted grip pierced for a thong, and knop-
shaped base (pitted throughout)

51cm; 20in 

£1200-1800

341 342
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343
A GERMAN HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY

with robust central spike of diamond-section, recessed at
the base and stamped with a mark on one side, straight
axe-blade, triangular rear fluke, tapering socket, and a pair
of long straps, on a later wooden haft fitted with an
additional pair of straps and painted with an inventory
number

47cm; 18I in head

A halberd of very similar form is preserved in the
Schweizersiches Landesmuseum, Zurich. See
Dr.E.A.Gessler 1928, taf.17

£1800-2200

344
A GERMAN HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY

with long spike formed in two stages, the upper of stiff
diamond-section and the lower portion flattened, axe-blade
with slightly forward-leaning edge, pierced with three sets
of circular holes in a triangular pattern, triangular rear fluke,
stamped with a mark on one side, tapering socket, a pair of
long straps, on an oak haft fitted with an additional pair of
straps (the base and shoe missing, steel parts pitted) 

69.3cm; 27D in head

‡ £600-800

343 344
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345
A GERMAN HALBERD, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with stout central spike formed with a pair of short spikes
at the base, curved axe-blade pierced with groups of circles
at the top, bottom and in the centre, curved rear fluke
pierced with three circles, rectangular socket, a pair of
straps, on a later wooden haft with an additional pair of
straps

102cm; 40B in head

£600-800

346
A HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY, GERMAN OR SWISS

with stout spike of stiff diamond-section, curved axe-blade
pierced with a slipped trefoil and with a cusped pattern
over the secondary edges, triangular rear fluke matching
the blade, a pair of long straps, on a wooden haft (the
lower portion missing, the steel parts pitted)

54.5cm; 21I in head

‡ £400-500

345 346
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347
A RARE ITALIAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY VENETIAN

with broad central blade pierced with three slots, fitted at
the base with a broad steel collar formed of six  vertical
hoops each interrupted by a chiselled mask, forward
leaning pierced axe-blade fitted with a bronze warrior mask
on each face, triangular rear-fluke fitted with a pair of
bronze masks and pierced  en suite, rectangular socket
fitted with a spiked transverse bolt, a pair of slender straps,
engraved throughout with flowers and linear ornament
(worn),  on an early studded wooden haft (extensively
wormed) with iron shoe

59cm; 23D in head

A similar halberd is preserved in the Poldi Pezzoli museum,
cat.nn.525.

£1400-1800

348
AN ITALIAN BUTTAFUOCHI , LATE 16TH CENTURY

with broad leaf-shaped blade the upper half pierced with
three circles and a pair of slots, engraved on each side with
a pair of figures (worn), the base pieced with scrolls and
fitted with a brass mask on each side and a pair of short
lugs at the base (the terminals for holding match now
missing), conical socket with a broad steel collar at the top
formed of six  vertical hoops each interrupted by a
chiselled mask, and a pair of steel straps, on a later
wooden haft

40cm; 15I in head

Two similar examples are illustrated in L.G.Boccia and
E.T.Coelho 1975 nos. 452 453.

£1000-1400

347 348
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349
AN ITALIAN HALBERD, CIRCA 1590-1600

with long central spike of diamond-section, forward-leaning
curved axe-blade with reinforced tips, each formed with a
rounded lug at the rear and pierced with three holes,
pierced triangular rear fluke, and a pair of straps, on a later
wooden haft

59.6cm; 23I in head

£1000-1500

350
TWO RARE JAVELINS FOR THE CAROUSEL, LAST
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

each with conical iron head, tapering slender shaft and a
pair of short straps, on its original wooden shaft painted
with a running pattern of red foliage and flowers

24cm; 9I in heads (2)

Similar javelins were used for running at the Quintain for
the Carousel of Christian V in 1685. See L. Rangström 1992,
p173, no.195 and p. 396.

‡ £600-800

349 350
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351 352

352
A GERMAN BOAR SPEAR, 18TH CENTURY

with slender leaf-shaped blade of hollow-triangular section,
stamped with a mark at the base, conical socket, on an
early oak haft bound with a pattern of leather trellis (toggle
missing)

38.5cm; 15B in head

£1000-1400

351
A NORTH GERMAN BOAR SPEAR FROM THE COURT
HUNT OF ERNST AUGUST, DUKE OF BRUNSWICK AND
LÜNEBURG, ELECTOR OF HANOVER, PRINCE BISHOP OF
OSNABRÜCK (1629-1698), LATE 17TH CENTURY

with heavy leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond-section
(minor delaminations), socket of hexagonal section
engraved with the Ducal monogram at the base, on an
early oak haft bound with a pattern of leather trellis (toggle
missing)

33cm; 13in head

Provenance
Schloss Marienburg

£1200-1800
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353
A RARE ITALIAN CORSECA, FIRST QUARTER OF THE
17TH CENTURY

formed of a long central spike of diamond-section, a pair of
flat curved basal lugs with rebated pointed tips, one struck
with a mark, faceted socket, and a pair of short straps, and
retaining traces of etching throughout, on a later wooden
haft

78.5cm; 31in head

£500-600

354
A PARTIZAN, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with slender blade formed with a reinforced central ridge,
the base incorporating three pairs of lugs, and tapering
faceted socket (areas of pitting)

39cm; 15G in

‡ £100-150

353

354
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Armour

355
A GERMAN COMB MORION, LATE 16TH CENTURY

formed in one piece, with hemispherical crown rising to a
high roped medial comb, integral brim turned down slightly
at the sides, projecting to an obtuse point at the front and
rear, the base of the crown encircled by ten round-headed
lining-rivets with brass rosette washers, the edge of the
brim decorated with a file-roped inward turn, pierced at
each side with a later suspension hole, and the surface
retaining a black-from-the-hammer-finish

22cm; 8N in

£1000-1400

356
A GERMAN ZISCHÄGGE, MID 17TH CENTURY

with hemispherical one-piece skull embossed with four
radiating ribs, fitted at its apex with a pierced finial and
circular washer, and at its brow with a flat ogival peak,
pierced at the rear with a rectangular hole to accommodate
a sliding nasal-bar, secured at the brow by a rectangular
staple and locking-screw, and struck at its point with an
indistinct mark (the right end cracked, the centre pierced
with a pair of later suspension-holes), at its nape with a
broad ogival neck-guard of three upward-overlapping
lames and its sides with pendant cheek-pieces (the left
detached) of sub-triangular form with semi-circular notch at
the top of the front edges, the main edges of the helmet
decorated throughout with plain inward turns (the surface
showing light patchs pitting and minor denting)

21.6cm; 8I in high

£1000-1500

355 356
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357
A FINE FRENCH ETCHED MODEL ARMOUR FOR MAN
AND HORSE IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE, BY E.GRANGER,
PARIS, CIRCA 1850

the armour for man comprising close helmet with pivoted
‘belows’ visor, bevor and single deep gorget-plate front and
rear, breastplate of ‘peascod’ form fitted with skirt of one
lame and tassets each of seven simulated lames, backplate,
skirt of mail, large symmetrical pauldrons each of seven
lames connected by turners to articulated vambraces with
winged bracelet couters each of three lames, fingered
gauntlets each with wrist-plate, five metacarpal-plates, and
knuckle-plate (the finger lames and one thumb-plate
missing), full leg defences with long cuisses articulated by
winged poleyns of five lames to greaves fitted with broad
toed sabatons of ten lames, the main principle edged with
roped turns, decorated throughout with etched bands and
borders of scrolling foliage, and mounted on a buff-leather-
dressed articulated figure with gilt face, together with a
lance (probably associated, repaired), the armour for horse
comprising shaffron formed of a rounded main-plate, fitted
with a pair of gutter-shaped ear-defences, cupped eye-
defences, side-plates and heraldic escutcheon with central
spike, crinet of eleven lames with no provision for a throat
defence peytral of three plates each with separate lower
border, flanchards each of one plate with separate lower
border,  and deep crupper of ten plates with separate tail
piece, the edges with roped turns, decorated on the
shaffron with sprays of embossed feathers, on the centre of
the peytral with three applied heraldic devices, and etched
throughout with scrolling foliage en suite with the armour
for man and with a band of beadwork around the lower
border, together with a saddle with matching bow and
cantle plates, covered with buff leather and retaining some
blue felt lining, fitted with a pair of steel stirrups (one
detached the other replaced), mounted on a cast bronze
horse with horsehair tail, and retaining a portion of its
reinforced leather reigns, on an ebony veneered wooden
base (the veneer chipped)

53.2cm; 21in overall

The 19th Century Parisian armourer E.Granger is known to
have made full-sized armours, including some for the
waxwork figures of Madam Tussaud and others for use by
the Paris Opera, but it is for his model armours that he has
gained the greatest renown. A similar design, though with
gilt as well as etched decoration, was exhibited at the
Exposition de l’Industrie Française in Paris in 1844. He also
showed his work at the Great Exhibition of 1862 as part of
the firm Granger-Leblanc. 

A very similar armour for man and horse with etched and
gilt decoration was sold Sotheby’s Sussex, 8th December
1997, lot 59 (£25,300). Another, identical to the Sussex
example, is preserved in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York (16.29.1-2). See H.Nickel 1966, p.182, pl.27.  

‡ £7000-10000
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358
A FINE GERMAN ETCHED COMB-MORION CIRCA 1580,
PROBABLY NUREMBERG

formed in one piece, with hemispherical skull rising to a
high medial comb roped along its apex, and an integral
brim turned down at the sides, rising to an obtuse point at
the front and the rear, its edge decorated with a file-roped
inward turn, its front right end struck with an indistinct
mark, probably the quality-control mark of the city of
Nuremberg (each side pierced with a later wiring-hole), the
base of the crown encircled by eleven round-headed lining-
rivets with iron-rosette washers (one missing), finely etched
on each side of the crown with an oval cartouche
enclosing, on the right side, a mounted warrior in
contemporary dress, and on the left side, a male figure
kneeling before a vase of fire beneath an angel and
overlooked by a bearded male figure, overlaying a pattern
of alternating vertical bands formed of arabesque interlace
on a blackened ground and scrolling foliage inhabited by
birds on a blackened and stippled ground, the latter design

repeated on the comb and the brim, that on the comb
involving at each side an oval cartouche enclosing on the
right side a soldier and on the left side a drummer, each in
contemporary dress (the brim with several short cracks, the
comb with minor delaminations and small perforation at
brow).

27.8cm 10P in high

This helmet is notable as a rare forerunner of the distinctive
Nuremburg morions of similar design produced in the early
17th Century, such as that preserved in the Wartburg. The
scrolling foliage and birds on the present helmet are similar
in execution to a slightly earlier group dating to circa 1570,
made for the Schurff family, hereditary huntsmen of the
Tyrol. One example is preserved in the Musée de l’Armée,
Paris. A morion of similar form also decorated with
arabesque interlace is preserved in the former Electoral
Armoury, Dresden. See J.Schobel 1976, fig.40.

£6000-8000 

358
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359
A RARE INFANTRY BREASTPLATE, CIRCA 1500,
PROBABLY SPANISH

formed in one piece with a strong medial ridge and bold
angular outward turns at the neck and arm-openings, its
shoulders in each case fitted with a short strap terminating
in a double-ended iron buckle, its lower edge flanged
outwards to receive a fauld of two upward-overlapping
lames, the lowest fitted at each side, beneath brass rosette
washers, with short straps for the suspension of pendant
tassets (lightly patinated overall with a few patches of
pitting, the main plate pierced at each side with three later
holes, the fauld-lames associated and partly reworked, the
lowest with some plugged holes, all rivets, straps, rosettes
and buckles replaced)

45.6cm.; 18in high

‡ £3000-5000

Breastplates of this distinctive form were popular in Spain
in the late 15th and early 16th centuries. Some bear marks
including the well-known “crow’s-foot mark” attributed to
the Aragonese town of Calatayud. One such example
bearing this mark is in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
(Ian Eaves, 2002, p140). 

A large number of breastplates of this type were formerly
in the armoury of the Dukes of Ossuna. Some of which are
to be found in the Boston Museum of Fine Art, the
Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Musée de l’Armée,
Paris. A further series from the Armoury of the Dukes of
Medinaceli is now preserved in the Army Museum, Madrid.
Several examples of the type from the armoury of the
knights of St John of Rhodes are to be found in the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds and the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York. 

359
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360
A GERMAN “TODENKOPF” HELMET, CIRCA 1620

with rounded two-piece skull joined at a high medial comb,
pierced towards its rear end with a small transverse hole
flanged outwards over the neck to form an integral rear
gorget-plate, and fitted at the nape with a tapering tubular
plume-holder, peak and bevor attached by common pivots
with low domed heads, flat acutely-pointed peak fitted
within its brow with a U-shaped face-defence embossed
with a slender moustache and pierced with openings for
the eyes and mouth, each bordered by a raised rib, the
face-defence secured to the bevor at the right side by a
swivel-hook and stud (the peak and face-defence
associated, the bevor re-shaped to receive it during its
working life), and a single front gorget-plate riveted to the
flanged lower edge decorated with plain inward turns, a
recessed border and an incised line, and the subsidiary
edges bordered by single incised lines, (helmet painted
black over a russet surface).

36cm.; 14in high

£4000-5000

361
A GERMAN CUIRASSIER’S HELMET, CIRCA 1620,
PROBABLY BRUNSWICK

with rounded two-piece skull joined down a high medial-
comb, pierced at its apex with a later transverse hole to tie
up a plume and fitted at the nape with a tapering tubular
plume-holder, decorated at its upper end with moulded
lines, peak and bevor attached by common pivots with
long domed heads and circular internal washers (replaced),
flat obtusely-pointed peak fitted within its brow with a 
U-shaped face-defence cut with bars, each embossed with
a medial rib, the bevor shaped to the chin and cut with a 
U-shaped face-opening (its edge chipped at the right side),
the skull and bevor each retaining substantial remains of
their lining-bands, the face-defence and bevor each
secured at the right side by a swivel-hook and stud, and
two gorget-plates front and rear, the lower front one
descending to an obtuse central point, the main edges of
the peak and lower gorget-plates each decorated with plain
inward turns accompanied by recessed borders, those of
the latter occupied by round-headed lining-rivets (pitted,
new painted black)

33cm.; 13in high

360
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PROVENANCE

The Brunswick Ducal Arsenal, Wolfenbüttel

Schloss Blankenburg

Schloss Marienburg

The helmet is of a pattern found on several armours
formerly preserved in the Brunswick Ducal armoury at
Wolfenbüttel, Lower Saxony. A number of similar close
helmets from the Wolfenbüttel Zeughaus, are preserved in
the Landesmuseum, Brunswick. See Hagen 1923, p.25 

£3500-4000

362
AN ITALIAN MORION IN THE SPANISH FASHION, LATE
16TH CENTURY

formed in one piece with almond-shaped crown rising to a
short backward-directed “stalk” at its apex, narrow, slightly
downturned brim, the base of the crown encircled by
lining-rivets with brass rosette washers (replaced), the brim
decorated at its edge with a plain inward turn, and stuck at
its rear with a crowned escutcheon charged with three
indistinct devices, (lightly patinated and small patches of
rust).

20cm.; 8I high

£300-500

361
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363
A PAIR OF STEEL ROWEL SPURS, MID-17TH CENTURY

with five-point rowels formed with an additional short
decorated spike between, L-shaped necks chiselled with
broad scrolls, curved sides chiselled en suite,  and each
retaining its large pierced iron buckle (one with a very small
chip and now detached)

13.5cm; 5G in

(2)

£1400-1800

364
A VICTORIAN COPY OF AN ITALIAN MORION OF THE
TYPE ASSOCIATED WITH THE GUARD OF PIER LUIGI
FARNESE, DUKE OF PARMA AND PIACENZA (REIGNED
1545-47), BY ELKINGTON

(painted gold), the inside with Elkington label

19cm; 7I in high 

£200-300

365
A THREE-QUARTER ARMOUR IN LATE 16TH CENTURY
GERMAN STYLE, MODERN 

comprising open-faced curassier helmet, with triple-bar
face-defence, gorget, breast and backplate, the former
drawn out to a keel shape at the front, skirt of three lames,
a pair of full arm defences, a pair of gauntlets, (fingers
missing) and a pair of knee length tassets: on a stand with
carved stone base, and a pair of fingered gauntlets in late
16th/early 17th Century style-modern (fingers loose)

£1000-1400

363
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Miscellenea
366
A FINE CASED SET OF FRENCH STEEL GUNMAKER’S
TOOLS, MID-18TH CENTURY

comprising tapering drift, pricker with butterfly finial,
further pricker or drift  with moulded finial, double-ended
tapering screw for barrel clearing, two mainspring clamps
of differing size, three-piece combined hammer and turn
screw, glass oil bottle with stopper, and with an additional
wire pricker (probably a working addition): in original fitted
case with wooden core, the lid interior lined with red velvet
(faded), the outer surface entirely covered in rayskin, and
secured at the front by a silver button

10.2cm; 4in high

£2000-2500

367
A TURKISH SMALL BRASS FLASK, LATE 19TH CENTURY

with hinged lid, fitted with a pair of loops for suspension
and decorated with linear ornament throughout

8.5cm; 3G in high

£20-30

368
A PAIR OF LEG IRONS, 19TH CENTURY

joined by a chain of four links, with rudimentary lock on
one side and the other side with a pair of lockable hoops
(pitted)

£100-200

366
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369
A GERMAN IRON STRONG BOX, LATE 17TH/18TH
CENTURY

formed of a series of large iron plates overlaid with broad
interlaced iron bands, fitted with a pair of hasps at the front
for securing the lid, false lock with embossed frontal plate,
a carrying handle at each end, the lid with a covered
keyhole in the centre, the inside fitted with a lock
mechanism incorporating  eleven shooting bolts retained
by a series of engraved plaques centring on an engraved
boss, with its original key, fitted with an additional lockable
compartment at the bottom, with its original key, and two
contemporary padlocks, one with its original key (pitted
throughout and with early paint encrustation): on a wooden
stand

89cm; 35in by 47.5cm; 18N in by 43cm; 17N in

‡ £2500-3500

370
A BRONZE MORTAR, 18TH/19TH CENTURY 

with tapering body stamped ‘BEA’ , formed with a series of
moulded bands and with a pair of lugs, with a
contemporary pestle (worn)

12cm; 4N in 

£100-150

369

370
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371
A FINELY CARVED PORTION OF A WHEEL-LOCK GUN
STOCK BY JOHANN GEORG MAUCHER, 
MID-17TH CENTURY

decorated with exotic beasts and the seated figure of Africa
on her chariot on the cheek-piece, a domestic scene within
a cartouche opposite the lock, cut with the initials IM
behind the barrel tang aperture, the right hand side with
patchbox (cover missing), and retaining part of a
characteristic grotesque mask ahead of the trigger-guard
(chipped)

38cm; 15in

A wheel-lock gun carved in a very similar manner, and
perhaps the pair to this, is preserved in the Hofjagd-und
Rüstkammer, Vienna, WS.D97.  See H.Schedelman 1972,
p.133.

£500-600

371
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372
A GERMAN SMALL IRON STRONGBOX, 18TH CENTURY

formed of large iron plates, reinforced at the edges with
shaped bands, the front with an additional middle band
incorporating a false keyhole cover, the top with three
bands secured by eight rivets with rosette heads and a
central swivelling cover concealing the key hole (possibly
replaced), the inside with a pair of shooting bolts operated
by a sprung mechanism retained by engraved plates, and
stamped with the letters MM at the front, fitted with a small
handle at each end, complete with an associated key (pitted
throughout)

19.7cm; 7N in by 9.8cm; 3N in by 9cm; 3I in

£800-1000

373
A FINE GERMAN STEEL PADLOCK, SECOND HALF OF
THE 16TH CENTURY

with pierced scrolling body of symmetrical construction,
the central portion raised on each side, and the key-hole
concealed by a close-fitting sprung lid secured by a press
catch at the base

17.8cm; 7in high

A lock of related form was sold Sotheby’s Zurich, 25th
November 1980, lot 318. 

£3000-4000

374
A GERMAN STEEL PADLOCK, LATE 16TH/EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

with broad shield-shaped body pierced with two pairs of
holes, and a shaped aperture on each side, formed with a
raised moulding on each face, decorated with linear and
punched  ornament and the outer with an aperture for the
key, and complete with a key, perhaps the original (light
pitting)

14cm; 5I in high

£2000-3000

372

373

374
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375
A MASSIVE IRON PADLOCK, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with shaped body formed in two halves, the principle faces
cast in high relief with a seated lion secured in a cage
secured by a large padlock, U-shaped hoop, and complete
with its key (the surface with old paint and small areas of
corrosion)

26cm; 10D in high

£2500-3000

376
A GERMAN STEEL PADLOCK, LATE 16TH/ EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

with shield-shaped body pierced with a hole on each side,
formed with a raised panel on each face, the rear engraved
with a panel of scrolling foliage and the front incorporating
a sprung plate concealing the lock (light pitting and
restorations), complete with a key (associated) 

15cm; 6in high

£1500-2000

377
A GERMAN STEEL PADLOCK, LATE 16TH/17TH CENTURY

with triangular body, formed with a near rectangular
moulding on the reverse and a barrel-shaped protrusion for
the key at the front, incorporating an additional loop for
fixing a chain or catch, complete with a contemporary key

13.2cm; 5D in high

£1000-1500

375

376

377
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378
A FINELY CONSTRUCTED COPY OF A VERTICAL
RATCHET EPROUVETTE

with brass body, fitted with a bronze mortar-shaped
crucible at the base, cast with a pair of dolphin side-
handles and pan-shaped vent, graduated central ratchet bar
incorporating a weight at the bottom, a pair of stylised
dolphins, one pivoting to engage the ratchet bar, and with
four graduated powder measures: on a wooden base

49.5cm; 19I in high

£500-600

379
AN IRON AND BRASS DOOR LOCK, 18TH CENTURY,
POSSIBLY FRENCH

with five ratcheted bolts, sliding catch with brass knob, and
complete with its original chiselled key with kidney-shaped
bow and the bit pierced with fleur-de-lys, mounted on a
later wooden panel (pitted, cleaned bright)

the lock 16cm 6Din by 10cm; 4in

£500-600

Militaria
380
A RARE SQUADRON STANDARD OF THE ROYAL HORSE
GUARDS, CIRCA 1801-15 

of red silk, applied with the Union badge comprising the
Rose, Thistle and Shamrock, beneath the Royal Crown and
Cypher GR all in polychrome, gold bullion fringe at the top
and on one side (the bottom right corner and the lower
potion of the fringe missing on one side, small tears, minor
fading), together with a modern frame bearing a plaque
inscribed ‘Battle Standard of  H.M.Horse Guards carried at
the Battle of Waterloo, June 1815’ (the frame a poor fit)

88cm by 65cm (excluding fringe)

A standard embroidered with a similar design is illustrated
in N.P.Dawnay 1975, p.33 fig.16. The use of polychrome as
opposed to bullion thread is notably unusual.

£5000-7000

380
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381
A FINE VICTORIAN GILT METAL ALBERT PATTERN
HELMET OF THE HONOURABLE CORPS OF GENTLEMEN-
AT-ARMS

with gilt-metal skull applied with elaborate gilt metal oak and
olive foliage over its full surface,  fitted with gilt-metal helmet
plate decorated with the Royal Arms and mounted on a white
metal star, gilt chin-scales formed as classical foliage secured
by a pair of lion claw clasps and retained by embossed lion
mask caps,  and complete with an early lining and tall two-
stage white swan feather plume (plume with minor losses)

15257cm; 22I in high

The Honourable Corps of Gentlemen at Arms were formed
in 1539 as the ‘Nearest Guard’ to the sovereign. 

£1800-2200

383
A VICTORIAN POUCH FOR A MEMBER OF THE
HONOURABLE CORPS OF GENTLEMEN-AT-ARMS

of leather, with blue velvet flap with gold lace edge,
decorated with the crowned Royal cypher, and retaining a
single gilt-brass loop for a belt; a George VI pouch for a
member of the Honourable Corps of Gentlemen-at-arms,
similar to the preceding, retaining both brass fittings for a
belt

(2)

‡ £150-200

382
A GILT METAL ALBERT PATTERN HELMET OF THE
HONOURABLE CORPS OF GENTLEMEN-AT-ARMS, POST
1902

with gilt-metal skull applied with elaborate gilt metal oak
and olive foliage over its full surface,  fitted with gilt-metal
helmet plate decorated with the Royal Arms and mounted
on a white metal star, gilt chin-scales formed as classical
foliage secured by a pair of lion claw clasps and retained
by embossed lion mask caps,  and complete with an early
lining and white swan feather plume (very light wear, plume
with minor losses)

50cm; 19N in high

£1500-2000

381

383

382
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384
AN 1871 PATTERN 4TH (ROYAL IRISH) DRAGOON
OFFICER’S HELMET

with gilt-brass skull, applied with a band of oak and olive
foliage, fitted with enamelled helmet plate decorated with
the Most Illustrious Order of St Patrick (enamel with small
losses),  gilt-brass plume-holder, gilt-brass chin-scales with
red leather backing, and white horse hair plume 

38.7cm; 15Din high

£1800-2200

384

385

A BUSBY OF THE NORTHUMBERLAND FUSILIERS BY
CATER & CO, PALL MALL, DATED 1911

with leather headband, and the inside painted with the date
(worn, badge missing)

24cm; 9I in high

£150-200
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386
A CAVALRY OFFICER’S WHITE METAL HELMET

with white metal skull  applied with a band of olive foliage
at the front, enamelled helmet plate including the crowned
mirrored letter ‘L’ impaling a further crown, and the Royal
motto, white metal plume-holder and bosses, white metal
chin-chain, and white horsehair plume

38cm; 15in high

£1000-1500

386

387
A GERMAN W.W.I. STEEL PICKELHAUBE

with steel skull, applied with brass helmet plate, with black,
red and white and black and white cockade , later leather
chin-strap, and copper central spike (damaged, worn)

19cm; 7I in high

£100-120
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388
A VICTORIAN SABRETACHE OF THE ROYAL ARTILLERY

with black leather pouch, blue facing applied with bullion
border, the crowned Royal Arms and the Regimental motto
(stitching with losses, areas of wear, cannon badge missing)

34.2cm; 13I in high

£250-300

389
A  VICTORIAN LEATHER BELT POUCH OF THE ROYAL
ENGINEERS

with black leather body, applied with the Royal Arms,
Regimental mottos ‘Ubique’ and ‘Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt’,
and a gilt brass loop on each side for attaching to a belt
(worn, restorations)

17.5cm; 6P in

£60-80

390
A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF BRITISH CAP
BADGES, CIRCA 1945-60

together with shoulder tags (some restrikes)

(approx 70)

£200-300

391
A COLLECTION OF MAINLY SCOTTISH GLENGARY,
SHAKO, AND CAP BADGES FOR BLACKWATCH, ROYAL
SCOTS, SEAFORTH HIGHLANDERS, KINGS OWN
SCOTTISH BORDERERS, CAMERONIAN AND H.L.I.

(some restrikes)

(21)

£700-1000

392
A RARE WALLACE PATENT MILITARY ENTRENCHING
TOOL BY LUCAS & SON, SHEFFIELD, DATED 1837

with iron bound grip incorporating a spike and a pick, and
the blade stamped with War Department arrow and makers
details (steel parts pitted, the elm wood handle  with
extensive fire damage and losses)

58cm; 22P in overall

£100-150

393
A ‘SAM BROWN’  BELT

complete with holster, sword frog, and bullet pouch; and
another, with silvered buckle applied with the figure of St
Andrew; and a pair of spurs

(3)

£50-80

388

389

392
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P.H.SMITHERMAN: Uniforms of the Scottish Regiments
(1963); D.N.ANDERSON: Scots in Uniform (1972);
VARIOUS AUTHOURS: The Highlanders of Scotland
(1986); J. CASSIN-SCOTT & J.FABB: Military Bands and
their Uniforms (1978); A.MACKIE: Scottish Pageantry
(1967, proof copy); C.FFOULKES & E.C.HOPKINSON,
Sword, Lance & Bayonet (1968); five further volumes and
two coloured prints of Scottish Regiments

(13)

£100-150

394

397
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394
WILLIAM JONES & COMPANY: WHOLESALE ARMY, NAVY
& VOLUNTEER HELMET, CAP & ACCOUTREMENT
MAKERS, GOLD LACE MANUFACTURERS &
EMBROIDERERS, CONTRACTORS TO H.M.GOVERNMENT,
WAREHOUSEMEN BUTTON & MILITARY ORNAMENT
MAKERS, SWORD CUTLERS, GOLD, SILVER & MOHAIR
TRIMMINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, NO 236 REGENT
STREET, LONDON, twenty eight colour plates, bound with
blue boards (worn), with gold lettering, the cover page
inscribed ‘James Smith & Co. Drury Lane Works, Derby, 1st

September 1891’

Approx: 39.2cm; 15I in by 50cm; 19N in 

£2000-3000

395
SCRAPBOOK ABOUT W.H.PENNINGTON SURVIVOR OF
THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE: A COLLECTION
OF  NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS AND WRITINGS, SECOND
HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

Private William Henry Pennington (1833-1923) served in the
Mercantile Marines for several years, enlisted 29th January
1854 Portobello Barracks and was wounded at the Charge
of the Light Brigade 25th October 1854.  He was
hospitalised at Scutari in 1855 where he later became camp
cook. He was invalided to England the following year.

£150-250

396
DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ADJUTANT-
GENERAL TO THE FORCES, LONDON 1868

with engraved book plate of Field Marshal Viscount
Wolseley of Wolseley County of Stafford, Baron Wolseley of
Cairo, and inscribed ‘H.R.H. The Field Marshal
Commanding in Chief’

£150-250

397
A W.W.I. PERIOD PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM

including formal photographs of the 11th Battalion, The
Manchester Regiment,  Abscon, Lourches and Valenciennes
following the bombing campaigns, and a series of
photographs captured from a German Aerodrome in 1918
(wear, many now loose)

£80-100
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399
A SCOTTISH COWHORN FLASK WITH SILVER-PLATED
MOUNTS, 19TH CENTURY

with curved flattened stained body,  silver-plated mounts
including finial formed as a thistle flower and basal cap
formed of a band of thistle foliage, each set with a foil
backed piece of glass in imitation of citrine, the centre set
with an additional plaque engraved with the owner’s
initials, and complete with its suspension chain

34.5cm; 13K in 

£400-500

400
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COW HORN POWDER-FLASK,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with curved flattened body, the inner face engraved with a
pattern of concentric circles, the outer face decorated with
a mounted cavalryman and a warrior in contemporary
dress, iron mounts including nozzle with pivot closure and
two suspension rings (basal cap loose)

35.5cm; 14in

£500-600

401
A GERMAN ENGRAVED HORN DRINKING CUP

decorated in the renaissance style, with Hermes and Apollo
within an architectural frame, and engraved with a fleur-de-
lys on the base

13cm; 5D in high

£150-200

399
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402
A FINE AND RARE SOUTH GERMAN SPORTING
CROSSBOW  SIGNED BY THE MASTER BE, DATED 1589

with curved steel bow painted with a pair of alternating
panels of early blue and red paint on the inside on either
side of the tiller, fitted with later string and retained by later
cords, wooden tiller swelling towards the nut, cut with a
single aperture for a rod to set the trigger mechanism,
veneered over the upper and lower surfaces with white
staghorn, engraved with bouquets of fruit, Biblical scenes
including Daniel in the Lion’s Den on the cheek-piece, and
mythological figures along its full length, the sides each
inlaid with a long marquetry panel of scrolling fruit and
foliage in coloured fruitwood (minor losses), fitted with iron
stirrup for a cranequin, original iron trigger with bulbous
brass terminal, iron trigger-plate engraved with the date
and the maker’s initials in miniscules (worn), and set trigger
(nut and basal cap missing)

61cm; 24in tiller

The decoration of this crossbow is notably rare.  A
crossbow inlaid in a related manner is preserved in the
Deutsches Jagd Museum, Munich.

‡ £3000-4000

402
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403
A NORTH EUROPEAN TARGET SHOOTING CROSSBOW,
19TH CENTURY

With slender steel bow retaining its string of bound cord,
figured hardwood tiller of gun-stock form incorporating a
rest carved with chevron pattern beneath the bow, long
horn bolt channel, the grip carved with chevron and a
grotesque mask in the round, long brass lever trigger, two-
piece vestigial brass butt-plate, iron stirrup, a pair of iron
lugs, and vacant mother-of-pearl escutcheon

94cm; 37in tiller

£600-800

404
A GERMAN GOTHIC CRANEQUIN FOR A CROSSBOW,
LATE 15TH/EARLY 16TH CENTURY

with clawed ratchet bar engraved with a series of crescents
over its upper half, gearbox with slightly bevelled cover,
stamped with a latten-lined mark, in a shield the gothic letter
P beneath a pair of mullets, slender winding bar, turned
wooden handle, and complete with an early cord loop (worn,
now detached)

33cm; 13in long

‡ £800-1000

CANNON

405
A SHELL, 19TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, cast in two halves, of spherical
form, and pierced with a single hole

approx 9cm; 3I in diameter

£50-60

406
A PAIR OF BRASS SIGNAL CANNON 18TH CENTURY 

with tapering multi-stage barrels, moulded at the muzzles,
with raised bands, plain vent fields, drawn-out to a globous
cascable and a pair of plain trunnions, each on a 19th Century
carved wooden carriage with hardwood trucks, the cheeks
carved with foliage and fitted with brass cap-squares (one
cheek cracked)

75.5cm 29N in

£2000-2500

407
A SCALE MODEL OF A 30.5CM SKODAWERKE A.G.
COASTAL EMPLACEMENT MORTAR 

well detailed, on a marble base with naturalistic finish,
applied with an inscribed plaque

28cm; 11in x 12cm; 4N in base

£700-900

404

406

407
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408
A RARE VICTORIAN BRONZE RIFLED HOWITZER, DATED
1859

with five stage barrel formed with a strongly moulded fore-
sight at the muzzle, lightly raised mouldings, engraved with
the initials ‘S.H.’ surrounded by the motto ‘Ung Je Serviray’
on the chase, stamped with the serial number 5742 and
broad arrow on the second reinforce, the crowned Royal
cypher and motto on the first reinforce, and retaining traces
of an inscription ‘….WILMOT’ (rubbed) around the base
ring, globose cascable incorporating a breeching loop
(chipped),  the vent field with provision for an ignition
device, and a pair of trunnions engraved with the foundry
number CMLXXXII on the right and the date on the left, on
a modern wooden stepped carriage

114.3cm; 45in barrel

The inscription around the base ring is for Colonel
F.M.Eardley-Wilmot, Superintendent of the Royal Gun
Factory at Woolwich 1855-59.  

The motto and initials are those of Sidney Herbert, First
Baron Herbert of Lea (1810-1861).  Herbert became
Secretary for War in 1859, on Lord Palmerston’s return to
power. He was responsible for the reorganistaion of the

War Office, most particularly to work out the transfer of the
Indian Army to the crown, to deal with the necessity for
adopting rifled ordnance and to develop the Volunteer
movement. The strain of this was considerable resulting in
a bout of ill health and his death two years later. A statue of
him by J.H.Foley R.A. was unveiled in front of the Old War
Office in 1867, being moved to the new War Office in
Whitehall in 1907.

A pair of similar howitzers are preserved in the Royal
Armouries collection and are on loan to the Royal Hospital,
Chelsea. See H.L.Blackmore 1976, p.88.  

£5000-7000

409
A BRASS MODEL CANNON, MODERN

with multi-stage barrel decorated with a lengthy inscription,
the spurious date 1782, and a ship at sea, complete with its
finely constructed wooden field carriage and limber

20.3cm; 8in barrel

(2)

£200-250

408
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European and American firearms
410
A 4-BORE PERCUSSION WILDFOWLING GUN BY GEORGE
GIBBS, 20 CORN STREET, BRISTOL, CIRCA 1860

with signed browned three-stage sighted barrel, blued
patent breech, signed border-engraved lock, figured walnut
half-stock, chequered grip blued trigger-guard of shaped
outline, the butt fitted with rubber extension, vacant white
metal escutcheon, horn fore-end cap, and original brass-
tipped wooden ramrod (refinished throughout)

95.2cm; 37I in barrel

£500-600

411
A D.B. PERCUSSION SHOTGUN BY BLISSET, MAKER TO
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF SUSSEX CIRCA 1850

with sighted barrels signed on the rib, the breech with gold
lines and plugs, signed border-engraved locks (one
hammer and two hammer screws each missing), figured
walnut half-stock, and engraved steel mounts (ramrod
missing, worn throughout)

78cm; 30N in barrels

£200-300

412
A PERCUSSION WILFOWLING GUN BY WILLIAM FOX,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1850

with rebrowned sighted barrel formed in two stages,
engraved breech and breech tang, signed engraved back
action lock decorated with a hound putting up a snipe,
figured walnut half-stock stained in imitation of burrwood,
chequered grip, engraved steel mounts, white metal fore-
end cap, and brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the steel parts
pitted)

79.5cm; 31D in barrel

£200-300

413
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY HENRY NOCK, CIRCA
1800

converted from flintlock, with two-stage sighted barrel
stamped with gold-lined barrelsmith’s mark at the breech,
stepped lock stamped with gold-lined maker’s mark,
figured walnut half-stock, and iron mounts (worn
throughout, ramrod replaced)

68cm; 26N in barrel

£150-200

410
411
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414
A .750 CALIBRE BRUNSWICK SECOND MODEL
PERCUSSION RIFLE, DATED 1857

with rebrowned barrel rifled for belted bore, struck with
Ordnance view and proof mark for circa 1841, fitted with
bead fore-sight, folding leaf back-sight, and with a bayonet
bar on the right, border-engraved dated lock engraved with
crowned VR, figured walnut full stock, regulation brass
mounts including trigger-guard and large patchbox-cover, a
pair of steel sling swivels and associated steel ramrod

765cm; 30Bin barrel

£700-900

415
AN INDIAN PERCUSSION TWO-BAND CARBINE, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with sighted barrel punched with an inscription, plain lock,
hardwood full stock, regulation brass mounts, and steel
swivel ramrod; and an Indian percussion pistol, with
hardwood stock inlaid with mother of pearl and brass mounts

the first: 56cm; 22in barrel

(2)

£200-300

416
A .750 CALIBRE BRUNSWICK SECOND MODEL
PERCUSSION RIFLE, DATED 1861

with refinished barrel rifled for belted bore, struck with
Ordnance view and proof mark, fitted with bead fore-sight,
folding leaf back-sight, and with a bayonet bar on the right,
border-engraved dated lock engraved with crowned VR, and
stamped with a further mark, figured walnut full stock (fore-end
with a small chip), stamped with Tower War Office mark and
dated 1865, regulation brass mounts including trigger-guard
and large patchbox-cover, one steel sling swivel (one barrel bolt
and sling swivel missing), original steel ramrod), and complete
with a contemporary Brunswick bayonet (spring catch missing)

765cm; 30Bin barrel

£700-900

417
AN INDIAN THREE BAND PERCUSSION MUSKET, 19TH
CENTURY

stamped with Indian Arsenal markings on the barrel,
complete with its ramrod; and an Indian percussion
musket, 19th Century

the first:838cm; 33in barrel (2)

£100-150

414
416
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418
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1851 PERCUSSION RIFLED
CAVARY CARBINE

of regulation type, with 14Gin barrel retained by a single
band,  plain lock rebuilt from a flintlock plate, figured
walnut three-quarter stock, regulation steel mounts
including saddle ring, and with no provision for a ramrod

762cm; 30in overall

£400-600

419
A FRENCH MODEL 1822/41 PERCUSSION CADET
MUSKET

of regulation type, with 27Nin barrel retained by three steel
bands (the forward band cut-down), complete with its steel
ramrod (cleaned)

108cm; 42I in overall

£200-300

420
AN INDIAN TWO-BAND PERCUSSION CARBINE, THE
LOCK DATED 1857

with sighted barrel, blued dated lock stamped ‘Tower’ and
with crowned VR, hardwood full stock stamped with the
date on the butt, and regulation brass mounts; and an
Indian three band percussion musket, third quarter of the
19th Century, with sighted barrel fitted with adjustable
folding back-sight, plain lock, hardwood full stock, and
regulation brass mounts (each refinished)

the first: 52cm; 20I  in

(2)

£200-250

418
419
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421
A RARE AMERICAN MODEL 1860 SPENCER REPEATING
RIFLED SPORTING CARBINE, NO 59446

with blued sighted barrel fitted with adjustable folding back-
sight calibrated to 750 yards, the breech block stamped
with standard inscription, case-hardened frame and breech
block, the action tang fitted with blued adjustable peep-
sight (eye-piece missing), highly polished figured walnut
half-stock, case-hardened trigger-guard, case-hardened
butt-plate with tubular magazine, fore-end cap retaining
traces of silver-plated finish, and retaining much original
finish throughout (the steel parts with light surface rust)

62cm; 24G in barrel

Approximately 2000 rifled sporting carbines of this type
were manufactured circa 1866-67.

£1200-200

422
AN AUSTRIAN WERNDL-SYSTEM TARGET RIFLE BY JOH
PETERLONGO IN INNSBRUCK, CIRCA 1870

with octagonal barrel signed in gold, rifled with eight
groves, fitted with adjustable back-sight and inlaid with
silver scrollwork over the breech, engraved lock and action
each decorated with scrolling foliage the latter stamped
‘WERNDL’ within an oval, plain action tang fitted with
adjustable peep-sight, set trigger, figured walnut half-stock,
chequered grip, engraved steel trigger-guard fitted with an
additional horn grip at the rear, hinged patchbox-cover
engraved with scrolling foliage and a seated hound,
engraved steel butt-plate, and with no provision for a
ramrod (sling-swivels missing)

76.8cm; 30D in barrel

£400-500

421
422
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423
AN AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE, MID-19TH
CENTURY

with heavy octagonal sighted barrel with provision for a
calibrated folding back-sight, coarsely engraved breech and
breech tang, the latter with provision for an additional sight,
flat lock engraved en suite, figured walnut half-stock (small
chips, bleached), carved cheek-piece inlaid with an
engraved German silver alligator, the right side of the butt
carved with an additional cheek-piece and inlaid with an
engraved German silver hunter taking aim at a squirrel,
inlaid with further naïvely engraved German silver plaques
including stars and scrolling panels on the butt and over
the fore-end, engraved German silver mounts including
trigger-guard decorated with a rabbit on the bow, butt-plate
and ramrod-pipe all matching the lock, and engraved
German silver fore-end cap (ramrod missing)

854cm; 33K in barrel

‡ £700-1000

424
A SPANISH MIQUELET-LOCK FOWLING-PIECE, SECOND
HALF OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with two-stage swamped barrel fitted with silver ‘spider’
fore-sight and retained by a single engraved brass band,
stamped with gold-lined barrelsmiths mark of V Rusta of
Eibar over the breech, sparsely engraved lock stamped
with maker’s mark of Jose Astiazaran, figured walnut half-
stock fluted over the butt, engraved steel mounts including
trigger-guard with a further maker’s stamp and associated
steel ramrod (the steel parts pitted, the stock with chips)

94cm; 37in barrel

£300-400

423
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A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS, CIRCA 1740

with two-stage barrel formed with an elliptical muzzle and
octagonal breech, built with an earlier lock inscribed ‘A
Sedan’, fitted with pivot safety-steel, figured walnut full
stock carved with raised foliate mouldings about the barrel
tang, rear ramrod-pipe, and ahead of the trigger-guard,
carved with scrolls about the cheek-piece (the stock with
small cracks and repairs), moulded brass mounts including
square-tipped trigger-guard, a pair of moulded ramrod-
pipes, and solid side-plate, horn fore-end cap and original
horn-tipped wooden ramrod

88.5cm; 34P in

£500-700

426
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1760

with two-stage sighted barrel, plain stepped lock, figured
walnut half-stock carved with a rococo flower behind the
barrel tang and the rear ramrod-pipe, raised cheek-piece
carved with a scroll enriched with rococo flowers and inlaid
with a star in contrasting colours of horn and bone, brass
mounts of shaped outline, horn fore-end cap (one repaired
crack), and one steel sling swivel (rear sling swivel and
ramrod missing)

109.5cm;  43B in barrel

£300-400

427
A FLINTLOCK TRADE GUN, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, 19TH CENTURY

with sighted barrel, iron lock of characteristic form stamped
with an elephant and ‘Warranted’, hardwood full stock,
plain brass mounts, and iron ramrod

99.4cm; 39B  in barrel

£150-200

187
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428
A FINE BOHEMIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY
LEOPOLD BECHER, CIRCA 1760, 

with blued octagonal swamped sighted barrel in the
Spanish taste, with seven grooves, decorated with a band
of gold scrollwork about the fore-sight, signed within an
elaborate scrollwork frame over the breech and stamped
with two gold-lined maker’s stamps (Neue Støckel 5757
and 5758), signed lock-chiselled with a mounted hunter and
a hound pursuing a male and female stag all against a gilt
fishroe ground, the cock decorated en suite, set trigger,
highly figured walnut full stock carved with rococo
strapwork about the barrel tang, rear ramrod-pipe and over
the butt, sliding patchbox-cover applied with a large gilt-
brass plaque finely cast and chased with a boar-hunting
scene, gilt-brass mounts cast and chased in low relief,
including solid side-plate decorated with a hunting scene,
trigger-guard decorated with a pair of stags, butt-plate with
a classical hunter beneath a canopy and a further scene
from the chase, and fore-end cap with a rabbit hunting
vignette (ramrod replaced)

70.8cm; 27P in barrel

Leopold Becher worked for Prince Johann Georg Christian
Lobkowitz. He made a number of firearms with barrels in
this distinctive Spanish manner, see Neue Støckel 1978,
p.72. 

£4000-5000
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429
A BOHEMIAN FLINTLOCK GUN BY PAUL IGNATIUS
POSER, CIRCA 1750

with swamped sighted etched twist barrel rifled with seven
grooves (reblued), inlaid with gold scrolls and flowerheads
around the muzzle and further gold designs including
celestial motifs over the breech, signed lock chiselled with
Diana seated ahead of the cock and a boar set upon by a
hounds on the tail, double set trigger, highly figured walnut
full stock carved with rococo scrolls about the barrel tang,
and further scrolls and shell ornament about the rear
ramrod-pipes and over the butt, sliding patch-box cover
inset with a brass plaquette cast and chased with Diana in
her chariot, gilt-brass mounts finely cast and chased with
rococo ornament including solid side-plate decorated with
a boar hunting scene, butt-plate decorated with Diana
seated beneath a canopy and attended by  putti, vacant
rococo escutcheon, and shaped fore-end cap (ramrod and
sling swivel replaced), 

76.8cm; 30D in barrel

£3500-4000
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430
A RARE BRESCIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA
1645-50

with bevelled lock decorated with a monster’s head finely
chiselled in low relief behind an engraved panel of foliage
at the rear, signed ‘Carlo Botarelo: Brescia’ (sic) on the
inside, the pan and steel also chiselled in relief, the latter
decorated with a grotesque mask and the cock finely
chiselled in the form of a further monster entwined in
openwork with its own tongue, figured walnut stock (the
rear half of the fore-end an early working replacement
retaining the original decorated iron plaques and ramrod-
pipe, the forward half an 18th century replacement), the
remainder boldly carved in relief, involving monsters’
heads on the underside of the breech, achanthus leaf
mouldings, and the massive figure of a lion, sejant,
supporting an oval escutcheon on both sides of the butt,
and incorporating the two-part signature ‘Barolomeo Paina’
on the right and ‘Brescia Fecit’ on the left, the stock inset
with a series of flat iron plaques finely pierced and
engraved with scrolling patterns of flowers and delicate
tendril foliage (some very slightly chipped), the butt-plate,
trigger-guard and one ramrod-pipe all pierced and
engraved en suite, and the trigger pierced and chiselled in
the form of a wyvern (the barrel and ramrod each replaced,
almost certainly in Italy and probably within the 18th

Century)

93cm; 36K in barrel

The decorative treatment of the lock-plate and its
components is closely related to the themes (notably of
monsters and grotesques in this instance) published in
Paris by François Marcou in 1657. Torsten Lenk, in his study
of the published patterns and their application to the
decoration of firearms in the middle of the 17th century,
notes that the designs published by Marcou, were a
retrospective rather than an innovational compilation. See
T.Lenk (English Edition), London 1965, pp.135-7.

Carlo Bottarelli was an iron-chiseller of consummate ability.
His signature appears in a variety of forms, some inevitably
the spurious renditions of contemporary Brescian copyists.

See N. Carpegna, 1997 pp. 155-6.

Bartolomeo Paina (1615-circa 1686) is recorded as a dealer
in firearms rather than as a maker; as such the present
wording of his signature is notable.

£3000-5000

430
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431
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE (MÜLLER
BÜCHSE) BY SIBOLD, HANAU, LATE 17TH /EARLY 18TH
CENTURY

with signed swamped octagonal sighted barrel rifled with
seven narrow grooves (signature rubbed), flat lock
engraved with a flower and foliage, engraved raised wheel-
cover, engraved pierced dog decorated with scrolling
marine monsters, figured walnut full stock carved with a
leafy moulding behind the barrel tang, raised cheek-piece
carved with foliage, sliding patchbox-cover, engraved brass
mounts including butt-plate incised ‘No29’, trigger-guard
with achanthus finial, bone fore-end cap, and original horn-
tipped wooden ramrod

68.2cm; 26P in barrel

The maker is probably Johan Siebold, recorded in
Darmstadt and Hanua circa 1712.

£1000-1500

431
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432
AN EXCEPTIONAL GERMAN LONG WHEEL-LOCK BELT
PISTOL DATED 1559

with slender barrel formed in two stages, slightly swamped
at the muzzle, decorated over its entire surface with two
etched panels of differing strapwork interlace, each on a
contrasting blackened ground filled with tightly scrolling
fine tendrils, with bands of acanthus leaves at both ends
and the median, strips of cabling along the lower edge of
the breech section and the tang etched with interlaced
scrolls, flat lock and low domed wheel-cover, safety-catch,
sliding pan-cover with button release and plain moulded
dog, fruitwood full stock inlaid over its full length with
engraved horn plaques arranged within horn segmental
cabling, including bold running patterns of flowering
tendrils inhabited by a crawling grotesque opposite the lock
and by birds and animals over the fore-end, a frieze of
exotic, mythological and game animals on both sides
above the ramrod channel, three human masks about the
barrel tang and with the Temptation of Adam and the
Creation of Eve each below, fitted with staghorn pommel
engraved with the Baptism of Christ together with the date
1559 and with a further Biblical subject, possibly the
Wisdom of Solomon (bone basal cap replaced), with a
further horn plaque over the ramrod aperture decorated
with a griffon, moulded iron trigger-guard, engraved horn
fore-end cap, iron belt hook, and in fine condition
throughout (ramrod replaced) 

73cm; 28N in

‡ £15000-20000

This pistol belongs to a distinctive typological group, of
which the most distinguished examples are the series of
pistols with silver-encased stocks made for the Archduke
Ferdinand von Habsburg in 1555. These are attributed to
the Saxon master HS. Three examples with comparable
inlaid fruitwood stocks are preserved in the armoury of the
Palazzo Ducale, (Inv. Nos. B90, B93 and B94).

The etched designs on the barrel and lock of the present
example are closely comparable to those on a mid-16th

Century all-steel over-and-under pistol in the Tøjhus
museum, Copenhagen (Inv. No. B36). A near-identical
etched barrel and lock are on a German long-wheel pistol
formerly in the Charles collection, Paris (Ader Tajan,
première Vente, Hôtel Drouot, 13th May 1993, lot 28,
erroneously attributed to circa 1600).

See H. Schedelmann 1972, pp.5-7; U.Franzoi 1990, Nos.
462, 465 and 466 and F.Askgaard 1988, pistol No 12.

432
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433
A RARE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, CIRCA
1600, PROBABLY NUREMBERG, THE STOCK DECORATED
BY THE SO-CALLED ‘MASTER OF THE CASTLES’

with two-stage barrel engraved with a symmetrical panel of
scrolling foliage over the median and the breech
(shortened), the latter formed with a raised moulding, flat
lock struck with a mark and engraved with scrolling foliage
retaining minute traces of gilding,  fitted with external
wheel retained by a brass scalloped bracket, sliding pan-
cover with quatrefoil-shaped button release,  dog and dog
spring each chiselled with scrolls, fitted with sprung safety-
catch opposite the lock, full stock veneered in ebony,
incised with scrolls, inlaid with staghorn panels engraved
with scrolling foliage, cabled patterns,  and an exotic bird
behind the ramrod aperture, enriched with mother-of-pearl
plaques pierced and engraved with running dogs, rabbits,
monsterhead scrolls,  an elaborate panel of scrolling foliage
opposite the lock inhabited by a putto taking aim at an
exotic bird, flattened ovoid pommel decorated en suite
with the stock, fitted with a chased gilt-copper plaquette
(the stock and pommel each with very minor losses and
repairs), plain iron trigger-guard, engraved staghorn fore-
end cap, and later ramrod

62.2cm; 24I in 

A number of firearms stocked in this distinctive manner are
stamped with Nuremburg marks and it is therefore likely
that they originate from that area. Other firearms from this
group are preserved in renowned European collections
including the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich (no.
W1496), the Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg (No306611
and 6613), the Royal Armouries Leeds (No XII 1201-3), and
the Tøjhusmuseet Copenhagen (NoB134). For a discussion
of this group see J.F. Hayward 1962, p.162 and C. Blair
1974, pp.320-322. 

‡ £15000-18000
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434
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY
RICHARDSON, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1825-30

with turn-off barrels engraved with a band at each end,
signed round brass actions engraved with elaborate
trophies on each side, waterproof pans, engraved sliding
thumb-piece safety-catches also locking the steels, figured
walnut butts with flat sides inlaid with silver scrollwork and
differing flowers, the remaining surface cut with fine
chequering, fitted with cast and chased lion mask butt-
caps, and brass escutcheons engraved with the owner’s
initials, complete their barrel wrench and a copper powder-
flask by C.J. Hawkesly

15.2cm; 6in

(2)

James Richardson is recorded at 21 Deansgate,
Manchester, circa 1793-1830.

£1200-1500

435
AN OVER-AND-UNDER FLINTLOCK TAP-ACTION PISTOL
SIGNED W. SMITH, WITTINGTON, BIRMNGHAM PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1820

with turn-off barrels cut for a key, box-lock action signed on
ovals carried by trophies-of-arms, fitted with tap-lever on
the left, sliding thumb-piece safety-catch also locking the
steel (action defective, top-jaw replaced), and finely
chequered figured walnut butt with vacant silver
escutcheon

18.3cm; 7 I in

£400-500

434

435
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436
A SPANISH MIQUELET-LOCK PISTOL, LATE 18TH/EARLY
19TH CENTURY

With two-stage barrel, stepped lock, moulded figured root
walnut pommel of “bird’s head” form, and steel ramrod,
perhaps the original

19cm;  7I in

£300-400

437
A FLINTLOCK LIVERY PISTOL SIGNED H. NOCK,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

with tapering barrel, signed sparsely engraved lock, figured
walnut full stock, and engraved brass mounts (the fore-end,
forward ramrod-pipe and ramrod replaced); and a pair of
percussion pocket pistols signed H. Nock, Birmingham
proof marks, circa 1820, with turn-off barrels, signed
engraved box-lock actions, sliding thumb-piece safety-
catches, flat-sided walnut butts, and silver escutcheons
engraved with the owner’s crest

37cm; 14I in 

(3)

£500-600

438
A COMPOSITE ITALIAN ROMAN-LOCK BELT PISTOL,
18TH CENTURY

with Balkan barrel decorated with silver flowers and foliage
over its length, inlaid with a brass band at the breech,
engraved lock of characteristic form, carved figured walnut
full stock (fore-end repaired), iron mounts including pierced
scrolling side-plate, engraved spurred pommel, long belt
hook, and iron-tipped wooden ramrod

50.3cm, 19N in

£400-600
438
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A FRENCH MODEL AN IX GENDARMERIE PISTOL

of regulation specifications, with 5Din barrel, plain lock,
walnut stock and regulation brass mounts (cleaned)

26cm; 10D in

£400-500

440
A FRENCH MODEL AN XIII FLINTLOCK PISTOL, DATED
1812

of regulation specifications, with 8in barrel, lock with
Maubeuge arsenal inscription (rubbed), and the stock and
mounts with arsenal and inspector’s stamps (the steel parts
with light pitting, the stock with one small chip ahead of the
lock)

35.5cm; 14in

£300-400

441
A FRENCH MODEL AN XIII FLINTLOCK PISTOL 

of regulation specifications, with 8in barrel, lock with St
Etienne arsenal inscription (rubbed), and the stock and
mounts with arsenal and inspector’s stamps

35.5cm; 14in 

£300-400
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442
A .650 FLINTLOCK SERVICE PISTOL, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with 9in barrel (shortened), stepped lock signed ‘Innes’ and
with crowned GR, walnut full stock, and regulation brass
mounts (worn throughout, the metal parts corroded,
ramrod missing)

39cm; 15D in

£500-600

443
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1798/1828 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY
PISTOL, FIRST HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY

the barrel struck with Liège proof mark, fitted with bevelled
lock, figured walnut full stock and full regulation brass
mounts including butt-cap with lanyard-ring (the lock acid
cleaned, ramrod missing)

43cm; 17in

£150-200

443
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444
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1789 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL

with 11Iin tapering barrel fitted with brass fore-sight,
regulation lock stamped ‘Potzdam Magaz’ and signed ‘G S’
[?] (steel spring missing), figured walnut full stock (a
working replacement), regulation brass mounts including
spurred pommel engraved with the crowned cypher FWR,
for Friedrich Wilhelm II (1744-1797, reigned from 1786) and
no provision for a ramrod

48.5cm; 19D in

£800-1000

445
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1731 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL

with 14Nin tapering barrel fitted with brass fore-sight,
regulation lock stamped ‘Potzdam Magaz’ and signed ‘Set
D’ (trigger missing, action defective), figured walnut full
stock with characteristic carving (cracked through, chips),
and regulation brass mounts including escutcheon
engraved with the crowned cypher FR for Friederich II
(1712-1786 reigned from 1740), and faceted spurred
pommel (the steel parts pitted, ramrod missing)

56cm; 22in

£700-900

444
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A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1731 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL

with 14Iin tapering barrel fitted with brass fore-sight,
regulation lock stamped ‘Potzdam Magaz’ and signed on
the lower edge,  figured walnut full stock with characteristic
carving, and regulation brass mounts including escutcheon
engraved with the crowned cypher for Friederich II (1712-
1786 reigned from 1740), and faceted spurred pommel (the
steel parts pitted, the stock with minor chips, ramrod
missing)

56cm 22in

£1000-1200

447
A FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL OF PRUSSIAN
MODEL 1731 TYPE

with 12Nin tapering barrel fitted with brass fore-sight
(shortened), plain regulation lock with characteristic
stepped moulded tail, carved figured walnut full stock, and
regulation brass mounts (the steel parts pitted, the stock
cracked and wormed, ramrod missing)

51cm; 20in 

£600-800
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448
A PAIR OF FRENCH PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET
PISTOLS BY GAUVIN BOULEVART DU MONT PARNASSE
À PARIS 47, MID-19TH CENTURY

each with signed browned twist multigroove rifled barrel
(areas of pitting), engraved case-hardened tang
incorporating the back-sight, scroll-engraved case-
hardened stepped flush-fitting lock, figured walnut half-
stock, fluted butt, engraved spurred trigger-guard,
engraved case-hardened butt-cap, German silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, and with no provision for a ramrod: in their
original fitted case veneered with mahogany and inlaid with
brass lines on the lid, applied with an escutcheon engraved
with the owner’s initials, the inside lined in green felt (areas
of wear), complete with a full compliment of accessories
including a fine powder-flask signed B à Paris

40.5cm; 16in

448

Alfred Gauvin was awarded a silver medal at the Paris
exhibition in 1844 and a gold medal at the exhibition of
1849.  He was also showing at the Great Exhibition in
London in 1851.

£3000-4000
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449
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION SAW-HANDLED DUELLING
PISTOLS BY WILLIAM & JOHN RIGBY, NOS 7818 AND
7819 FOR 1835

with signed etched twist octagonal sighted barrels,
engraved case-hardened breeches inlaid with three
platinum lines, pierced platinum plugs, engraved case-
hardened breech tangs incorporating the back-sights, finely
engraved case-hardened back-action locks signed on
scrolls, decorated with characteristic foliage and border
ornament (one hammer spur replaced), set triggers, figured
blackened ash half-stocks, saw-handled chequered butts,
engraved blued steel spurred trigger-guards, engraved

449

case-hardened steel butt-caps, etched forwarded ramrod-
pipes en suite with the barrels, vacant silver escutcheons,
silver barrel bolt escutcheons and fore-end caps, and
original horn-tipped wooden ramrod: in original mahogany
fitted case lined in green baize (areas of wear, small tears),
stamped with serial numbers on the outer lip and inscribed
on the case lid, the latter with trade label (small tears),  with
some accessories 

38cm; 15in

Made for Captain Crofton ‘…pair of best saw-handled
pistols with ash stocks…’  See D. H. L. Back 1992, p.75.

‡ £5000-6000
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450
A PAIR OF SAXON OVER-AND-UNDER RIFLED
PERCUSSION PISTOLS BY JANECK IN DRESDEN, CIRCA
1840

with signed etched twist sighted barrels, octagonal
breeches and muzzles, rifled with eight grooves, numbered
‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively and  finely engraved with scrolling
foliage at the breeches, patent breeches, the tangs
engraved en suite and incorporating the back-sights,
scroll-engraved back-action locks, highly figured fluted
walnut butts, scroll-engraved steel mounts including
trigger-guards decorated with an Ottoman warrior and a
gothic Knight respectively: in a later lined and fitted brass-
bound mahogany case with accessories

29.2cm; 11I in 

‡ £4000-5000
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451
A RARE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION DETONATING
PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840 

with browned octagonal barrel, German silver fore-sight,
the breech fitted with a ring-handled screw-in plug
incorporating an anvil, plain breech with fixed back-sight,
plain back-action lock, figured walnut half-stock carved with
foliage over the fore-end, chequered butt, and plain steel
mounts including spurred pommel (ramrod missing)

35.5cm; 14in

£300-500

452
A 1842 PATTERN PERCUSSION COASTGUARD PISTOL BY
GEORGE H. DAW

of regulation type, the barrel with traces of an inscription,
complete with its swivel ramrod and belt hook (patinated
and worn)

295cm; 11K in

£200-250

453
A PERCUSION POCKET PISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1840

with turn-off barrel, engraved box-lock action, folding
trigger, and swelling figured walnut butt; two Belgian Colt
style revolvers, mid-19th Century, each stamped with
spurious serial numbers; and an Indian flintlock holster
pistol, 19th Century (worn throughout)

the first: 21cm; 8D in

(4)

£250-350

451
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454
A VERY FINE AND RARE .44 CALIBRE COLT HARTFORD-
ENGLISH THIRD MODEL DRAGOON REVOLVER WITH
DELUXE FACTORY ENGRAVING, NO. 25 FOR 1853

with 7Iin barrel fitted with silver fore-sight, engraved with
a band of foliage at each end, engraved ‘COLN COLT
LONDON’, engraved with designs of foliage including a
panel centring on a cornucopia on the right of the lug and
struck with London proof marks on the left, engraved
cylinder decorated with the Texas Ranger and Indian scene,
scroll-engraved frame signed on the left, engraved case-
hardened recoil shield decorated with differing bouquets
within a frame of scrollwork, engraved case-hardened
hammer, engraved silver-plated back-strap and trigger-
guard, highly figured select quality walnut grips, engraved
case-hardened loading lever, with matching numbers
throughout (the barrel wedge numbered 23 and almost
certainly a factory mis-match), and retaining some original
blued and case-hardened finish and much silver-plated
finish throughout: in a select quality oak fitted case, lined in
blue velvet (small tears), the lid with trade label of Edward
London, complete with brass bullet mould, pewter oil bottle
and brass powder-flask by Dixon & Sons, and combined
nipple wrench and L-shaped screw driver, sold together
with a three page letter from R.L Wilson entitled ‘One of the
Finest Colt Dragoon Revolvers in existence’, detailing the
present revolver complete with its case and accessories   

35.5cm; 14in

Provenance:
Anonymous sale Sotheby & Co. June 11th, 1954, lot 33.

Hugh E.Hayes, California

Literature:
R.L.Wilson, The Book of Colt Engraving, 1974, p.125,
illustrated.

£30,000-35,000
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455
A .31 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1849 LONDON
PERCUSSION POCKET REVOLVER, NO9242 FOR 1856

of standard production specifications, with 6in barrel
stamped with two line London address, engraved cylinder,
iron trigger-guard and back-strap, polished walnut grips,
and retaining traces of original blued finish, and polished
walnut grips: in original fitted oak case lined in plum velvet
(areas of wear, lining faded, escutcheon and compartment
lid missing, hinges damaged): complete with original flask
and associated bullet mould 

27.5cm; 10N in

£1400-1800
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456
A .31 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1849 NEW YORK
PERCUSSION POCKET REVOLVER, NO 136552 FOR 1857

of standard production specifications, with 5in barrel
retaining some original blued colour, stamped with two line
New York address, engraved cylinder, the frame retaining
some case-hardening colour and the trigger-guard and
back-strap each with some original silver-plated finish, and
polished walnut grips: in a later mahogany case of
American type, lined in blue velvet with some accessories
(case lid cracked and repaired)

24.7cm; 9N in

£600-800

457
A COOPER’S PATENT SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER BY J.R. COOPER, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840

with fluted barrel group, rounded action signed ‘J.R.
Cooper’s patent’ on the left hand side and engraved with
scrolling foliage, engraved back-strap, highly figured walnut
grips, and ring trigger (replaced)

19cm; 7I in 

£250-350

458
A 54 BORE ADAMS PATENT DOUBLE ACTION FIVE-SHOT
PERCUSSION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1865

with octagonal barrel, inscribed ‘Patent Double Action
Revolver’ on the top strap, fitted with side mounted
rammer, and chequered walnut grips (pitted, refinished)

30.6cm; 12in

£200-300

456
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459
A 54 BORE TRANTER PATENT FIVE-SHOT DOUBLE-
ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER, RETAILED BY GARDEN
& SON, 200 PICADILLY, LONDON, NO 7157T, CIRCA 1860

with octagonal sighted 6in barrel, engraved with a band
about the muzzle, further designs of scrollwork and foliage
about the base, signed within a framework of scrolling
foliage on the top-strap, and stamped with the owner’s
initials ‘HMV’ on the right towards the muzzle, engraved
frame finely decorated with scrollwork, fitted with safety-
catch on the right and with sparsely engraved patent
loading lever on the left,  finely chequered figured walnut
butt, engraved steel trigger-guard, engraved butt-plate, and
with traces of original finish throughout: in original
mahogany fitted case lined in green baize, the lid applied
with trade label for 29 Piccadilly on the inside and with
brass escutcheon engraved ‘M.Vibart Madras Engineers’,
and complete with some original accessories including
brass bullet mould (small areas of light wear, the label small
stains)

31cm; 12D in

Garden & Son are recorded as army accoutrement makers
and gun suppliers at 200 Piccadilly circa 1852-88. Robert
Spring Garden is recorded at the same address circa 1862-77.
See A.W.F.Taylerson, R.A.N.Andrews & J.Frith 1968 p.285.

Colonel Henry Meredith Vibart obtained his commission in
the Honourable East India Company’s Engineers in 1857.
He arrived in India in 1859 and was shortly afterwards
appointed to the Public Works Department  where he
worked on irrigation and the military works at Kristina and
Banagalore. He became Under Secretary of Irrigation in
1879, became Superintendent Engineer in 1889 and retired
from the service in 1891. He published several works on
the military including the Military History of the Madras
Engineers and Pioneers. 

£1500-2000

END OF SALE

Our next sale of Antique Arms, Armour and Militaria will
be held on 7th December 2006

459
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Arms & Armour Society

The Society was formed in 1950 by a small group of
dedicated enthusiasts to further the study of arms and
armour, from earliest times, by bringing together scholars,
collectors, professional experts and all who share this
common interest. It has now grown into one of the leading
groups of those concerned in the study, collection and
preservation of arms and armour.

A Journal, published twice yearly, is recognised worldwide
as one of the most authoritative publications in this field
and is the preferred medium for original research papers. A
quarterly Newsletter keeps members in touch with the
Society's many activities and major events in the world of
arms and armour. 

Membership is open to all who share this interest and
enables them to participate in monthly meetings held at
The Tower of London, lectures, visits to places of arms and
armour interest and to seek help and advice on their
queries.

In addition the Society keeps a close eye on all matters
affecting the collection and ownership of arms, particularly
with regard to legislation, and makes appropriate
representations on behalf of members, to safeguard their
interests. 

If you take pleasure in the collection or study of armour,
swords, firearms and other arms, it will be greatly
increased by membership of this Society, by bringing you
into contact with others, including many of the world's
leading experts, who share your interest. 

Moreover, it will enable you to take an active part in
furthering your knowledge and that of your fellow members
and, by joining with them, help to safeguard the future. 

Two categories of membership are open to you: 

CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is £15 UK and overseas, surface
mail, £20 overseas airmail. This entitles you to the Journals
and Newsletters, attendance at three Meetings at the Tower
of London each year and full participation in all the
Society's other activities. 

FULL MEMBERSHIP 
Annual membership fee is £25. This is by election after
attending two meetings as a Corresponding Member or
Guest and application and proposal forms may be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary. Full membership entitles you to
attend all twelve of the meetings at the Tower of London in
addition to the other benefits of membership, as above. 

Send for an application form for membership and a free
copy of the latest Newsletter to: 
Anthony Dove, PO Box 10232, London SW19 2ZD

Telephone 01323 844278 • Fax 01232 449430 
(from outside UK +44 before the number and miss the first 0) 

email:  edmund@jbgreenwood.force9.co.uk
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Catalogue Subscription Form

In order to avoid missing  a sale why not subscribe and receive the catalogue directly from the printer’s mailing house.
Subscribers receive at least two catalogues per annum and are kept up-to-date to sale-related events at  
Thomas Del Mar Ltd.

Name (Block Capitals) .............................................…………………………………………………………………………………………..

Address .................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Post/Zip Code ...................................................................................

Telephone Number...........................................................................

Signature ..........................................................................................

Date...................................................................................................

SUBSCRIPTION COSTS

UK £20 ��

Europe £24 ��

Rest of the world £30 ��

Please make cheques payable to THOMAS DEL MAR LTD and send to Thomas Del Mar Ltd, c/o Sotheby’s Olympia,
Hammersmith Road, London W14 8UX, United Kingdom, or alternatively fax your details to us on +44 (0) 207 6025973

Credit/Debit Card Information

Mastercard  ��

Visa ��

Debit/Switch ��

Card Number ....................................................................................

Expiry Date .......................................................................................

Please debit my card for the amount shown above 

SIGNED.............................................................................................

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s





1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Thomas Del Mar Ltd. and

Sellers with prospective Buyers is governed by:-
(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers displayed in the

saleroom and available from Thomas Del Mar Ltd.; 
(iii) Thomas Del Mar Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in the sale catalogue,

in each case as amended by any saleroom notice or
auctioneer's announcement.

(b) As auctioneer, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. acts as agent for the Seller.
Occasionally, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may own or have a financial
interest in a lot. 

2. Definitions 
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting or considering
making a bid, including Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest bid or offer
accepted by the auctioneer, including a Buyer’s principal when
bidding as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, including their
agent, or executors;
“TDM” means Thomas Del Mar Ltd., Auctioneers, c/o
Sotheby’s Olympia, Hammersmith Road, London, W14 8UX,
company number 5368339.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or expenses due to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. from the Buyer; 
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission payable by the Buyer on
the Hammer Price at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the Property accepted by
the auctioneer at the auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus applicable Buyer’s
Premium and Buyer’s Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the minimum Hammer
Price at which the Seller has agreed to sell a lot.

The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses and Hammer Price
are subject to VAT, where applicable.

3. Examination of Lots 
(a) TDM’s knowledge of lots is partly dependent on information

provided by the Seller and TDM is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot is available for
examination before sale. Bidders are responsible for carrying
out examinations and research before sale to satisfy
themselves over the condition of lots and accuracy of
descriptions.

(b) All oral and/or written information provided to Bidders relating 
to lots, including descriptions in the catalogue, condition
reports or elsewhere are statements of TDM’s opinion and not
representations of fact. Estimates may not be relied on as a
prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
revised from time to time at TDM’s absolute discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability to Buyers
(a) TDM shall refund the Purchase Price to 

the Buyer in circumstances where it deems that the lot is a
Counterfeit, subject to the terms of TDM’s Authenticity
Guarantee.

(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither TDM nor the Seller:-
(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any oral or written

information provided to Bidders by TDM, whether negligent or
otherwise;

(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders and any implied
warranties and conditions are excluded (save in so far as such
obligations cannot be excluded by English law), other than the
express warranties given by the Seller to the Buyer (for which

the Seller is solely responsible) under the Conditions of
Business for Sellers;

(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or omissions
(whether negligent or otherwise) by TDM in connection with
the conduct of auctions or for any matter relating to the sale of
any lot.

(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any claim against TDM
and/ or the Seller by a Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price
for the relevant lot. Neither TDM nor the Seller shall be liable
for any indirect or consequential losses.

(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or limit the liability of TDM
or the Seller for death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of TDM or the Seller.

5. Bidding at Auction
(a) TDM has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the

auction. Before sale, Bidders must complete a Registration
Form and supply such information and references as TDM
requires. Bidders are personally liable for their bid and are
jointly and severally liable with their principal, if bidding as
agent (in which case TDM’s prior and express consent must be
obtained). 

(b) TDM advises Bidders to attend the auction, but TDM will
endeavour to execute absentee written bids provided that they
are, in TDM’s opinion, received in sufficient time and in legible
form.

(c) When available, written and telephone bidding is offered as a
free service at the Bidder’s risk and subject to TDM’s other
commitments; TDM is therefore not liable for failure to execute
such bids. Telephone bidding may be recorded. 

6. Import, Export and Copyright Restrictions
TDM and the Seller make no representations or warranties as
to whether any lot is subject to import, export or copyright
restrictions. It is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain any
copyright clearance or any necessary import, export or other
licence required by law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES). 

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse bids, withdraw or re-

offer lots for sale (including after the fall of the hammer) if (s)he
believes that there may be an error or dispute, and may also
take such other action as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.

(b) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding in
such increments as (s)he considers appropriate and is entitled
to place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the Reserve Price for
the lot, where applicable. 

(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract between the Buyer and
the Seller is concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.

(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall incorporate these Conditions
of Business.

8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, payment of the Purchase

Price is due in pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date"). 

(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer until TDM has received
the Purchase Price in cleared funds. TDM will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. Earlier release shall
not affect passing of title or the Buyer's obligation to pay the
Purchase Price, as above.

(c) The refusal of any licence or permit required by law, as
outlined in Condition 6, shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation
to pay for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).

(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots within 10 working

Conditions of Business for Buyers
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days of the auction. Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working days after the
auction. Until risk passes, TDM will compensate the Buyer for
any loss or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. TDM’s assumption
of risk is subject to the exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of
the Conditions of Business for Sellers. 

(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the Buyer's risk. TDM will
not be liable for any acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.

9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the Seller may have, if the
Buyer without prior agreement fails to make payment for the
lot within 5 working days of the auction, TDM may in its sole
discretion exercise 1 or more of the following remedies:- 

(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere at the Buyer’s sole
risk and expense;

(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by TDM against any

amounts owed to TDM by the Buyer for the lot; 
(d) reject future bids from the Buyer; 
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above HSBC Bank plc Base

Rate from the Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;

(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and reserves
at TDM’s discretion, in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price and the amount
achieved on re-sale, including all costs incurred in such re-sale;

(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property in TDM’s possession,
applying the sale proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to TDM. TDM shall give the Buyer 14 days written notice
before exercising such lien;

h) commence legal proceedings to recover the Purchase Price for
the lot, plus interest and legal costs; 

(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller to enable the Seller to
commence legal proceedings

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but does not collect the

lot within 20 working days of the auction, the lot will be stored
at the Buyer's expense and risk at TDM’s premises or in
independent storage

(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within 6 months of the
auction, following 60 days written notice to the Buyer, TDM will
re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and
reserves at TDM’s discretion. The sale proceeds, less all TDM’s
costs, will be forfeited unless collected by the Buyer within 2
years of the original auction. 

11. Data Protection
(a) TDM will use information supplied by Bidders or otherwise

obtained lawfully by TDM for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and as otherwise
required by law. 

(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the Bidder agrees to
the processing of their personal information and to the disclosure
of such information to third parties world-wide for the purposes
outlined in Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition 9(i).

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions and all other

materials produced by TDM are the copyright of TDM. 
(b) These Conditions of Business are not assignable by any Buyer

without TDM’s prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and representatives.

(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set out the entire
agreement between the parties.

(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business be held
unenforceable, the remaining parts shall remain in full force
and effect.

(e) These Conditions of Business shall be interpreted in accordance
with English Law, under the exclusive jurisdiction of the English
Courts, in favour of TDM.

If Thomas Del Mar Ltd. sells an item of Property which is later
shown to be a “Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. will rescind the sale and refund the Buyer the total
amount paid by the Buyer to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase Price. 

The Guarantee lasts for one (1) year after the date of the relevant
auction, is for the benefit of the Buyer only and is non-transferable. 

“Counterfeit” means an item of Property that in Thomas Del Mar
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion is an imitation created with the intent to
deceive over the authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or
source, where the correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the Property. 

Property shall not be considered Counterfeit solely because of any
damage and/or restoration and/or modification work (including, but
not limited to, recolouring, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply if either:-
(i) the catalogue description was in accordance with the generally

accepted opinions of scholars and experts at the date of the
sale, or the catalogue description indicated that there was a
conflict of such opinions; or 

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of the sale that the
item was a Counterfeit would have been by means of
processes not then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or likely to have
caused damage to or loss in value to the Property (in Thomas
Del Mar Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or 

(iii) there has been no material loss in value of the Property from
its value had it accorded with its catalogue description.

To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must:-
(i) notify Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in writing within one (1) month of

receiving any informationthat causes the Buyer to question the
authenticity or attribution of the Property, specifying the lot
number, date of the auction at which it was purchased and the
reasons why it is believed to be Counterfeit; and

(ii) return the Property to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in the same
condition as at the date of sale and be able to transfer good
title in the Property, free from any third party claims arising
after the date of the sale. 

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. has discretion to waive any of the above
requirements. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may require the Buyer to
obtain at the Buyer's cost the reports of two independent and
recognised experts in the relevant field and acceptable to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. shall not be bound by any
reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the right to seek
additional expert advice at its own expense. In the event Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. decides to rescind the sale under this Guarantee, it
may refund to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to two
mutually approved independent expert reports, provided always
that the costs of such reports have been approved in advance and
in writing by Thomas Del Mar Ltd.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd.‘s Authenticity Guarantee



Sale results for 14 December 2005

1 £960
2 £1020
3 £600
4 £360
5 £1680
6 £900
7 £840
8 £480
9 £540
10 £420
11 £840
12 £7200
13 £1200
14 £780
15 £1440
18 £96
19 £264
20 £840
21 £1260
22 £360
24 £900
25 £600
26 £5760
27 £480
28 £240
30 £2880
31 £960
32 £840
34 £720
35 £504
36 £420
37 £780
38 £540
39 £5400
40 £1200
43 £3840
44 £660
45 £840
46 £1560
47 £900
48 £660
50 £480
51 £3840
52 £1200
53 £228

54 £336
55 £1800
57 £960
58 £1080
59 £2400
60 £1560
61 £3360
62 £1680
63 £1080
64 £840
65 £960
66 £600
67 £6000
68 £9000
70 £3360
71 £900
72 £1680
73 £600
74 £2640
75 £66000
76 £384
77 £300
78 £360
79 £660
81 £312
82 £540
83 £300
84 £300
85 £336
86 £300
88 £600
90 £1920
91 £1200
92 £1032
94 £1440
95 £2280
96 £1200
97 £2640
98 £660
98A £660
99 £660
100 £420
102 £660
103 £360
104 £540

105 £336
106 £3840
107 £9000
108 £7200
109 £780
110 £4560
111 £90
112 £1440
113 £360
114 £10800
115 £3120
116 £900
117 £7800
118 £3360
119 £1200
120 £780
121 £660
122 £60
123 £40800
124 £780
125 £780
126 £360
127 £960
128 £2160
129 £720
131 £4080
132 £4560
133 £840
134 £3120
135 £1920
136 £420
137 £420
139 £2040
140 £5040
141 £2520
142 £2640
143 £1920
145 £5520
146 £5280
147 £2880
149 £1140
150 £1800
151 £720
152 £3600
153 £1680

154 £1920
155 £840
157 £600
158 £4800
160 £720
161 £3960
162 £3360
163 £1680
164 £3360
165 £1440
166 £1920
167 £1200
168 £1140
169 £780
172 £1560
173 £660
175 £480
178 £12000
179 £7800
180 £7200
181 £2400
182 £1800
183 £8400
184 £384
185 £288
186 £264
187 £60
188 £840
189 £2400
190 £7800
191 £5040
192 £3600
193 £2160
194 £3120
195 £2160
196 £1200
197 £660
198 £1140
199 £288
200 £1200
201 £312
203 £456
204 £4320
205 £3360
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Sale Title:
Antique Arms, Armour & Militaria

Date:
28th June 2006

Code: MOSCOW

Please mail or fax to:
Thomas Del Mar
c/o Sotheby’s Olympia
Hammersmith Road
London
W14 8UX
Fax +44 (0) 207 602 5973

Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for the
following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be executed
as cheaply as is permitted by other bids or
reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The auctioneer
may open the bidding on any lot by placing a
bid on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer may
further bid on behalf of the seller up to the
amount of the reserve by placing responsive or
consecutive bids for a lot.

I agree to be bound by Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is
successful, I agree to pay a buyer’s premium
on the hammer price at the rate stated in the
front of the catalogue and any VAT, or
amounts in lieu of VAT, which may be due on
the buyer’s premium and the hammer price.

Methods of Payment
Thomas Del Mar Ltd. welcomes the following
methods of payment, most of which will
facilitate immediate release of your purchases.

Wire Transfer to our Bank
Electronic transfers may be sent directly to our
Bank:
HSBC Bank Plc
38 High Street
Dartford
Kent DA1 1DG

IBAN No.:GB78MIDL40190481632140
BIC.:MIDLGB22
Sort Code: 40-19-04
Account No.: 81632140
Account Name.:Thomas Del Mar Ltd

Credit/Debit Card
A 3% surcharge is payable on all credit card
transactions; there is no charge for debit
cards.  By signing this form you are
authorizing payment for this sale.

Sterling Bankers Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank

Sterling Cash or Cheque
Cheques must be drawn on a recognised UK
bank.  We require seven days to clear a
cheque without a letter of guarantee from your
bank.

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone/Home Business

Fax VAT No.

Email

Signed Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)

Card Number

Cardholder Name

Expiry Date

Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature

Lot No Lot Description £ Bid Price

ABSENTEE BID FORM
(please print or type)

If you wish Thomas Del Mar Ltd. to ship your purchases, please tick ___

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s
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Lot No Lot Description £ Bid PriceLot No Lot Description £ Bid Price





Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s

c/o Sotheby’s Olympia Hammersmith Road London W14 8UX
Tel: +44 (0) 207 602 4805 Fax: +44 (0) 207 602 5973 Email: enquiries@thomasdelmar.com

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s

Antique Arms, Armour & Militaria 
including The Peter Cottis Collection

London
Wednesday 28th June 2006


